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Preface

The 1992 Johnson Space Center (JSC) National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA)/American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) Summer Faculty

Fellowship Program was conducted by the University of Houston and JSC. The program

at JSC, as well as the programs at other NASA Centers, was funded by the Office of

University Affairs, NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C. The objectives of the

program, which began nationally in 1964 and at JSC in 1965, are

1. To further the professional knowledge of qualified engineering and science faculty

members

2. To stimulate an exchange of ideas between participants and NASA

3. To enrich and refresh the research and teaching activities of participants' institutions

4. To contribute to the research objectives of the NASA Centers

Each faculty fellow spent at least 10 weeks at JSC engaged in a research project in

collaboration with a NASA/JSC colleague. This document is a compilation of the Final

reports on the research projects done by the faculty fellows during the summer of 1992.

Volume 1 contains reports I through 12, and Volume 2 contains reports 13 through 24.
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ABSTRACT

The Extravehicular Activity Retriever (EVAR) is a robotic device
currently being developed by the Automation and Robotics Division at the
NASA Johnson Space Center to support activities in the neighborhood of
the Space Shuttle or Space Station Freedom. As the name implies, the
Retriever's primary function will be to provide the capability to retrieve
tools, equipment or other objects which have become detached from the

spacecraft, but it will also be able to rescue a crew member who may have
become inadvertently de-tethered. Later goals will include cooperative
operations between a crew member and the Retriever such as fetching a
tool that is required for servicing or maintenance operations.

This report documents a preliminary design for a Vision System
Planner (VSP) for the EVAR that is capable of achieving visual objectives
provided to it by a high level task planner. Typical commands which the
task planner might issue to the VSP relate to object recognition, object
location determination, and obstacle detection. Upon receiving a command
from the task planner, the VSP then plans a sequence of actions to achieve
the specified objective using a model-based reasoning approach. This
sequence may involve choosing an appropriate sensor, selecting an
algorithm to process the data, reorienting the sensor, adjusting the effective
resolution of the image using lens zooming capability, and/or requesting
the task planner to reposition the EVAR to obtain a different view of the
object.

An initial version of the Vision System Planner which realizes the above
capabilities using simulated images has been implemented and tested. The
remaining sections describe the architecture and capabilities of the VSP and
its relationship to the high level task planner. In addition, typical plans that
are generated to achieve visual goals for various scenarios will be
discussed. Specific topics to be addressed will include object search
strategies, repositioning of the EVAR to improve the quality of
information obtained from the sensors, complementary usage of the sensors
and redundant capabilities.

INTRODUCTION

Vision systems that provide autonomous or semi-autonomous robots
with information that describes their surrounding environment or objects
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in that environment should be able to plan and execute actions that solve

visual problems efficiently and effectively. From a software architectural
design standpoint, the highest level or supervisory planner is called the
Task Planner (Figure 1). The Task Planner oversees the actions of several

subplanners, one of which is the Vision System Planner. Each of these
subplanners can be considered to be an expert with special knowledge
regarding how to solve problems within its particular domain. When
commanded to do so by the Task Planner, a subplanner will determine a
method for achieving the specified goal given its knowledge of the current
state of the world and it will then communicate the result of executing the

planned action back to the Task Planner.

Although each subplanner is subservient to the Task Planner, it may
nevertheless ask for assistance from the Task Planner if such assistance

would help it achieve the specified goal. For example, if the Task Planner
requests the Vision System Planner to recognize an object and the robot on
which the vision hardware is mounted is poorly positioned to sense the

object, the VSP may request the Task Planner to cause the robot to be
moved. If the Task Planner honors the request from the VSP, it would
then send commands to other subplanners (involving navigation and
control) to move the robot so that the Vision System can accomplish the

objective originally requested by the Task Planner.

The Vision System module itself (Figure 2) should be a self-contained
entity capable of accomplishing many types of objectives such as object
detection, recognition, tracking and pose estimation. A typical plan that
would be formulated to achieve one of these goals would involve choosing

an appropriate sensor, selecting an algorithm to process the data, and
communicating the results or a request for assistance to the Task Planner.
The remaining sections discuss a suggested architecture for such a Vision
System within the context of the Extravehicular Activity Retriever.

VISION SYSTEM PLANNER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The planning mechanisms developed are founded on the assumption that
there should be at least two visual sensors which provide intensity (color)

and range images. There are several reasons why such a multisensory
approach is desirable, three of which are particularly significant. First, the
availability of sensors with complementary capabilities permits the VSP to
select a sensor/algorithm combination that is most appropriate for
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achieving the current visual goal as specified by the task planner. Second,
if the sensor that the VSP would normally select as its first choice to
achieve the goal is either unavailable or inappropriate for usage because of
some current constraint, it may be possible to perform the desired task
using the other sensor to achieve the same goal, albeit perhaps by accepting
a penalty in performance. Finally, instances may occur for which it is
desirable to verify results from two different sensory sources.

The first of the above motivations addresses achieving the visual goal in
the most effective manner by allowing the VSP to choose among sensors
with complementary capabilities. For example, if it is desired to
distinguish between two objects of similar structure with the color of the

objects being the primary differentiating feature, then it is apparent that the
color camera should be used as the primary sensor. On the other hand, if

the size and/or geometry of the objects are most useful for determining
identity, then it is important to be able to expeditiously extract and process
three-dimensional coordinates. Clearly, this is a task that would be most
appropriately assigned to the laser scanner.

The previous example involving the need for three-dimensional
coordinates is illustrative of a case in which the primary sensor (the laser
scanner) is engaged to extract the required information. However, there
may be cases for which the laser scanner cannot be used to obtain range
information because (a) the object to be processed is covered with a highly
specularly reflective material thus preventing acquisition of good return
signals, (b) the laser scanner is currently assigned to another task, or (c)
the laser scanner is temporarily not functioning properly. For such
instances, it is highly desirable to provide a redundant capability by using
the other sensor if possible. The classical method for determining
three-dimensional coordinates from intensity images involves a dual (stereo
vision) camera setup in which feature correspondences are established and
the stereo equations are solved for each pair of feature points. Although
the current simulated configuration has only one intensity image camera,
this alternative mechanism for computing range values is in fact possible
for the VSP to achieve by requesting the task planner to reposition the
EVAR such that the camera's initial and final positions are offset by a
known baseline distance. Of course, there is a penalty in performance if
the (pseudo) stereo vision method is chosen, since the EVAR must be
moved and feature correspondences computed. However, it is nevertheless
important to have such a redundant sensing capability for the reasons
previously mentioned and to be able to independently verify the results
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obtained from one sensor or to increase the confidence of those results.

With respect to increasing the confidence of computed results, a typical

scenario might involve a case in which the EVAR is close enough to a

target object to hypothesize its class based on color, but too far away to

definitively recognize its geometric structure using laser scanner data. In

this case, the VSP would tentatively identify the object (using color) and

would advise the task planner to move closer to the object so that a laser

scanner image with higher resolution can be obtained. The confidence of

the initial hypothesis would then be strengthened (or perhaps weakened)

depending on the conclusion reached by processing the range data at close

proximity.

The fundamental architecture for the Vision System includes modules

which are designed to detect, recognize, track, and estimate the pose of

objects. Upon receiving a request from the main task planner to achieve

one of these objectives, the Vision System Planner determines an

appropriate sequence of goals and subgoals that, when executed, will

accomplish the objective. The plan generated by the VSP will generally

involve (a) choosing an appropriate sensor, (b) selecting an efficient and

effective algorithm to process the image data, (c) communicating the

nominal (expected) results to the task planner or informing the task planner

of anomalous (unexpected) conditions or results, and (d) advising the task

planner of actions that would assist the vision system in achieving its

objectives. The specific plan generated by the VSP will primarily depend

on knowledge relating to the sensor models (e.g. effective range of

operation, image acquisition rate), the object models (e.g. size, reflectivity,

color), and the world model (e.g. expected distance to and attitude of

objects). The next section presents the resulting plans generated by the
VSP for several different scenarios.
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RESULTS

The operation of the VSP that was designed and implemented can best
be understood by examining the plans that it generates for various
scenarios.

Scenario 1:

State of the world:

Three objects are somewhere in front of the EVAR. One of them is
an Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) with a known color.

Command received by the VSP:
Search in front of the EVAR for an ORU.

Plan generated by the VSP:

. Search the hemisphere in front of the EVAR by activating the
color camera, fixing the effective focal length and spiralling
outward from the center until the object is found.

. If the ORU is found, terminate the (spiralling) search and
iteratively refine the estimate of where the object is located by
adjusting the sensor gimbals toward the object and reduce the
field of view (telephoto zoom) until the object is centered and
large in the image.

If the ORU was not found, the VSP reports failure, in which
there are several actions that could be taken. First, the forward

hemisphere could be rescanned at higher magnification (a slower
process since more scans will be required). Second, the forward
hemisphere could be rescanned with increased illumination
(requiring a decision to be made regarding the desirability in
terms of overall objectives and power consumption by the
illumination source). Finally, the VSP could request the
Task Planner to rotate the EVAR by 180 degrees and scan the

rear hemisphere.
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Scenario 2:

State of the world:
Same as Scenario 1

Command received by the VSP:
Determine the distance to the ORU, no sensor specified.

Plan generated by the VSP:

1. Locate the ORU as in Scenario 1 using the color camera.

. Examine the object model for an ORU and determine which

sensor is the most appropriate to be used. In this case, since an

ORU is not specularly reflective, the laser scanner is chosen.

o Examine that part of the laser scanner image that corresponds to

the region belonging to the ORU in the color image and compute

the distance to those range image elements.

Scenario 3:

State of the world:

Same as Scenario 1

Command received by the VSP:
Determine the distance to the ORU, but force the estimation of

distance using single camera lateral stereo vision.

Plan generated by the VSP:

1. Locate the ORU as in Scenario 1 using the color camera.

o Move the EVAR left a known distance, take an image, and record

the location of the ORU in that image. Then move the EVAR

right a known distance, take an image, and record the location of

the ORU in that image.

4. Using triangulation (stereo vision with two cameras separated by

a known baseline distance) compute the distance to the ORU.
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Scenario 4:

State of the world:
Same as Scenario 1

Command received by the VSP:
Determine the distance to the ORU and move toward the ORU

along the optical axis of the color camera until the EVAR is a
specified distance (D) away from it.

Plan generated by the VSP:

1. Locate the ORU as in Scenario 1 using the color camera.

2. Estimate the distance to the ORU (Dor_) using the laser scanner.

3. Compute a vector along the optical axis of the color camera

whose length is (Dor u - D). Transform that vector into EVAR

coordinates and move to that position, maintaining the same
attitude.

Scenario 5:

State of the world:
Same as Scenario 1

Command received by the VSP:
As in Scenario 4, determine the distance to the ORU and check to

determine whether any other objects in the field of view are closer to
the EVAR than the ORU prior to moving toward it.

Plan generated by the VSP:

1. Locate the ORU as in Scenario 1 using the color camera.

2. Estimate the distance to the ORU using the laser scanner.

3. Search the range image for values that lie outside of the region
containing the ORU and report a potential obstacle if any of the
values indicate distances between the EVAR and the ORU.
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ABSTRACT

Qualitative reasoning is reasoning with a small set of qualitative values that is an

abstraction of a larger and perhaps infinite set of quantitative values. The use of

qualitative and quantitative reasoning together holds great promise for performance

improvement in applications that suffer from large and/or imprecise knowledge domains.

Included among these applications are the modeling, simulation, analysis, and fault

diagnosis of physical systems.

Several research groups continue to discover and experiment with new qualitative

representations and reasoning techniques. However, due to the diversity of these

techniques, it is difficult for the programs produced to exchange system models easily.

The availability of mappings to transform knowledge from the form used by one of these

programs to that used by another would open the doors for comparative analysis of these

programs in areas such as completeness, correctness, and performance.

A group at the Johnson Space Center 0SC) is working to develop CONFIG, a

prototype qualitative modeling, simulation, and analysis tool for fault diagnosis

applications in the U.S. space program. The availability of knowledge mappings from the

programs produced by other research groups to CONFIG may provide savings in

CONFIG's development costs and time, and may improve CONFIG's performance. The

study of such mappings is the purpose of the research described in this paper.

Two other research groups that have worked with the JSC group in the past are the

Northwest University Group and the University of Texas at Austin group. The former

has produced a qualitative reasoning tool named SIMGEN, and the latter has produced

one named QSIM. Another program produced by the Austin group is CC, a preprocessor

that permits users to develop input for eventual use by QSIM, but in a more natural

format. CONFIG and CC are both based on a component-connection ontology, so a

mapping from CC's knowledge representation to CONFIG's knowledge representation

was chosen as the focus of this study.

A mapping from CC to CONFIG was developed. Due to differences between the two

programs, however, the mapping transforms some of the CC knowledge to CONFIG as

documentation rather than as knowledge in a form useful to computation.

The study suggests that it may be worthwhile to pursue the mappings further. By

implementing the mapping as a program, actual comparisons of computational efficiency

and quality of results can be made between the QSIM and CONFIG programs. A

secondary study may reveal that the results of the two programs augment one another,

contradict one another, or differ only slightly. If the latter, the qualitative reasoning

techniques may be compared in other areas, such as computational efficiency.
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INTRODUCTION

Qualitative Reasoning

Quantitative reasoning is reasoning with precise, usually numeric, values.

Applications such as expert systems, modeling, and simulation typically have been

developed using quantitative reasoning. Due to the combinatorial and sometimes

imprecise nature of the data in these applications, however, their success has been limited

by the overwhelming amount of computation necessary m obtain the desired results.

Qualitative reasoning can help ease this problem.

Qualitative reasoning can be used to reason over the same domains as quantitative

reasoning, but a domain is represented as a (usually) small set of qualitative values rather

than a large (and possibly infinite) set of quantitative values. This abstraction of a

domain must be chosen carefully so that the set of qualitative values represents the

important qualities of the domain while suppressing or ignoring other qualities. If the

quantitative domain is continuous, the qualitative values chosen usually represent

contiguous intervals of the continuous space. For example, a number line can be

represented quantitatively by the real numbers; however, in some applications the same

number line could be represented by the qualitative values "negative", "zero", and

"positive". Since the number of elements in a qualitative domain is smaller than the

number in the corresponding quantitative domain, combinatorial problems can be solved

with less effort. A good introduction m qualitative reasoning in physical systems can be

found in [6].

Although qualitative reasoning methods are still mostly experimental, their application

to modeling, simulation, and analysis of physical systems holds great promise for use in

fault diagnosis of those systems. Using qualitative reasoning techniques, fault diagnosis

can be performed not only after a physical system has been built, but also during each

phase of its design. The potential savings in time, effort, and money are enormous.

Research groups, such as those headed by Forbus [2,4,7,8] and Kuipers [5,9,11,12], have

developed experimental qualitative re_onlng techniques and systems. A Johnson Space

Center group headed by Dr. Jane Malin is developing a prototype qualitative reasoning

program named CONFIG [13,14] for use in medel-hased fault diagnosis applications

within the U.S. space program.

Goals and Rationale

These groups have taken (sometimes radically) different approaches to qualitative

modeling, s_ulation, and analysis. Vigorous research is necessary to advance qualitative

reasoning techniques to a level where they can be applied to solve a wide variety of real-

world problems. However, sometimes the diverse methods utilized by different groups

present problems: different knowledge representation schemes can make it difficult to

share knowledge between groups, and incompatible reasoning techniques can make it
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difficult to incorporatenew techniques into existing programs. The thrust of this project

is to study the former, and perhaps to gain insight into the latter.

The major goal of this project is to develop a mapping from the knowledge

representations used by the Kuipers group (in the CC [9] and QSIM [5] systems) to that

used by the Malin group (in the CONFIG system). A program could be developed from

this mapping to mechanize the u'ansformation of CC and/or QSIM knowledge to a form

compatible with CONFIG. In addition to facilitating the sharing of physical systems

models between research groups, such a program may serve as the basis for comparisons

between reasoning methods used by the programs.

It is important that the mapping produced be correct and complete; i.e., all of the

knowledge in the source representation should be transfom_ in such a way as to

accurately retain its original meaning, and only that knowledge should be transformed

(nothing should be added). This presents a problem when the target representation

contains no counterpart for particular elements of knowledge embodied in the source

representation. It was decided that these elements and all documentation elements would

be transfom_ to documentation in the target representation, and all other knowledge

would be transfom_ to its counterpart in the target representation.

CONFIG

General Description

CONFIG is a system that integrates object-oriented modeling, quantitative and

qualitative mathematics, discrete event simulation, and digraph analysis to support the

modeling, simulation, and analysis of physical systems. The initial application of

CONFIG will be model-based fault diagnosis. CONFIG is based on a component-

connection ontology [1,3]; i.e., a physical system is modeled as a collection of

components and the connections between them. A component-connection model is

exlremcly modular and, thus, can be modified easily. A CONFIG model can be viewed

as a _ graph in which components, called devices, are the graph nodes and

connections, called relations, are the graph edges. During simulation, changes in the

value of device variables are propagated along the edges of the graph (i.e., through the

component-to-component connections).

Knowledge Representation

Each device class is comprised of several elements (or parts), some of which may also

be made up of parts. This arrangement of parts within parts is called a parts hierarchy.

Figure 1 shows the parts hierarchy of a CONHG device. The parts of a device are the

internal variable clusters (VCs), port VCs, mode independent (MI) processes, a mode

transition digraph (MTD), and a Device Control Digraph (DCD). In turn, the MTD is
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made up of modes, and modes are composed of mode dependent (MD) processes and

mode transition (MT) processes. These parts are detailed in [13] and [14].

I

I I i I I

I

I
I I

Figure I.- Parts hierarchy of a CONFIG device class.

The purpose of a variable cluster (VC) is to aggregate logically related variables into

a common data structure. The variables in the internal and port VCs contain state

information about the device. An internal VC is similar to a private structure in a C++

class: it contains variables that are accessible only by the other parts of the device. A

port VC, by contrast, is designed to be a device interface to other devices.

MI processes are one of three types of processes defined for use in discrete simulation

(the others are described below). Semantically, a process has the general form

if precondition then action after time-delay.

If the precondition of a MI process becomes true during simulation, the action specified

is placed on the simulation schedule to be executed after the time delay specified. The

preconditions are checked each time the simulation clock is updated.

Conceptually, a device mode defines an operating region of the device and describes

the behavior of the device when it is in that mode. By defining modes for each operating

region of the device, the behavior of the device can be modeled completely. For
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example, the modes for a switch device might be named "open", "closed", and "stuck"
and describe how a switch behaves in each mode. The modes of an MTD describe a

digraph in which the nodes are mode objects and the edges are MT processes. MT

processes have the same general semantic form as MI processes. The MTD also contains

a variable that indicates the current device mode. Each time the simulation clock is

updated, the preconditions of the MT processes of the current mode are checked. If the

precondition of one of the MT processes is true, then the corresponding action, which is

a transition to another mode, takes place. The MID also contains a collection of MD

processes; these processes operate much like the MI processes, with the exception that

their preconditions are checked only when the mode in which they are defined is the
current mode.

The purpose of a DCD is to describe the submodel (i.e., subcomponent) structure
within a device class.

A relation (i.e., an inter-device connection) can be thought of as a cable or pipe

between a subset of the port VCs of two devices. The flow of data through the relation

is generally one-way, though there are two-way relations (these can be viewed as two

one-way relations). A relation may be defined to connect any two devices, and within

these devices, any subset of their port VC.s, and within the port VCs, any subset of the
variables.

Simulation

CONFIG performs discrete event simulation. In discrete event simulation, events are

assumed to occur at points in time rather than continuously over intervals of time. When

the simulation begins, a sequence of events is placed in a schedule, ordered

chronologically by their arrival times (i.e., the times at which the events will occur). The

simulation clock is advanced to the arrival time of the first event, and the event takes

place. As a consequence of event occurrence, other events may be scheduled. The

simulation clock is advanced to the next event arrival time, and the process continues

until the schedule is empty (or until a specified amount of clock time has passed). The

purpose of using discrete event simulation is to simulate a nun_cal sample of the set

of possible system state sequences, rather than generating all of them. (The method of

generating all sequences is the basis of envisionmcnt, a form of which is used in QSIM).

When CONHG begins a simulation, each device is set to its specified initial mode.

As the simulation progresses, the process conditions are checked, and if they axe true,

their actions are scheduled for execution. Data values are propagated from device port

to device port through relations.
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QSIM

GeneralDescription

QSIM [5] is a qualitativesimulationsystemfor model-basedreasoningproducedby
the Kulpers research group at University of Texas at Austin. Although still considered

an experimental system, QSIM has matured to the point that other research groups use

it as a basis for their work. The modeling approach used in QSIM is radically different

from that used in CONHG. In QSIM, a system model is represented by a single

qualitative differential equation (QDE) _. Contrast this to CONHG, in which a system

is modeled as a collection of components and connections. Furthermore, in QSIM it is

possible to have multiple models of the same physical system, and to switch between

models as needed during simulation. For example, the QSIM User's Guide [5] presents

an example of modeling a bouncing ball; the system is modeled as an accelerating mass

while in flight and as a spring when it rebounds the floor. QSIM's use of multiple

models and model switching is similar in concept to CONFIG's use of device modes and
mode transitions.

Knowledge Representation

A QDE specifies the structure of the system being modeled. A QDE is comprised of

four major pans: a set of qual/tative variables, a quantity space for each variable, a set

of constraints among the variables, and a set of transition rules. Details about these may

be found in [5].

A quantity space is a qualitative absu'action of a quantitative range. It consists of an

ordered sequence of landmark values within the range; landmarks are borders between

qualitative intervals. A QSIM user can specify any collection of landmarks as long as the

collection includes the landmark O (zero).

The value of a qualitative variable is comprised of a qualitative magnitude, which is

a value from the variable's quantity space, and the direction of the magnitude's change,

which can either be decreasing, steady, or increasing.

A constraint specifies important relationships among the variables of the QDE. It

consists of the constraint specification and an optional list of corresponding values. A

constraint specification is a relation name and its variable arguments. A corresponding

value is a list of variable values that further constrain the variables. For example,

((M+A B)(0O)(inf LO)

I A Q$IM QDE construct is actually a set of qualitative diffenmfial eqmtions, in the traditional sense of

the tenn. However, to maintain consistency with QSIM documentation, the consa'nct will continue to

be referred to as a QDE for the remainder of this paper.
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is a constraint in which "(M+ A B)" is a constraint specification, and "(0 0)" and

"(inf inf)" are corresponding values. This constraint states that the relation M+ (positive

monotonicity) holds between the variables "A" and "B'. Further, the corresponding

values state that when "A" is zero, "B" is zero, and when "A" is 4.00, "B" is +oo.

Transition rules provide a mechanism for switching between models during simulation.

Each transition rule consists of a condition and a QDE identifier;, ff the QDE containing

the transition rule is active and the condition is true, the QDE specified in the rule

becomes the active QDE.

Simulation

A simulation in QSM d_e_ drastically from one performed in CONFIG since QSIM

uses a form of envisionmcnt to perform simulation. Envisionment, as de_fiM in the

section on CONFIG, is a process by which all possible system state sequences are

generated. Beginning with the initial model in its initial state, QSIM generates a tree

containing these state sequences, although QDE constraints and other constraining

mechanisms are used to prune away those state sequences that violate constraints, thus

saving time and computation. This tree is called a behavior tree. The user can request

information about any path in the tree from QSIM. Even with pruning, though, building

a behavior tree can be a computationally expensive process.

QSIM to CONFIG Mapping

The desirability of mapping QSIM knowledge to CONFIG was examined early in this

study. As a result of this examination, it was decided that a QSIM-to-CONFIG mapping

would not be developed. QSIM models all devices of the system in a single QDE. A

QDE cannot reliably be separated into discrete devices. Thus, a QSIM model would be

mapped to CONFIG as a single "mcga-device". One of CONFIG's strong points is its

component-connection representation. This representation is extremely modular;,

components and connections can easily be added or deleted. "I_ modularity would be
lost in the mapping.

CC

General Description

CC [9] is a preprocessor for QSIM; it takes CC input Mg_ge as its input, and

produces QSIM input language as its output. CC, like CONFIG, is based on a

component-connection ontology. The CC input language is styled after that of VHDL

[10], which separates a component's interface definition from its implementation

definition so that multiple component implementations can be defined without the

necessity of replicating the interface information. CC elements can be arranged into part
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and inheritance hierarchies, even though QSIM does not support hierarchies; this is

because CC "flattens out" the hierarchies.

Knowledge Representation

There are four major modeling elements in CC: quantity spaces, component

interfaces, component implementations, and component configurations. Details about

these elements can be found in [9].

Quantity spaces can appear either globally or within a component interface or

implementation. The CC quantity space concept is an extension of the QSIM quantity

space concept. Both contain an ordered list of qualitative landmark values, but a CC

quantity space may also specify a parent quantity space and a list of conservation

correspondences. A conservation correspondence is a list of qualitative values from the

quantity space that sum to zero; thus, a conservation correspondence is a form of

constraint on the quantity space values.

A CC component class definition is comprised of two parts: a component interface

and a component implementation. A component interface is a high-level abstraction of

a component that describes a family of component classes. The specific details of

particular component classes are described by component implementations. Multiple

implementations may be defined for a given interface. Each interface/implementation pair

defines a component class. A component class with subcomponents is called a composed

component class, and a component class without subcomponents is called a primitive

component class.

The parts of a component class (i.e., an interface/hnplementation pair) include a

knowledge domain name, terminals, component (local) variables, mode variables,

subcomponents, and connections between the subcomponents.

The knowledge domain name is one of a list of predefined areas such as "hydraulic",

"electrical", etc. A knowledge domain is a list of variable types commonly used in

components within the domain; for example, the "hydraulic" domain contains variable

types such as "flow" and "pressure". The authors of CC have taken a bond graph

approach [15], so these domain-specific variable types simply are synonyms for a set of

generic type names.

A terminal is an interface that can be connected to a terminal of another device. It

contains a collection of terminal variables. Terminal and component variables are

variables like those found in QSIM; i.e., their values are composed of a qualitative

magnitude and a direction of change. A mode variable is a QSIM variable and a

collection of condition/value pairs. During simulation, the conditions are checked, and

if any is found to be true, its associated value is assigned as the value of the mode

variable.
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The final major CC element, the component configuration, might be called a

"composed component macro". Its purpose is to create similar composed component class

definitions from a single component class that has some subcomponent information

omitted. The component configuration does this by supplying the missing subcomponent

information. For example, assun_ that there exists a composed component class named

"Black Box" with three subcomponents for which implementations (and perhaps

interfaces) have not been specified. Any number of similar "Black Box-like" component

classes can be created by defining component configurations that specify different

subcomponent class information for the three subcomponents.

CC does not appear to support QSIM model switching. Although multiple QDE's can

be generated, the CC User's Guide does not document any way of generating the QDE

transition relations needed to switch between the models during simulation.

CGTO-CONFIG

Order of Mapping

The order in which CC elements are mapped to CONFIG elements is bottom-up. That

is, a CC construct is converted only if all of its subparts have already been converted, or

if it contains no subparts. In this way, a given construct can be Iransformed in a single

pass, whereas with a top-down approach multiple passes might be required to complete

the transformation of a given construct. This leads to the following transformation order:.

I) Global quantity spaces with no parent specified;

2) Global quantity spaces whose parent has already been transformed;

3) Primitive component classes;

4) Component configurations are mmsformed to CC composed component classes; and

5) Composed component classes whose subcomponcnts have already been transformed.

Note that step 4 is a CC-w-CC u'ansformation, not a CC-to-CONFIG transformation.

The purpose of this step is to convert component configurations to a form that is easier
to transform to CONFIG.

Mapping Quantity Spaces

Quantity spaces, regardless of whether they appear globally or within a component

class definition, most closely resemble qualitative data types in the CONFIG process

specification language. The main elements of a quantity space are an ordered set of

landmark values and a set of conscrvation correspondences on those values. A CONFIG

qualitative data type consists of an unordered set of qualitative interval names and a

collection of operations on those qualitative names. Transformation of the landmark

values to interval names is straightforward; since landmarks represent the boundaries of

qualitative intervals, interval names will be genc_'ated by joining adjacent landmark

names. For example, the set of landmark values
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(L1 L2 L3 ...)

can be transformed to the set of interval names

(LI_L2 L2_L3 .... ).

The transformation of conservation correspondences to operations on the newly

generated qualitative type is complicated by the fact that the conservation correspondences

are operations on landmarks rather than on intervals. However, this can be overcome by

generating additional interval names that correspond to the intervals between 0 (which is

a landmark in every quantity space) and the landmarks in the conservation

correspondences. Then the sum of these intervals can be viewed as zero, and these

interval operations can be transformed to CONFIG qualitative data type operations. For

example, the quantity space,

(minf a b O c d inf) (0 0) (minf inf')(b c d))

would be transformed to the qualitativetype

(minf a a_b b_0 0_.cc_d d_inf 0_0 minf_0 0_inf b_0 0_c 0_d)

and the transformedconservationcorrespondences (i.e.,those intervalswhose sum isthe

interval0_0) would be (infunctionalform):

(SUMS-TO-ZERO 0_0 0_0)
(SUMS-TO-ZERO minf_00_in0
(SUMS-TO-ZERO b_0 0_c0_d)).

In addition, the original list of landmark values will be copied to CONFIG to

document the original landmark ordering.

Quantity Spaces with Inheritance

Communication with Dr. Kuipers about the inheritance mechanism for quantity spaces

indicates that there are still many unanswered questions about how the mechanism will

operate. Thus, it was decided to take the view that the landmarks and conservation

correspondences of parent quantity spaces are recursively inherited by child quantity

spaces. Thus, the transformation of a quantity space whose parent quantity space has

already been transformed is achieved by taking the union of the parent's interval set and
the child's interval set, and the union of the parent's operation set and the child's

operation set. This view assumes, however, that particular landmarks have the same

qualitative meaning at each level of inheritance.
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Mapping Primitive Components

Primitive components are component classes with no subcomponents. They will be

transformed to a CONFIG device class. This transformation involves many elements,
which are described below.

The implementation and interface of the component class contain descriptive text

strings. These will be included as docun_ntation in the COI_'IG device class. Other

items transformed as documentation will be the component class knowledge domain name

and component paran_ters.

CC terminals and CONFIG port variable clusters serve the same purpose, and each
is comprised of a collection of variables. Thus each terminal will be transformed to a

CONFIG port variable cluster class, and the CONFIG device class will contain an

instance of each variable cluster class as a port.

In a shnilar fashion, the component (local) variables will collectively be transformed
to a CONFIG variable cluster class, and the CONFIG device class will contain an

instance of this variable cluster class as an internal variable cluster. CC terminal and

component variables may also have several options specified, such as "display" and "no-

new-landmarks"; these are operational flags that have no counterpart in CONFIG, and so
will be copied as documentation for the variable.

A CC mode variable is a variable and a collection of condition/value pairs. If one of

the conditions is true, the variable takes on the corresponding value. Mode variables have

no relationship to modes in a CONFIG device. Their variables will collectively be

transformed to a CONFIG variable cluster class, and the CONFIG device class will

contain an instance of the variable cluster class as an internal variable cluster. Their

condition/value pairs will be Iransformed to MI processes.

CONFIG does not use constraint propagation. Thus, transformation of CC constraints

to CONFIG may have limited utility. The relations specified in most CC constraints have

predefined meanings; for example, M+ is a relation that between two variables, one of

which affects the value of the other in a monotonically positive mmm_. The predefined

meanings will not be translated, but the list of corresponding values in the constraint

could be Iransf_ to CONFIG process language operations on the types of the

constraint arguments.

CC conslraints define the value of one variable as a function of another;, i.e., whenever

the domain variable value changes, the range variable value changes according to a

function of the domain variable. This relationship could be Iransformed to CONFIG MI

or MD processes in which the change of domain variable from one qualitative value to

another triggers an action that changes the range variable value accordingly. However,

since only the name of the function rather than the function itself is encoded in the
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constraint, the transformation from constraint to MI or MD processes would have to be

performed by the human modeler. If the modeler chooses not to perform this task, then
the constraints would be transformed to CONFIG device class documentation.

Mapping Composed Components

The conversions described for primitive component classes also hold for composed

component classes. There are two additional elements that must be converted for

composed components: subcomponents and connections between subcomponents. By

taking a bottom-up approach, the subcomponents already will have been converted, so

instances of the subcomponent device classes can be included in the composed device

class DCD. Subcomponent connections will be transformed to CONFIG relations, since

both describe device-to-device connections, and will also be included in the DCD.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A CC-to-CONFIG knowledge representation mapping has been described. Although

it is complete (i.e., it describes the transformation of all CC knowledge to the CONFIG

representation), several elements are translated as documentation, due to differences in

CC/QSIM and CONFIG. These gaps represent areas of further study for potential

extension of CONFIG's capabilities.The mapping also highlightsthe need for further

studies concerning mappings from other qualitative reasoning programs to CONFIG, and

also the mapping of CONFIG representations to other programs. For example, even

though a mapping from QSIM to CONFIG is not desirable, a mapping from CONFIG to

QSIM might be. In summary, the current study has revealed more questions to be

investigated.

A good starting point for further study would be the implementation of the mapping

described here. Doing so will open the doors for empirical comparisons of CONFIG to

QSIM. It is important to know if the results achieved by CONFIG are complimentary,

contradictory, or essentially the same as the results of other programs. If complimentary,

the programs could be used together to get better results. If contradictory, why7 If

essentially the same, comparisons could be made to fred out if one program has a better

computational efficiency than the others.
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ABSTRACT

The common mode rejectionratio (CMRR)of the singleoperationalamplifier(op amp)
differential amplifier and of the three operational amplifier differential amplifier was
investigated. The three op amp differential amplifier circuit is used in the signal
conditioner circuit which amplifies signals such as the electromyograph or
electrocardiogram. The investigation confirmed via SPICE modeling what has been
observed by others in the recent literature that the CMRR for the circuit can be maximized
without precision resistor values or precisely matched op amps. This can be done if one
resistor in the final stage can be adjusted either by a potentiometer or by laser trimming
in the case of hybrid circuit fabrication.
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INTRODUCTION
The physiologicalsignal conditioningcircuit is used to amplify varioussignals

suchasthe electrocardiogram(ECG),the electromyogram(EMG),the electrooculogram
(EOG),and the electroencephalogram(EEG). The electrodesused to record these
signalswill oftenseea voltagethat is common to them. This will happen in the case of
EEG electrodes that will also see a voltage due to the ECG. Also, 60 Hz noise is almost

always capacitively coupled to the individual being monitored. Hence a differential
amplifier is used to subtract out the common voltage and amplify the difference voltage
between the electrodes. A measure of how well an amplifier amplifies the difference

signal and attenuates the common signal is called the common mode rejection ratio
(CMRR). It is important to keep this value as high as possible since some of the signals
are very low in amplitude. Thus they are susceptible to being obscured by any voltage
that may be in common with the transducing electrodes. This paper investigates the
common mode rejection ratio of the one and three operational amplifier (op amp)
differential amplifiers.

GENERAL BACKGROUND ON DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIERS

A detailed presentation into the theory of cascaded differential stages and
differential amplifiers has been presented by PallSs-Areny and Webster (1991 a and b)
and will be briefly discussed here. Figure 1 shows a single differential stage. It is
assumed that each stage has two inputs and two outputs. These stages can be
cascaded. The relationship between the inputs and outputs are governed by the
following four terms: Goo, Equation (1), is the differential mode gain assuming that there
is no common mode voltage on the inputs. GCC, Equation (2), is the common mode
gain assuming that Vo, and Vi2 are equal. Goc, Equation (3), is the common mode input
to difference mode output gain. Gco, Equation (4), is the difference mode input to
common mode output gain. Two additional terms, C, and D, are defined by Equations
(5) and (6) respectively. The actual CMRR of each stage is defined in terms of the C and
D values for the current stage and the preceding stages. The total CMRRr for n
cascaded stages is given by Equation (7) and is the reciprocal of the individual stage
CMRR'So This seems counter to the way most individuals think of cascaded stage
CMRR's as being multiplicative. This intuitive concept can however be seen in Equation
(8) which shows that the CMRR of each stage is the product of its own C_term and the
previous stages' D terms. A short discussion of the application of this formula to the
single and three op amp differential amplifiers will be presented.
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Figure 1.
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SINGLE STAGE DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

In this section the CMRR of the one op amp differential amplifier is examined.

Figure 2 shows the complete schematic of all the possible circuit configurations
investigated in this paper. Operational amplifier, OA1, and resistors, R1-R4, make up the
single op amp differential amplifier. This is really a two stage cascaded differential
amplifier. The op amp itself is the last stage and the resistive network is the first stage.
The inputs for the resistive stage are V1 and V2 and the outputs are at the inverting and
noninverting terminal of OA1. The C term for the resistive stage can be calculated to be
as shown in Equation (9). The D term for this stage is 1. The C term for the OA1 is just
the CMRR of the amplifier as presented in the specifications. For the LT1078AC

C- (2R2R4 *R2R3 *R3R4) /2 (9)
R2R3-R1R4

micropower op amp the typical value for the CMRR is 110 Db with a minimum value of97
Db at 25 ° centigrade. This is the low frequency value. The C for this op amp actually
starts to roll off with frequency with a 3 Db corner frequency of about 100 Hz. Applying
Equation (8) the actual CMRR for the op amp is the product of its C term and the prior
stage's D term. This yields a value 106 Db "1 or just 106 Db. Applying Equation (7) the
reciprocal of the CMRRr for the one op amp differential amplifier is equal to the sum of
inverses of the CMRR's for the resistive stage, i.e., the inverse of Equation (9), plus the
inverse of the op amp CMRR. This would lead one to think that the CMRRT would always
be less than that of lowest CMRR of the two stages just like the effective resistance of

parallel resistors. However, by proper choice of resistor values, Equation (9) can actually
be negative and thus, in theory, can exactly cancel the CMRR of the OA1 stage. This
would result in an infinite CMRRr at least at frequencies below 100 Hz.

A PSPICE model of the one op amp differential amplifier was examined for the
sensitivity of the output to the resistors R1-R4. The normalized sensitivities in units of

volts/percent are shown in Table I. The common mode input voltage was 8 V dc. The
nominal values of the resistors are also shown in the table. With the values shown, the

stage has a differential gain of 10. A ten percent change in R4 would result in an output
voltage change of .727 V. It should be noted that the magnitudes of the resistor
sensitivity are the same and therefore it would not matter which one was varied. If the
resistor values are exactly as indicated in Table I, the CMRR of the resistor stage would
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be infinite and therefore the CMRRT for both stages would be that of the op amp used.

If an LT0178 were used that had a CMRR of 106 Db, and if R1-R3 were the exactly as in
Table I, then R4 would need to have a value of 199988.98 for the resistor stage to have
a CMRR of -106.004 Db. This would cancel the CMRR of the op amp giving a CMRR T
approximately infinite. If adjustment of the amplifier is possible after fabrication then
precise resistors need not be used. Low tolerance resistors together with a fixed resistor

and a trimmer pot can be used to effectively increase the CMRP_ of the stage. Laser
trimming of resistors can also be done in hybrid fabrication.

Table I

Resistor Value

Normalized

Sensitivity

(V/percent)

R1 20 kN 7.27E-02

R2 200 k_ -7.27E-02

R3 20 k_ -7.27E-02

R4 200 kn 7.27E-02

In the laboratory, the one op amp differential amplifier was constructed using a
LT1078 op amp. The values of the resistors are shown in Table II. A 5 V dc and a 5 V

ac (1 Hz - 10.0 Khz) source was applied to the two inputs. A trimmer potentiometer
comprising part of R4 was adjusted to achieve a minimum output voltage. The resulting
value of R4 is shown in the table. The output voltage was minimized until obscured by
.5 mV of noise on the output. Thus the CMRR of the stage was better than 100 Db.

Equation (9) can be used to calculate the CMRR of the resistor stage and yields a value
of -97.556 Db. This is certainly within the range of CMRR's specified for this op amp.
The output voltage remained constant up to 1000 Hz and then started dropping. This
indicates that the 3 Db point for this op amp was better than the 100 Hz which was

indicated in the specification. At 10.0 Khz the CMRR of the stage dropped to 83.3 Db.

Pall_ts-Areny and Webster (1990) used a LM741C op amp with a specified 90 Db
CMRR and obtained a CMRRr at 10 Hz and below of 126 Db (which was the limit of their
measurement capabilities). This was done with nonprecision resistors and a trim pot.
As expected, if the op amp was exchanged for another the potentiometer had to be
readjusted to minimize CMRRr.
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Table II Laboratory resistor

differential amplifier.

Resistor Value

R1 20.0184 kN

R2 191.194 k_

R3 20.0079 k_

R4 191.067 kn

values for one op amp

Table III Resistor values and

amp differential amplifier.

Resistor Value

sensitivities for the 3 op

Normalized

Sensitivity

(V/percent)

R1 20 kn 7.27E-02

R2 200 kN -7.27E-02

R3 20 k_ -7.27E-02

R4 200 k_ 7.27E-02

R5 2 k_ -8.70E-I0

R6 i00 k_ 5.51E-05

R7 i00 k_ -5.51E-05

THREE OP AMP DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

The three op amp differential amplifier is shown in Figure 2 and comprises op amps OA1-
OA3 and resistors R1-R7. For the present discussion OA2, OA3 and R5-R7 will be
considered as one stage. The common mode rejection ration for this first stage, CMRRF,

[i.e., its C term as defined in Equation (5)] has been developed by Pall&s-Areny and
Webster and just the results will be reproduced here in Equation (10). In this equation
the A='s and the A='s refer to the difference gain and common gains of the OA2 and OA3.
It should be noted that R5-R7 are not involved with the CMRR of this stage. The
following will indicate why this is so.
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V3

U4

Figure 2.

q

One and three op amp differential amplifier.

The sensitivity of the output to all resistors, R1-R7 was investigated with a PSPICE
program. Again, the input common mode voltage was 8 V and the sensitivities are
reported in terms of volts/percent. The results of the analysis are shown in Table III. The

1 Aaz+AcJ2 +Ad3+AcJ 2 *2AazAcu-Ac2AcJ2

2 A_+AcJ2-Aaz-AcJ2 +AcL_Ac_-Ad3Acz
(lo)

sensitivities of R1-R4 are the same as those found for the Iop amp differential amplifier.
The sensitivities of R6 and R7 are the same except for a negative sign and these

sensitivities are approximately 1300 times less than for R1-R4. Thus they affect the
common mode output very little. R5 has virtually no effect on the common mode voltage
as seen by its very low sensitivity. From these results the maximum change in the
common mode voltage gain is associated with resistors R1-R4.

From Equation (10) it is evident that for high a high CMRRF the two input op amps
OA2 and OA3 must have both their common mode gains and difference mode gains
matched. It is not enough to just have equal CMRR's for each.

The D term for this first stage, as defined in Equation (6), is given by Equation (11)
and it can be found in many books on electronics (e.g., Horowitz and Hill, 1989 p. 425).
This assumes that R6 and R7 are equal. The term CMRRs will be used for the common
mode rejection ratio of the second stage of the three op amp differential amplifier. It will
now consist of the CMRR found for this stage times the D term for the preceding stage
as indicated by Equation (8).
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D:I+ 2R___66 (11)
R5

Therefore, the CMRRx for the three op amp differential amplifier is given by equation (7)
and shown more explicitly in Equation (12). If CMRR_ and CMRRs have equal sign then

CMRRT will be less that the lowest of the individual stage's CMRR. However, again by

1 1 1
- +-- (12)

CS_RT _F _s

adjusting one of the resistors R1-R4, CMRRs can be either positive or negative. Thus the
total CMRR of the whole differential amplifier circuit can be in theory, made close to

infinity. PSPICE modeling of this circuit verified this observation. Adjustment of R4 would
allow the CMRRT to be driven arbitrarily close to infinity even when the/_'s and A_'s of
OA2 and OA3 were greatly mismatched. Adjustment of R4 can even compensate for a
mismatch of R6 and R7.

SUMMARY

In summary, if no adjustment can be made of the resistor values in the one or three op

amp differential amplifier, then all resistor values should be precise and the two op amps
in the first stage of the three op amp differential amplifier must have their common mode
gains and their difference mode gains matched. Also each op amp should have a high
CMRR. However, if one of the resistors in the last stage can be adjusted to null the

overall CMRR of the amplifier then precision resistors and exactly matched operational

amplifiers need not be used.
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ABSTRACT

Total Quality Management (TQM) is a cooperative form of doing

business that relies on the talents of everyone in an organization to

continually improve quality and productivity, using teams and an

assortment of statistical and measurement tools. The objective of

the activities described in this paper was to implement effective

improvement tools and techniques in order to build work processes
which support good management and technical decisions and actions

which are crucial to the success of the ACRV project. The

objectives were met by applications in both the technical and

management areas. The management applications involved initiating
focused continuous improvement projects with widespread team

membership. The technical applications involved applying proven
statistical tools and techniques to the technical issues associated

with the ACRV Project.

Specific activities related to the objective included working
with a support contractor team to improve support processes,
examining processes involved in international activities, a series of

tutorials presented to the New Initiatives Office and support

contractors, a briefing to NIO managers, and work with the NIO Q+

Team. On the technical side, work included analyzing data from the

large-scale W.A.T.E.R. test, landing mode trade analyses, and
targeting probability calculations. The results of these efforts will

help to develop a disciplined, ongoing process for producing

fundamental decisions and actions that shape and guide the ACRV
organization.
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INTRODUCTION

Total Quality Management (TQM) is a cooperative form of doing
business that relies on the talents of everyone in an organization to

continually improve quality and productivity, using teams and an
assortment of statistical and measurement tools. JSC management

has made a commitment to understanding TQM techniques, and to

implementation within JSC organizations. The Assured Crew Return

Vehicle (ACRV) Project Office began to investigate and utilize the

applications and benefits of continuous quality improvement

techniques during the late spring and summer of 1991. As the ACRV

project continues to move through its various stages of
development, it remains vital that effectiveness and efficiency be

maintained in order to provide the Space Station Freedom (SSF) crew
an affordable, on-time assured return to Earth. The challenge is

magnified by an increasing pressure to adhere, if not reduce,
schedules and cost while meeting strict technical objectives. The

introduction of ESA and NPO Energia into the picture has created a

whole new set of issues and processes that need to be addressed. An
additional factor for the success of the ACRV is attaining the

maximum benefit from the resources applied to the project.

This paper documents the work performed over a 10 week

period which involved examining, measuring and assessing processes
being utilized by the ACRV Project teams. A major portion of this

work involved determining specifically where certain statistical

tools would be appropriate, and demonstrating their application.

Major areas of interest included ACRV testing techniques,

probability of mission success (POMS), and support contractor
processes. The results from this work are aiding the ACRV office in

implementing a disciplined, ongoing process for producing
fundamental decisions and actions that shape and guide the

organization. The resulting activities of the ACRV Project teams
will serve as models for other organizations which are attempting

to use TQM effectively to anticipate and respond to changing
environments.
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METHODS IMPLEMENTED FOR IMPROVEMENT ACTIVITIES

The activities conducted over the summer were supported by a

series of four tutorials presented by the Summer Faculty Fellow

(SFF) to the New Initiatives Office (NIO) and associated support

contractors, a briefing to NIO management, and interaction with the

NIO Q+ Team, and the ACRV and NIO manager. Direct application of

numerous quality improvement techniques was accomplished in

conjunction with the administrative support contractor personnel in

the ACRV office. The SSF also encouraged and supported direct use

of concepts and tools presented in the tutorials. Throughout the

tutorials, participants were asked to brainstorm and discuss related

topics, particularly with regard to implications and applications

within their own organizations. All tutorials were videotaped, and
copies of the tapes and the viewgraphs used may be obtained through

the NIO Library in the NOVA building. The four tutorials presented
are described below.

1. Implementing A Total Quality System: Process Improvement and

The Role of Deming's Points

This tutorial presented the basic concepts included in a total

quality system, and discussed the elements needed for implementing
a quality improvement system. Topics included leadership

involvement, team structure, team facilitation, quality training, and

quality planning. The first 7 of Deming's 14 points were presented,

including discussions relating the implications of the points to the

attendees' organizations. In the Deming context, a model of quality

was presented as it relates to a business strategy. Time was also

spent discussing a methodology for process improvement, and how to

make implementation of the various steps happen.

2. The Implications of Variation on Continuous Improvement and

Darning Points 8.14

It is vital that all team members understand some of the basic

statistical concepts needed to interpret variation. This tutorial

presented an overview of the impact of variation, how it can be
measured, and how it can be monitored for valuable results.

Deming's Red Bead experiment was performed, and the results were
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analyzed through the use of control charts and discussion. The
necessity to make a distinction between patterns of variation was
stressed in order to minimize the losses resulting from the

misinterpretation of the patterns. These losses can be minimized by

understanding that variation can be caused by either common or

special causes, by knowing how to determine whether a system is

stable or not, and by basing action on this analysis. Some methods

for creating control charts were presented, with significant time

spent on discussing the interpretation of control charts.

3. A Toolbox for Quality Improvement

This tutorial began with a re-introduction to the role of

problem solving, and a strategy for process improvement. The roles
and responsibilities of team members was presented and discussed.

The remainder of the tutorial presented a wide range of tools which

may be used by teams in continuous improvement efforts. Effective
use of brainstorming and its relations to team activities was

presented. The various tools presented included:

Seven Old Tools: flowcharts,cause and effect diagrams,
pareto diagrams, checksheets, histograms, scatter diagrams,
and control charts.

Seven New Tools: Affinity Diagrams, Interrelationship
Diagrams, Tree Diagrams. Matrix Diagrams, Matrix Analysis,
PDPC, and Arrow Diagrams.

Quality Function Deployment

Brainstorming

4. "Relnventing Government"

This tutorial presented a discussion of the recently published
book of the same title. Discussions included a relation of Deming's

14 points in light of relationships to government organizations.

Significant time was spent discussing examples of successful
applications of continuous improvement efforts in a widespread

assortment of governmental organizations.
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IMPI I=MENTATION OF QUALITY IMPROVEMENT TECHNIQUES

One highly focused team improvement activity was
accomplished over the 10 week period. This involved the work being
done by the ACRV support contractor - Eagle Engineering. An office
of three people performs all of the administrative support for the
ACRV project office. These activities include typing letters, typing
presentations, copying, preparing viewgraphs, sending and receiving
faxes, scheduling telecons, keeping files and retrieving documents,
maintaining an office calendar, and numerous other activities. In
preparation for an expansion of the activities of the project office,
this team wanted to understand and improve their processes before
the introduction of international activities completely confounded
the support activities.

Throughout the summer, data was collected by tracking many
of the activities performed in the support office. A log was kept of
copying performed, copier breakdowns, and fax breakdowns. An
"Administrative Support WORK REQUEST" form was also developed
and tracked throughout the entire 10 week period. This form helped
keep track of how long it took jobs to go through the office, who was
requesting work, what type of work was being requested, and
barriers that were encountered along the way. Two surveys were
also given to customers during two weeks of Configuration Review
meetings that were supported by this same team. Towards the end
of the tracking period, all results were collected and analyzed.
Through the use of control charts, bar charts, pareto diagrams, and
flowcharts, the support personnel were able to understand the
current state of their processes, and determine methods for
improvement.

The results of these activities helped the support contractor
team to improve the processes that they dealt with daily in
supporting the work of the project office. The results of this
activity also helped other project office personnel understand the
significant amount of activity necessary in project support, and how
their help was needed to maintain effective support on the part of
the contractor. This eliminated some of the barriers between
management and personnel, and between the contractor and the
project office personnel.
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ENGINEERING ANALYSIS ISSUES

Three major activities took place in the area of statistical

analysis. These included the analysis of W.A.T.E.R. test results,

aiding the Landing Mode Decision Team in decision analysis, and
further calculation of targeting probabilities.

W.A. T.E.R. Test Results

This activity involved analyzing results from a test which the

SFF helped design during the previous summer. The Wave Analysis &
Test of Extraction Requirements (WATER) Test was a large-scale

testing effort which focused on the post-landing phase of the ACRV

mission, specifically a water-landing vehicle. The development of a

full scale, generic ACRV mockup was the centerpiece of the crew

egress evaluation. A mockup to simulate the water dynamics of both
the Apollo and a NASA study vehicle concept, SCRAM. An entire week

of unmanned testing took place in May, prior to the SFF's arrival.

The SFF was then able to attend a portion of the manned testing

which occurred throughout the first week in June.

All of the results of these testing efforts had to be analyzed

using experimental design analysis techniques. This included
synthesizing numerical, quantitative, results with verbal,

qualitative input offered by the Search and Rescue (SAR) personnel.

Response variables such as flotation attitude, pitch amplitude, yaw
rate, and wave run-up had to be analyzed relative to input variables

such as vehicle configuration, wave state, hatch location and crew

composition.

Landing Mode Decision Team

This effort involved the use of a tool called the Analytic

Hierarchy Process (AHP) to help the team come to a recommendation

regarding the required capability of an ACRV to land on land or

water. The team had already gone through a process of defining

criteria/objectives to make the decision, definitions of these

criteria, and measures of effectiveness for each criteria.

Throughout the summer, for each measure of effectiveness, a score
was determined for one of five landing modes: land only, water only,
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land and water, land primary with water back-up, and water primary
with land back-up. The SFF then helped the team in the use of AHP
to rank by importance the measures of effectiveness, rank by
importance the mandatory and highly desirable criteria, and then to
combine all of these rankings together into a final recommendation.
The results of this work will help provide the direction for future
development efforts of the ACRV.

Targeting Probabilities

This effort involved calculating targeting probabilities for
landing the ACRV on land sites throughout the world, and the related
probability of mission success. Initial engineering studies were
performed to estimate the targeting accuracy to a landing point of a
range of ACRV configurations dues to navigation, entry guidance, and
parachute drift dispersions. Information was used to generate a
two-dimensional probability distribution which characterized the
probability of landing over a given region. Using information
obtained on obstacle coverage at two specified landing sites, a
probability distribution for the obstacles was also generated. When
these two probability footprints were combined, the results provide
the capability of estimating the probability of the ACRV hitting an
obstacle upon landing. This measure is one of a number of criteria
that play into the overall probability of mission success. This also
will play a role in determining the landing mode decision described
previously.

JSC CENTER ACTIVITIES

Along with the activities described above, throughout the
summer the SFF also spent some time working with groups outside
of the ACRV Project Office. These activities included meeting with
the JSC TQM Steering Committee, presenting a TQM tutorial to the
Budgeting office, and talking to the Manager of Training and
Development regarding center-wide training in quality improvement
methods and tools. All of these activities grew out of the initial
work and tutorials provided to the ACRV project team and NIO
personnel, and will help support the Center's efforts in
implementing and sustaining continuous improvement.
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CONCWSIONS

During the course of the summer's activities, numerous people in NIO

and the ACRV project office have gained a better understanding of

TQM - not just as a philosophy, but also as knowledge of the tools

available to support the philosophy. This has resulted in more

people thinking about how to use the available tools, and possible

applications in the work and process of NIO activities. Members of
the ACRV office, and NIO, expressed a strong interest in finding

more applications, and continuing the quality improvement

activities so that knowledge of the tools is not lost. For the

administrative support team, significant improvements have been

made in the processes evaluated by the team.

More people are now looking at how to implement TQM in their

own organizations and processes. Contractor attendance was very
high at all of the tutorials, and they gave valuable input. The
involvement of all of these organizations improves internal

customer/supplier relationships, helps provide some focus on

internal processes as well as external, and provides many additional

people with direct experience working with TQM tools, and operating

under the corresponding philosophy. All of these people will have to

be supported by their management in carrying out these activities as

they move into future activities.

Improving product and/or service quality is achieved through

improvements in the processes that produce the product or service.

Every activity and every job is part of a process - and can be

improved. Improvement comes through people and learning. A

strategy for process improvement used by teams helps provide a
roadmap for further improvement. The roadmap includes the

development of team members who possess the ability to determine

a common objective, define the relevant process, define the current

knowledge, and build on that knowledge to make a change in the

process using the improvement cycle. If the enthusiasm, and team
activities, initiated in the projects described in this paper are used

as a roadmap into the future, the ACRV office and other

organizations within NIO can realize significant improvements in

processes, and can leave a well-defined trail for others to follow

along the road of continuous improvement.
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ABSTRACT

The increasing complexity of space operations and the inclusion of intcrmBanizational and

intemadonM grOUl_ in the planning and control of spscc mira lead to nxluinnncnts for gzealcr

communication, coordination, and cooperation among mission schedule_ These schedulers must

jointly Mlocate ecarcc shared resources among fl_c various opcrationM and minion oriented mctivi-

ties while adhering to all constraints. This scheduling emdmnmeat Is complicated by such factors

as the presence of varying perspectives and conflicting objectives among the schedulers, the need

for different schedulers to work in parallel, and limited communication among schedulers.

Smooth interaction among schedulers requires the use of protocols that govern such Issues as

resource sharing, authority to update the schedule, and communication of updates. This paper

addresses the development and characteristics of such protocols and their use In a distributed

scheduling envimnmmt that incorporates computer-aided scheduling tools. An example pm_em

is drawn from the domain of space shuttle mission plarming.
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INTRODUCTION

Scheduling is the process of assigning resources and limes to each activity of a plan (or plans)

while ensuring that each constraint is obeyed. Optimization criteria can determine the relative

desirability of two alternate schedules. Although scheduling problems a_ often simple to visual-

ize and express, scheduling is an NP-complete problem, so attempts to apply mathematical pro-

gramming to scheduling have met with very limited success [2, 6]. In fact, programming

approaches have been limited to very narrow problem domains, especially that of the job-shop, in

which jobs must be assigned to various machines.

This paper focuses on the class of scheduling problem in which:

1. activities have precedencerelationships(oneactivity must not begin until another activity

has completed):

2. resourcesarelimited;

3. objectives or optimization criteria exist that may be used to rank competing schedules; and

4. the time frame in which to complete all activities (or as many activities as possible) is

limited.

This class of problem differs from the job-shop problem domain in that a job-shop problem

assumes an infinite time line in which all activities may complete. In a job-shop problem, all

activities are scheduled regardless of the total time required. In contrast, in this paper resources

may be over-subscribed, so that even the optimum schedule might not accommodate all desired

activities within the time limitations. Thus, provision must be made for selecting between compet-

ing activities (or sets of related activities) where insufficient time exists for the completion of all

activities.

To assist users in developing viable schedules, NASA has developed COMPASS (COMPuter

Aided Scheduling System) [3], a computer-based tool that interactively schedules activities in a

user-specified order. COMPASS provides graphical tools for displaying activities, resource avail-

ability, and schedules. An activity defined in COMPASS may have _ requirements and

require resources. Activity attributes supported by COMPASS include priority, required

resources, duration, earliest permissible start time, latest permissible end time, and state condi-

tions. COMPASS has enjoyed widespread acceptance and use within NASA and the contractor

community.

NASA has recently proposed enhancing COMPASS to support multi-user or distributed

scheduling problems. This paper focuses on the issues raised by distributed scheduling and on

requirements for computerized support of this problem domain. The next section of this paper

defines distributed scheduling and addresses these issues. This is followed by a discussion of
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some of the human issues involved in the development of protocols for use by multiple teams of

schedulers who must cooperate to produce joint schedules.

DISTRIBUTED SCHEDULING

Definition

Distributed scheduling consists of those scheduling problems involving:

1. several schedulers,

2. who can work independently,

3. each of whom is responsible for scheduling separate sets of activities that are somehow

intenr.lated, and

4. must share a common pool of resources.

Besides sharing a common resource pool, the activities may also have precedence require-

ments, or one activity may establish a state that another activity requires, etc. While the schedulers

may work independendy, the need to coordinate the interactions among their tasks prohibits pmely

independent work. Distributed scheduling problem domains of particular interest to NASA

include the scheduling of astronomical satellite experiments, pem_el training, and space mission

activities.

The interactions among schedulers can be cooperative or competitive. Cooperative scheduling

is defined as those cases in which:

I. All schedulers have the same objectives;

2. Reslxmsibility for scheduling has been divided in order to share the labor, and

3. Prtm3cols serve primarily to coordinate and synshrmize.

In large problems the size and complexity of the scheduling task and the limited abilities,

skills, knowledge, and resomr_ of any individual make the distribution of the sclgduling task a

natural and necessary means of developing the requit_! schedule. By distributing the work, each

scheduler can concentrate on a manageable volume of work in a narrow domain. Some schedulers

may develop specialized knowledge and skills suitable only to their particular domains.

In contrast, competitive scheduling consists of those cases in which:

1. Each scheduler has his or her own objectives;

2. The netz._ty of sharing common _ interferes with the simultaneous achievement

of these objectives;

3. The pursuit of individual objectives leads to competition for the common _soerce_ and

4. Protocols serve largely to arbitrate competition by allowing all schedulers fair access to
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shared reSotlro_.

Competitive scheduling can arise in situations in which there are contractual agreements

among diffenmt panics or in which different resources are owned by different groups. Such situa-

lions can dictate the division of responsibility for scheduling among several groups, with each

group having its own set of goals.

General Discussion of Goals

The lack of a single point of control inc_ases the complexity of the overall scheduling prob-

lem (as a result of the necessary communication overhead) and raises several issues regarding the

interactions of multiple schedulers and the integration of their individual schedules. The most

basic issue raised by distributed scheduling is that of goals. What measure of goodness is most

appropriate in a distributed envimmnent7 How do the optimization criteria for a distributed sched-

uling problem differ from those for a non-distributed problem? Variables commonly used for

scheduling problems include [4, 5]:

- Completion time: the time at which processing of the last activity completes.

- How-time: the total time that sc_vities spend in the shop.

- Lateness: the difference between the completion time of an activity and some

pre-specified due date associated with that activity.

- T_diness: equal to lateness when lateness is positive, otherwise equal to zero.

evaluation criteria typically involve minimizing or maximizing the mean, total, min-

imum, or maximum of one or more of these variables. In a standard job-shop problem, these crite-

ria are assumed to be universally agreed upon. However, even in such a standard, non-distributed

scheduling environment, the various tasks to be scheduled may belong to several different custom-

ers (perhaps represented by members of the marketing staff), each of whom would prefer that his

or her tasks be given high priority. Thus, even in a non-distributed setting conflicting goals may

exist. When conflict exists, the scheduler must have some meres of detexmining a set of priorities

to be applied to the scheduling task. The scheduler may be flexible in his or her choice of IMiori-

ties, adjusl/ng them to the needs of the moment. For example, the scheduler might attempt to mob

lily a major customer who has previously been slighted by giving preference to that cnstomer's

work in the current schedule. Regardless of the conflicting demands, however, the optimization

requirements are formulated under a single point of control and this procedure can succeed

because the single scheduler (or team of schedulers) who develops the optimization criteria also

controls the entire resource pool.

In a distributed schedule, however, individual schedulers must share resources, so one sched-

uler optimizing his or her schedule may restrict another scheduler's options, resulting in a subopti-
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mal global schedule. The issue of a global measure of goodness becomes more important in

distributed scheduling than in individual scheduling. This is truc because m individual scbeduler

can accept a schedule even without a specific measure of goodness; the schedule may balance sev-

eral conflicting needs fairly and "just look good." A distributed schedule, in contrast, must "look

good" through several sets of eyes. When a team of schedulers must corn/rag to work together on

future projects, perceptions of inequity or misplaced priorities can engender resentmcsus that will

poison these on-going relationships. Thus, some mechanism for balancing both local and global

optimization must be provided. The protocol used by the schedulers to coordinate their activities

must support optimization techniques that are perceived as both equitable and efficient.

Requirements for Competitive Scheduling

NASA needs to develop protocols that facilitate the development of successful schedules in

"competitive" distributed environments that generally satisfy the objectives of the separate sched-

ulevs. This requires protocols that govern the process of building the schedule as well as protocols

that govem how conflicting objectives are resolved. Selecting a desirable sclw.duling protocol

w.quires balancing several possibly conflicting requirements, including the following [1]:

I. The proto_l should encourage the development of high quality schedules that score well

when evaluated by either the global optimization criteria or the optimization criteria of

individual schedulers. Where conflicting objectives exist, the protocol should lead to a

reasonable compromise.

2. The protocol should be easy to understand, use, and implement. Features enhancing ease

of use include ease of learning; minimum complexity;, informative to the user of the state

of activit/es, resources, etc.; and natural representation of cotgcpts. Yet the process should

be sufficiently rich in features and notation to ¢ngompass a wide range of scheduling pmb-

fans.

3. The protocol should be mechanical and unambiguous.

4. The protocol should be general en_gh to work with a wide range of scheduling software.

Schedulers should not be constrained to use a particular scheduling system or even the

same system.

5. The resul_ng schedules should he resillem m unexpected changes.

6. The overhead should be kept to a minimum. For example, the volume and frequency of

communications should be low.

7. The time requited to develop schedules should be _ especially in highly dynamic envi-

IOimlcnts.
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8. Anycomputerizedsupportshouldhaveashonresponsetime."I'nlsrequires that optimiza-

tion techniques be computationally simple.

9. Rescheduling (the repair of a schedule because of unexpected occurrences, such as delays

and loss of resources) must be especially fasl.

Several sample scheduling techniques are listed below. The alternatives are discussed in terms

of division of resources, communication, cooperation, and optimality.

1. Schedule tasks by priority. This approach requires that all tasks be known and prioritized

in advance and then be scheduled in priority sequence. This is really non-distributed

scheduling, except that we have several schedulers responsible for collecting tasks and we

may provide improved computer support to enable the individual schedulers to track their

own set of tasks by viewing only their portion of the schedule. This protocol also requires

some mechanism for assigning priorities to tasks, such as a central authority or a voting

scheme. (Schedulers with conflicting objectives may never agree on the assignment of

priorities.) Although participants may perceive this method as fair (since no lower priority

activity will be scheduled while a higher priority activity remains unscheduled), following

this method strictly does not allow for compromises, such as scheduling two medium pri-

ority, low resource intensive activities instead of one higher priority, high resource inten-

sive activity.

2. First come, first served. In this approach all schedulers me equal and none has priority

over the others. Resourc_ are not assigned to individual schedulers, but may be reserved

by any scheduler. No cooperation among schedulers is required. Optimization is poor,

because no attempt is made to balance the needs of multiple schedulers. There is a ten-

dency among schedulers to reserve resources early, even before they know their full

requirements. This hoarding can result in the allocation of resources to low priority tasks.

3. Divide resources among schedulers in advance. This method permanently allocates

resources to specific schedulers who can use them as they clmose. No communication or

cooperation among schedulers is required. Schedulers need not even know the global

schedule. This approach is impractical when there is a potential state conflict between

tasks (e.g., when two schedulers independently schedule a treadmill experiment and a

micmgravity experiment that requires no vibration). This approach may also yield poor

schedules when one scheAuler assigns resources to low priority tasks or leaves resources

unused that could be used by another scheduler. In this apprmch the quality of the result-

ing schedule is limited by the appropriateness of the initial allocation of resources. A poor

allocation may w._lt in few activities being successfully scheduled.
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4. Divide resources among schedulers in advance but permit borrowing. This approach dif-

fers from the previous one by permitting schedulers to negotiate among themselves to

improve their schedules. There is still no need for global optimization criteria. The status

and bargaining power of individual schedulers is determined by the initial allocation of

resources. Communication needs consist of a knowledge of resources available to other

schedulers.

5. Sharing of intentions among schedulers. In this approach schedulers review their inten-

tions with their pee_ and receive feedback before reserving resources and committing to a

particular schedule. While this approach has the potential for producing high quality

schedules through the sharing of knowledge and expertise, it also imposes a heavy com-

munication burden among schedulers that can negate much of the benefit resulting from

distributing the scheduling task. This approach is also fragile in that its success depends

on the voluntary cooperation of each scheduler. Where this cooperation fails, this

approach can degenerate into a first come, first served system.

6. Simultaneous iterative scheduling. In this method each scheduler devises a schedule and

shares it with others. Schedulers identify and resolve conflicts by some agreed upon

method. If unscheduled tasks and ,maikgated resources remain, another round of schedul-

ing follows. In this approach all schedulers must be ready to schedule simultaneously.

Also, each participant must be provided some incentive to cooperate with the others in

resolving conflicts. The global schedule must be available to all schedulers.

7. Consecutive iterative scheduling. In this method the sclwdulers are divided into two or

more groups that alternately devise schedules. This approach is useful when one group

creates resources required by another. For example, a university ad_inisuat_ develops a

schedule of classes, the students then submit their individoat schedule requests, and the

administration, after analyzing tbe requests, adds sections to some classes and deletes sec-

tions from others. The students then request changes to their schedules. In principle this

cycle can continue for many iterations. This al_ nXlulres some incentive to cooper-

ate and wxluires that each scheduler knows the global schedule and the state of available

reso_.

Any attempt to develop a universal scheduling methodology is doomed to failure because of

the enormous diversity of scheduling domains. The variety of tasks, resources, constraints, and

envirmunents is virtually unlimited. The methodologies listed above are not applicable to all

domains but must be selected based on the characteristics of the wecilic domain of interest.

Several other issues that are particularly relevant to distributed scheduling are briefly

addressed in the remainder of this section. One of these is the requirtanent for _ a schedule,
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also termed rescheduling [2]. Several factors can trigger a need to reschedule. A resource can

become unavailable, making the _ schedule unfeasible; a task can take longer than expected;

or a user can change his or her requirements so as to impose a conflict, exhaust a resource needed

by a later task, or delete an enabling task that creates a subsequently needed resource or state. In

addition, rescheduling is desirable, although not required, whenever an opportunity arises to

improve the schedule by adding previously unscheduled tasks or resequeneing already scheduled

tasks. This can happen, for example, when new resources become available or when a task com-

pletes early. Differences between scheduling and rescheduling include:

1. Rescheduling takes place in the context of an existing schedule that we may wish to dis-

turb as little as possible;

2. Rescheduling must consider work in progress;

3. Rescheduling often must occur quickly, in contrast to the initial scheduling which may he

performed in a more leisurely manner;, and

4. Someone other than the original scheduler may perform the resdgduling.

An important issue for rescheduling in a distributed scheduling environment is the need to

reduce communication requirements among schedulers to facilitate quick rescheduling. Since this

may require a return to centralized scheduling, the rescheduler must have the appropriate informa-

tion to make beneficial changes.

Another issue is that of database support for distributed scheduling. A distributed scheduling

system requires many of the features of a distributed database management system. The system

must merge separate databases of tasks, resources, constraints, and ass/guments into a single image

while retaining the ability to display for individual schedulers only those portions of the database

under their control. However, since each scheduler has a diffenmt view of the world (with differ-

ent granularity levels, time scales, measures of goodness, types of constra/nts, etc.), the system

must support different user languages and communicate with each scheduler in a natural and help-

ful way. As our software tools, such as COMPASS, address more diverse and complex problem

domains, we will require a more comprehensive database language for describing scheduling

problems.

Communication and coordination among schedulers in am important issue. NASA schedulers

who impact one another may work at different centers, making communication difficult. The

scheduling of Space Station Freedom will involve groups in several countries. An important

research question concerns how frequently NASA schedulers communicate. Is the level of com-

munication optimal? If it is below optimal, do schedulers fail to communicate because they do not

perceive a need to communicate, or because they feel communication is too time consuming, or

because they fear loss of control of their environment, or is there some other reason? If indepen-
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dent sch_ulin8 is a human p_eferred qqpmach, then it will be important to determine why this is

true, how we can encourage people to coopera_, and bow we can e,Mmnce coopenuion while min-

imiz_ communication. The mechanisms for communication and coordination (the lansua_s,

database support, and interaction Iwncedures) appear to be a critical aspect of distributed s,cJa_ul-

in8 by human agents.

A final issue involves the introduction of expert system suppo_ for scheduling.

heuristics have been envisioned for individual scheduling suppon; some of this support is already

available on COMPASS. Expert system support for distributed scheduling would focus on com-

munication and negotiation. An expert system that monitored the actitms of all schedulers could

infer when one scheduler needed to know of the actions of another. This technique could n_duce

communications requirements among human schedulers. Aim, an expeat system could search for

instances in which two scJr_ulers could trade resources or reae,lwdule certain activities w their

mutual advantage. Ultimately, we may wish to introduce artificially intelfigent schedulers into a

distributed scheduling system. The scheduling of certain domains, such as power generation, may

be suitable for AI approaches. Once AI schedulers are developed for individual scheduling

domains the natural next step would be to introduce them into human schedul/ng systems. This

possibility raises questions regarding how artificial and human schedulers might best interact.

SAMPLE PROTOCOL: THE RED-BLUE PROTOCOL

The Red-Blue protocol has been devised to guide the interactions between schedulers at NASA/

JSC and SpaceI-Iab, Inc. of Huntsville, Alabama as they schedule STS-57, due to launch in April,

1993. The objective of this protocol is to facilitate the production of payload deployment and

management schedules in the ccme_ of other orbiter/station operations. Based on our experience

with schedufing this mission, the Red-Blue protocol will be eMmnce, d and used as NASA's stan-

dard protocol for the distributed scheduling of shuttle (and, Imer, space statkm) operations.

The requirements for the Red-Blue protocol are similar to those discussed above. It should be

easy to mtdenmmd, use, and implement. Its use should be mechanical amlunambigumm. It should

work with a variety of scheduling software systems. It should support rewJzdulin8. Its require-

meats for communication among schedulers, in terms of fnaluen_ and volume of communication,

should be low. It should allow the cw,atioa of schedules in a timely mamgr. Finally, where there

are conflicting objectives, the pmu_l should lead to the aeafion of schedules that provide a rea-

sonable compromise betwem Ihe,se objectives.

The Red-Blue proWcol begins by dividing all of the activities into two groups, red and bluc.

The red activities can only be scheduled by the red scheduler, in this case, NASA. Likewise, the

blue activities can only be scheduled by the blue scheduler, SpaceHab, Inc. Limits can be placed
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on the volume of resources that can be used by the red and blue schedulers; for example, a sched-

uler might be limited to a maximum quantity of water during the mission or a maximum number of

hours of an astronaut's time. Limits are not placed, however, on where in the schedule the

resources may be used. In the case of NASA and SpaceHab, Inc., these limits have been estab-

lished during contract negotiations. Any subsequent modifications or clarifications to these limits

must be worked out by the schedulers and possibly their management.

The red scheduler produces the first schedule, placing red activities anywhere on the timellne,

up to the limit of the red resource allocation. For example, the red scheduler would schedule basic

activities such as course correction bums and astronaut sleep and meal times as well as mission

specific activities such as payload deployment. Next the blue scheduler places blue activities in

any available (white) space on the timeline, up to the limit of the blue resource allocation. There-

after, only one scheduler may work on the timeline at a time. The scheduler who has authority to

modify the schedule at any particular lime is said to "hold the token." When the other scheduler

has activities to schedule, that scheduler may request the token. The scheduler who holds the

token may schedule or move his or her activities within any white space and within any space that

he or she already occupies. The scheduler may not, however, move any activities of the other

scheduler, or oversubscribe any resource.

If one scheduler wants to move an activity into the space owned by the other scheduler, the

two schedulers can negotiate a set of changes that can then be produced by operations according to

the basic protocol. While this protocol assumes that the parties are competitive (having differing

and possibly conflicting goals), it also assumes that they are not antagonistic. Thus, the protocol

assumes that the parties will cooperate whenever the result of such cooperation leaves neither

party worse off.

A low communication procedure for asking the other party to move some of its activities is to

allow a scheduler to oversubscribe resources (thereby producing a conflict between red and blue

activities). The other scheduler, when he or she next holds the token, can leave the oversubscrip-

tion (thereby delaying the resolution of the conflict), unschedule the offending activities of the

other color, or accommodate his or her counterpart by moving some activities of his or her own

color.

If more than two schedulers need to work cooperatively, then the Red-Blue protocol can be

extended by devising a procedure for exchanging authority to operate on the schedule. A research

question is to investigate the social and communications changes that occur as the number of

scheduling groups rises.

Several implementation issues must yet be addressed. When activities must be rescheduled

during a mission, does one party have the fight to force the other to modify its schedule? For
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example, if an activity runs long, can the other scheduler force termination of the activity? Also,

electronic protocols must be developed for the exchange of schedule updates. These protocols

must enforce the requirement that only the token-holder may modify the schedule and must ensure

that all parties always agree on the composition of the current schedule. Thus, when one party

refers to the current schedule or to the schedule as it existed two versions ago, the other party will

know what is meant.

CONCLUSION

NASA has an unlimited variety of distributed scheduling problems. Competitive distributed

scheduling problems arise when shared use of common resources interferes with the simulumcous

achievement of multiple resources. We need to develop WoWcois that govern the Ira)tess of build-

ing the schedule and govern how conflicting objectives are resolved. These protocols can only be

developed and evaluated in the context of specific applications. This paper Wesents a simple, yet

effective Red-Blue protocol w facilitate the production of payload schedules in the context of

other orbiter/station operations.
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ABSTRACT

Extensive literature searches revealed the numerous advantages of
using pyrolysis as a means of recovering useable resources from inedible
plant biomass, paper, plastics, other polymers, and human waste. A
possible design of a pyrolysis reactor with test plans and applications for
use on a space-based habitat are proposed. The proposed system will
accommodate the wastes generated by a four-person crew while requiring
solar energy as the only power source. Waste materials will be collected
and stored during the 15-day lunar darkness periods. Resource recovery
will occur during the daylight periods. Useable gases such as methane and
hydrogen and a solid char will be produced while reducing the mass and
volume of the waste to almost infinitely small levels. The system will be
operated economically, safely, and in a non-polluting manner.
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INTRODUCTION

In a controlled ecological life support system (CELSS) such as a
space-based (lunar/Mars) habitat, water, food, and oxygen must be stored

and recycled. The problems of mass and volume limitations and infrequent
resupply dictate that artificial methods be employed to supply the needs of
the inhabitants (15). One of the most important aspects of a CELSS
involves a closed loop system (14). A CELSS must have the ability to:
a) process human waste and plant biomass and recover resources from
these materials; b) recondition and revitalize the air by using waste
materials; c) maintain a mass balance within the system; d) provide safe and
reliable life support for long-duration missions; e) attain a high level of
self-sufficiency; f) lower the expense and simplify the problems related to
resupply; and g) provide an Earth-like environment that is conducive to
productivity (6,11).

Requirements of a CELSS

The waste resource recovery portion of a CELSS will consist of a
waste and water management subsystem, an atmosphere management
subsystem, and a food management subsystem (5). The outputs of one
subsystem should match the requirements of the others while observing
quality and quantity tolerances (6). The design of such a CELSS should
also permit future expansion, and should be safe, reliable, flexible, and
easily maintained. A CELSS that incorporates biological and
physicochemical (B/PC) technologies to recycle water, air, food, and
biomass holds the ultimate promise of allowing humans to become
successfully established outside the Earth's biosphere (10).

Spaceflights through the Space Shuttle era have not been dependent
on recycling and regeneration of useful resources because of the short
duration of the flights. Instead, waste materials have been stabilized,
stored, and returned to Earth for analysis and disposal. This will not be
feasible on lunar and Mars missions. The majority of the food on future,
long-duration flights and missions must be grown in a CELSS. Most of the
plant biomass is inedible and must be processed to supply carbon dioxide,
water, and nutrients for plant growth, or fuel for other systems. It is
estimated that inedible plant biomass and paper products will constitute
approximately half of the total dry, solid waste material generated in a
CELSS (13 ).

The simplest, and probably the most obvious, method of recovering
some of the value from any organic material is by burning it for its energy
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content (4). The two processes used for the destruction of materials by
heating are incineration and pyrolysis.

Incineration

Incineration is the complete oxidation of waste using either pure

oxygen or oxygen diluted with an inert gas. A temperature of 1000oc and
a pressure of approximately one atmosphere are required. All types of
combustible materials such as inedible plant biomass, paper, plastics, food
waste, human waste, etc. may be treated. The incineration process usually
involves two major steps: a) initial heating to sterilize and to vaporize the
volatiles; and b) combustion of the dry waste. The process is relatively fast
and results in 97 to 99% reduction of the waste. The end product is usually
a fine, dry powder (7). Most incinerators contain two chambers. In the
primary chamber auxiliary burners dry, volatize, and ignite the waste.
The amount of air present is in 75 to 100% excess. When combustion is
sustained, the burners are turned off. The gases and combustibles flow into
the secondary chamber for burn completion. The air is maintained at an
excess level of 75 to 150%. The excess air, turbulence, and retention time
provide conditions for complete combustion (12). The chemical reaction
for the incineration of cellulosic materials is:

C6H1005 + 6 02 + heat ...... > 6 CO2 + 5 H20

Pyrolysis

Pyrolysis is the chemical destruction of a carbonaceous material by

heating to 400 to 1000oc in the absence of oxygen, or in a controlled
oxygen environment. The pyrolytic process results in the formation of
four phases of products: a) a gaseous component including hydrogen,
methane, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide; b) an oil including
organic acids, alcohols, ketones, etc.; c) a char including carbon and inert
compounds; and d) an aqueous phase containing some water-soluble
compounds. In general, the faster the decomposition of the materials, the
higher the yield of gas, whereas a long, slow heating process results in
higher proportions of oil and char. Also, upon rapid heating in the absence
of oxygen, cellulose molecules "explode," and the fragments are free to
form simple compounds such as methane, carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and
water (1). During the pyrolytic process, cellulose increases in porosity and

swells as volatiles are evolved. Pyrolysis begins at approximately 200oc,
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and tars evolve. As the temperature rises the products decompose or
crack, forming hydrogen-rich gaseous compounds and solid carbon which
approaches graphitic carbon. The pyrolysis of cellulose reaches

completion between 600 and 800oc (2). The overall reaction for the
pyrolysis of cellulose is:

C6H1005 + heat ---> CH4 + 2CO + 3H20 + 3C

The reaction appears to be endothermic at lower temperatures and
exothermic at higher temperatures. Retention time is usually between 12
and 15 minutes (8). Some of the gases produced are combustible and have
value by providing heat to the effluent gases. The carbon residue, a char,
can also be used as a fuel. No oxygen is added, and the starting material is
only cellulose. Since the original material is not necessarily pure cellulose,
the effluent gases may contain some simple and complex organic
compounds. The char may also contain some minerals, ash, and other
inorganics as well (4).

The major concerns of a pyrolysis and/or incineration system in a
space-based habitat are the use of high temperature, explosion potential,
energy requirements, fire propagation, production of toxics, required
maintenance, efficiency, mass and volume requirements, pre- and post-
treatment of waste, requirement for a continuous system, and longevity of
the system (13).

DISCUSSION

Comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of pyrolysis versus
incineration indicate that pyrolysis might possibly be the most appropriate
physicochemical combustion technology for the recovery of resources
from waste materials. The advantages of pyrolysis include the following:
a) greater stability with little response to change in feed rate and therefore
easier to control; b) 15 to 25% higher process rates (feed capacity per
square foot of bed area); c) fewer and smaller particulates; d) less or no
supplemental fuel required; e) generation of useable gases; and f) smaller
mass and volume waste requirement (3). A pyrolysis reactor on the lunar
surface will require no fuel other than that supplied by the sun through the
use of solar concentrators. Also, a purge gas may not be needed since the
vacuum of space could be used to evacuate the air from the chamber. In
some instances a combined incineration/pyrolysis system might be
employed.
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The actualresultsof a commercial pyrolyticprocessareshown in

Table I. The effluentgasesofthreewastes indicatehigh percentagesof

two gasesthatarepotentialfuels(methane and hydrogen).

TABLE 1.- PYROLYSIS TEST RESULTS*

Type of Waste

Gases Produced (mol %) Liquid Organic Garbage Drugs

Hydrogen 34.60 30.29 ---
Carbon dioxide 6.22 14.19 ---

Ethylene 8.52 8.06 10.37
Ethane 2.35 0.91 4.13

Acetylene 0.15 0.43 0.01
Oxygen .........
Nitrogen 0.70 0.48 ---
Methane 25.53 10.80 78.78
Carbon monoxide 6.22 26.25 ---

Propane "plus" 15.71 8.58 6.71
Hydrogen sulfide .........

Test results arc from a pyrolysis system invented, owned, and operated by Benjamin P.
Fowler, Fowler Engineering Company, Houston, Texas. Complete descriptions are given
in U.S. Patent No. 4,934,286. The mention of a vendor does not imply endorsement by
NASA.

Proposed System

The proposed system will operate at high temperatures (up to

1000oc). The power source for the initial test model will be either an
electrical furnace supplying heat to ceramic plates, a carbon arc, a graphite
resistance furnace, or a gas burner. The actual space-based system will
use solar concentrators, or electrical power from solar panels or a nuclear
power source. The system will accommodate plant biomass, plastics, other

polymers, human wastes, etc.
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Figure 1 is a schematic of the proposed pyrolytic process.

bion_ass I

shredder

scrubber

condensor

T

dryer pyrolysisreactor

mill

heat

inert gas

Figure 1.- Schematic of the Pyrolysis Process

Proposed Test Plans

The pyrolysis reactor shall be tested using several waste materials,
individually and collectively. The test materials should include inedible
plant biomass, paper, plastics, other polymers, and possibly human biomass
waste. Test conditions shall be varied to attain the optimum rate and
degree of pyrolysis with the recovery of all products for analysis. Useable
products should be identified for each type of waste. The test conditions
shall initially include the items shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 2.- PYROLYSIS TEST CONDITIONS

Maximum temperature
Pressure

Amount of biomass
Moisture content

1000oc
ambient

10 kg
<3%

Steps in the Pyrolysis Process

The steps in the pyrolytic process are outlined in Table 3.

TABLE 3.- PYROLYSIS PROCEDURES

1. Biomass is collected.
2. Biomass is shredded.

3. Biomass is dryed to reduce moisture content to 3% or less.
4. Biomass is milled to reduce particle size to 30 microns or

less.

5. Biomass is fed into the pyrolysis reactor vessel.
6. Oxygen and air are expelled from the reactor by the

introduction of an inert gas or by evacuation to the
vacuum of space.

7. The reactor vessel is sealed to prevent the introduction of
additional oxygen or air.

8. The vessel is heated to 1000oc where pyrolysis is carried
to completion while gases are collected.

9. Effluent gases are scrubbed, separated, and condensed if

necessary.
10. The system is shut down for maintenance if required.

Design of the Pyrolysis Unit

The pyrolysis unit will be constructed, tested, and monitored under
experimental conditions. The prototype laboratory model should be built
to the specifications of a lunar/Mars model and should be tested under the
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conditions that exist on the surfaces of those bodies. Careful monitoring of

effluent gases should be conducted to assure that no toxic gases will be
released to space or to the atmosphere of Mars. Analysis of the products of

the pyrolysis of various substances should also be conducted to determine
their uses as fuels, nutrients, etc. Numerous pyrolysis reactors in
commerical use offer suggestions for a possible space-based model. Some
of the criteria for a lunar/Mars pyrolysis reactor system are listed in Table
4.

TABLE 4.- PYROLYSIS REACTOR SPECIFICATIONS

1. The reactor vessel shall be relatively compact.
2. The reactor vessel and all hardware shall be constructed

of corrosion proof materials.

3. The system shall tolerate temperatures up to 1000oc.
4. The system shall accommodate a minimum of 10 kg of

waste per day.
5. The system shall operate in a batch mode.
6. The system shall permit the recovery of useful gases and

and solids.

7. The system shall be easily maintained.
8. The system shall be safe and reliable.

Figure 2 shows a possible design configuration for a pyrolysis
reactor.
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CONCLUSIONS

Pyrolysis appears to be a highly efficient method for the recovery of
useful resources from inedible plant biomass, paper, plastics, other
polymers, and even human waste. Solar fumaces can supply the power for
the operation of the unit while methane and hydrogen can be collected for
use as fuels. The hydrogen could also be used to produce water (assuming
that oxygen can be obtained from the minerals on the moon and Mars).
The gases can be scrubbed to remove possible toxic materials. The char
and oils resulting from the pyrolysis process can also be used as fuels. The
system will be capable of batch mode operation and can possibly be
integrated with other physicochemical and biological systems of a CELSS.
The system should be relatively inexpensive, easily maintained, and should
be extremely durable and safe. Further studies are essential including the
actual construction and testing of the pyrolysis unit.
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ABSTRACT

The in-flight exercise test performed by cosmonauts as part of the
Russian Exercise Countermeasure Program is limited to 5 minutes due to

communication restrictions. During a recent graded exercise test on a US

Shuttle flight, the test was terminated early due to an upcoming loss of signal
(LOS) with the ground. This exercise test was a traditional test where the

subject's exercise capacity dictates the length of the test. For example, one
crewmember may take 15 minutes to complete the test, while another may
take 18 minutes. The traditional exercise test limits the flight schedulers to
large blocks of space flight time in order to provide medical and research

personnel information on the fitness capacity (maximal oxygen uptake:
VO2max) of crewmembers during flight. A graded exerdse test that would

take a f'mite amount of time and a set preparation and recovery time would
ease this problem by allowing flight schedulers to plan exercise tests in

advance of LOS. The Graded Universal Testing System (GUTS) was designed
to meet this goal.

Fitness testing of astronauts before and after flight provides pertinent
data on many variables. The Detailed Supplemental Objective (DSO608)

protocol (6) is one of the graded exerdse tests (GXT) currently used in

astronaut testing before and after flight. Test times for this protocol have
lasted from 11 to 18 minutes. Anaerobic capacity is an important variable that
is currently not being evaluated before and after flight. Recent reports (1,2,5)
from the literature have suggested that the oxygen deficit at supramaximal
exercise is a measure of anaerobic capacity. We postulated that the oxygen
deficit at maximal exercise would be an indication of anaerobic capacity. If
this postulate can be accepted, then the effldencyof acquiring data from a
graded exercise test would increase at least twofold. To examine this

hypothesis anaerobic capacity was measured using a modified treadmill test

(3,4) designed to exhaust the anaerobic systems in approximately 45 to 75
seconds. Lactate concentration in the blood was analyzed after all tests, since

lactate is the end-product of anaerobic energy production. Therefore, the peak
lactate response is an additional indication of anaerobic capacity.

A preliminary comparison of the _ and the DSO608 suggests that

the GUTS protocol would increase the efficiency of VO2max testing of
astronauts before and after flight. Results for anaerobic capacity have not
been tabulated.
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INTRODUCTION

The in-flight exerdse test performed by cosmonauts as part of the
Russian Exercise Countermeasure Program is limited to 5 minutes due to
communication restrictions. During a recent graded exercise test on a US

Shuttle flight, the test was terminated early due to an upcoming loss of signal
(LOS) with the ground. This exercise test was a traditional test where the

subject's exercise capacity dictates the length of the test. For example, one
crewmember may take 15 minutes to complete the test, while another may
take 18 minutes. The traditional exercise test limits the flight schedulers to

large blocks of space flight time in order to provide medical and research
personnel information on the fitness capacity (maximal oxygen uptake:
VO2max) of crewmembers during flight. A graded exercise test that would
take a finite amount of time and a set preparation and recovery time would

ease this problem by allowing flight schedulers to plan exercise tests in
advance of LOS. The Graded Universal Testing System (GUTS) was designed

to meet this goal.

Fitness testing of astronauts before and after flight provides pertinent
data on many variables. The Detailed Supplemental Objective (DSO608)

protocol is one of the graded exercise tests (GXT) currently used in astronaut
testing before and after flight (6). Test times for this protocol have lasted from
11 to 18 minutes. Anaerobic capacity is an important variable that is currently

not being evaluated before and after flight. Recent reports (1,2,5) from the
literature have suggested that the oxygen defidt at supramaximal exercise is a
measure of anaerobic capacity. We postulated that the oxygen deficit at
maximal exercise would be an indication of anaerobic capacity. If this

postulate can be accepted, then the efficiency of acquiring data from a graded
exercise test would increase at least twofold. To examine this hypothesis

anaerobic capacity was measured using a modified treadmill test (3,4)

designed to exhaust the anaerobic systems in approximately 45 to 75 seconds.
Lactate concentration in the blood was analyzed afteralltests, since lactate is
the end-product of anaerobic energy production. Therefore, the peak lactate

response is an additional indication of anaerobic capacity.

The purpose of thisstudy was to compare the relativeabilitiesof the

GUTS and DSO608 GXT protocolsto assessVO2max. This study was also

concerned with the feasibilityof the DSO608 and GUTS protocolsto obtain
values of aerobicand anaerobiccapacityand thereby increasethe efficiencyof

acquiringdata from a graded exercisetest.
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METHODS

Fifteen subjects participated in the study. All subjects underwent

cardiovascular screening prior to testing utilizing the Bruce GXT protocol. A
subject profile is presented in Table 1. Two GXT's were administered to

measure maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max), and an anaerobic test was
utilized to assess anaerobic capadty. Small blood samples were drawn to
measure the lactate concentration before and after all tests. Blood lactate is an

indicator of anaerobic responses.

The GUTS Protocol is a maximal treadmill test designed to assess

VO2max in 12 minutes by setting speed and grade for each stage of the test
based on the subject's estimated VO2max. The starting treadmill speed was

based on 70% of the subject's age, sex, weight predicted VO2max. Subsequent
increases are determined by the subject's heart rate response at the end of each

stage. The test consists of six stages increasing in difficulty every three
minutes through stage three and then every minute until the test ends at 12
minutes.

The DSO608 is the standard treadmill GXT (6) utilized to evaluate the

VO2max of astronauts before and after flight. Speed increases from 3.5 miles
per hour (mph) in stage one to 7 mph in stage four. Subsequent workload

increases are accomplished by a grade change of 3% until the subject reports
volitional fatigue.

An anaerobic test was administered in order to determine if selected

measures obtained during aerobic GXTs reflect anaerobic capacity, and
thereby eliminate the need for astronauts to perform an anaerobic test. The

instrument was a modified (3) version of a test developed by Schnabel and

Kindermann (4). Subjects were required to run at 8 mph, 20% grade until

volitional exhaustion after a one minute warm-up run at 5 mph. To
encourage subjects to push to reach true exhaustion, all subjects were placed
in a modified parachute harness that would prevent them from falling on the
treadmill.

Anaerobic capacity may be expressed as total work (kgm, kcal_ or kj)
performed during the treadmill run or as average power (6). The values are

based on the product of the subject's body weight and total vertical distance
covered during the test.
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Total vertical distance (TVD) can be determined from test time utilizing one
of the equations below:

Test time from 0 to 39 seconds:

TVD(m) = -5.304 x 10-3 -(1.7391 x 10 -2 x time) + (9.1581 x 10 -3 x time 2)

Test time for 40+ seconds:

TVD(m) = 13.902 + (0.70079 x (40-time))

Total work can be computed from the following:

Work (kgrn) = Body Weight(kg) x TVD(m)

Work (kcal) = Work(kgm) x 2.3427 x 10-3 (kgm/kcal)

Work (kJ) = Work(kcal) x 4.186 (kJ/kcal)

Average Power can be computed from:

Power(watts) = (Work(kgm) x time(sec)/60) / 6.118

RESLFLTS/DISCUSSION

The DSO608 protocol is a GXT designed to assess VO2max by allowing
the subject to exercise until exhaustion. The end of the test is determined by
the subject and test times vary from 11 to 18 minutes. The GUTS test is

designed to elidt VO2max in 12 minutes. Estimated and measured VO2max

values were compared on both protocols to determine if a true VO2max was
achieved or if the test measured VO2peak. On both tests the final two work
rates were examined and the per cent change in work rate was compared to

the per cent change in VO2. If the change in work rate was larger than the

change in VO2 by 5% the VO2 was considered a maximum rather than a peak
value.

Preliminary comparisons of the results would indicate that the GUTS
protocol is a valid test for assessing VO2max (Figure 1). Validity is based on

acceptable correlations, no physiologically significant differences and low
standard error of estimates (SEE). The correlation for VO2max between the

protocols was r= 0.85 with a SEE of 0.40 L/rain or -10% of the DSO608 mean
value. The mean difference between the measures was 0.25 L/min or -6%.

This difference was statistically significant (p=0.0346) but is dose to being
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within measurement error (5%). The final external work rates for the two

protocols were not significantly (p=0.4467) different. The final external work
rate for the DSO608 protocol was 327 (±72) watts while the final work rate

achieved with the GUTS protocol 321 (i-64) watts.

Two individuals were unable to complete the GUTS protocol due to
very high work rates (higher than that achieved on DSO608). An analysis of
the data without these individuals improved the correlation to an r of 0.89

with a mean difference of 0.07 L/rain. This suggests that the basic approach of
the GUTS protocol is valid for 80-90% of the subjects tested. An

improvement in the protocol may be accomplished by utilizing other
submaximal data in the setting of the external work rates.

The relative abilities of the DSO608 and GU_ protocols to achieve true
maximal work were examined. A physiological maximum (for VO2) was

reached 80% of the time for DSO608 and 40% of the time for GUTS. Only 47%
of the people reaching max on DSO608 reached max on GU_.
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Figure 1: Comparing VO2max between the DSO608 and GUTS protocol. The
solid line is the line of identity or a "perfect" match between the

protocols. The dotted line is the regression line of GUTS on
DSO608. The two open circles represent the two subjects who did

not complete the GUTS protocol.
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Table 1

Subject Characteristics

Age ()as)

Height (cm)

Weight (kg)

Gender (M/F)

32.2._.8

164.5-_7.5

73.7+15.1

12/3
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§1. Introduction. Recently, Li and Sanders [2] have introduced s class of finite differ-

ence schemes to approximate generally discontinuous solutions to hyperbolic systems of

conservation laws. These equations have the form

@

_q -t- V. g(q) + s(q) = 0

q(O)=qo,

together with relevant boundary conditions. When modelling hypersonic spacecraft reen-

try, the differential equations above are frequently given by the compressible Euler equs-

tions coupled with a nonequilibrium chemistry model. For these applications, steady state

solutions are often sought. Many tens (to hundreds) of supercomputer hours can be de-

voted to a single three space dimensions/simulation. The primary difficulty is the inability

to rapidly and reliably capture the steady state. In these notes, we demonstrate that a

particular variant from the schemes presented in [2] can be combined with a particular

multigrid approach to capture steady state solutions to the compressible Euler equations

in one space dimension. We show that the rate of convergence to steady state coming from

this multigrid implementation is vastly superior to the traditional approach of artificial

time relaxation. Moreover, we demonstrate virtual grid independence. That is, the rate of

convergence does not depend on the degree of spatial grid refinement.

Before continuing, we review the particular variant of the numerical discretization of

@ffig(q) we wish to combine with multigrid. We assume that the problem to be solved is

hyperbolic. That is, the 3acobian matrix of g(q), denoted here by @qg(q), has real eigen-

values Ai(q), i - I,... ,m and a complete set of eigenvectors ri(q). The approximation of

O=g(q) in grid cell j is given by

1 (hs(qj+x/,; / , q_-l/:_, qj-,/:t))- hs(q#-v2; z ,Az

where h s is a two point numerical flux function consistent to g. That is, hs(p; q, q) = g(q).

The particular numerical flux function we take below is of Roe type [1]

1

ha(p; a, b) = _ (g(a) + g(b)- R(p)lA(p)lL(p)(b- a)),

where R(p) is the matrix of right eigenvectors to 0qg(p), L(p) the inverse to R(p) and
!

IA(p)I = d/_(lA_(p)l v a). We let qj+l/2 - ½(qj+x +qj) and compute qj+l/2 and q_+l/2

according to the following recipe.

(i) At each cell interface j + 1/2, compute

D''° = L(q +li2)(q +l-
/)2'+ = L(cb+l/2)(qj+2 - 2qj+l + qi)

/)2'- = - 2q# + q#_l)
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and componentwise (i = 1,..., m)

{ _n(ID_'-I,31D_'°i)si_(D_'-)(cj+1/2),=min(iD_,+f,1,0. 2,+31D,i)_(D, )

to obtain interface values

ifA_(q#+_/2)> 0
otherwise

1

qT+;/2= qi+;12- _R(q#+a/2)c#+;/2.

(ii) Limit the interface values by

q_+l/2 = qJ

+ R(K/) (minmod(L(q/)(q_l/_ - o/),pL(qd)(q__v2 - q./)))

q_+l/2 = °d+a
\

-- L m - qj+l)))+ R(qj+l) (minmod(L(qj+l)(q_l/2 qj-t-1),P (qJ+l)(qj+s/2

where p > 1 is called a compression factor.

l
Note that for p taken larger than 1 we have generically that qj+a/2 = q_+a/2 = q_l/a"
Therefore, generical]y

hs(qi+_/2; ' ,"qj+I/2, qj+:/2) = g(q_'_a/2)"

In the case when g(q) = q and q 6 R 1, the finite difference formula above reduces

generically to

(_z q), / 1 (1 1 )_ _(q_+_- qi-a) - _(q_+a- 3qi+ 3qi-a- qi-2) •

(See Section 3.2.)

In the next section we motivate the basics of multigrid and study its convergence

for an upwind scheme. In Section 3 a hybrid of multigrid with an approximate Newton's

iteration is introduced and analysed. In the last section, we numerically treat an example

supersonic flow problem using the difference formula given above together with a multigrid

algorithm developed below.
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§2.1 The basics of multigrid. Textbooks are filled with iterative techniques to solve

large, sparse linear systems. Such systems are generally encountered when seeking ap-

proximations to steady-state solutions of partial differential equations in one, two or three

space dimensions. The rate of convergence offered by almost all iterative techniques un-

fortunately depend on the size of the system. Specifically, by increasing the number of

spatial grid points, the iterative technique win require a greater number of iterations to

achieve a given error reduction. This phenomena can be exhibited by considering the finite

difference scheme

1

_-_(u_ - uj-l) + f(z_)=0

1

with periodic boundary conditions,

U0 -" _tj_

j = 1,2,..., J,

used to approximate the solution to the differential equation

0

_u + f(z) = O,

_(0) = _(1).

J
(The finite difference scheme above has a nonunique solution provided that _"_j=l f(zj) =

0.) Letting u represent the J dimensional vector of unknowns uj, and f the J dimensional

vector of f(zj), we can write the finite difference scheme above symbolically as

(2.1) Dju + f = O,

where Dj is a J x J matrix, and we Hill consider the rate of convergence of the artificial

time relaxation technique

(2.2) ui = ui-1 _ p(D:u h-1 + f),
U 0 --" V,

where p > 0 is a relaxation parameter and v is an arbitrary starting vector. Clearly, if

limh-.eo u t exists, the limit solves (2.1).

Recall the discrete Fourier transform of a J-periodic grid function vj:

J
1

= 'i,
jffil

and its associated inversion formula,
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J

Vj --
V,/

Let u k denote the kth iterate coming from (2.2), let u denote the unique stationary solution

to (2.1) normalized so that J J 0 ek u k_j=x uj = _j=l u j, and let = u - denote the artificial

time iteration error after k iterations. By taking

J

ej "-- -'_ Ill

one easily calculates that the the Ith Fourier coefficient of error at iteration step k is given

explicitly by

p ,°e'-_,)k_._t= ((1- _-;=)+ A:

(Note that the normalization of u implies _ = 0.) Taking _ -- p/Az < 1, we have that

I(I- uP),x..+ _-'_e'_l< 1,

for each l = 1, 2,..., .1 - 1. Moreover, the high frequency components of the error are

contained in the Fourier coefficients _ with l _ J/2. From above, we see that these high

frequency components decay at a rate on the order of

I1- 2_1.

Therefore, these coefficients decay at a rate that is independent of the number of grid

points J. On the other hand, the low frequency components of the error are contained in

_ with l _ 1 or with l _ ./- 1. These components decay at a rate on the order of

2_ c_).1- --_o.(I-

Therefore, for this example, doubling the number of grid points J can necessitate many

more than twice the number of artificial time iterations to achieve a given error reduction.

The basic idea of multigrid is the following: One attempts to capture the low frequency

components of u on a coarse mesh. This can be accomplished by a variety of methods. The

coarse grid information is then included into the current guess on the fine grid, and the

high frequency components of the error can be rapidly damped there by using an iterative

techmque such as the one above. Normally, the divide and conquer strategy is employed

in mtdtigrid. That is, a nested sequence of coarse meshes is utilized to rapidly capture ,d]

frequencies of the solution.
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To illustrate the multigrid approach, we will apply an/dea/two grid multigrid strategy

to example (2.1) above. Given the current approximation u h to u, we have that

Dju + f = Ds(u k + _) + f = 0

or,

(2.3) DjJ* "t-r h = O,

where the residual is defined by r h = Dju k + f, and Dj is the J × J difference matrix

defined above. The solution to the residual equation (2.3) is approximated by solving

Dj/2  /2 + r /2 = 0

where,

r_/2 = I(j...j/2)r k.

!(j_..j/2) denotes an injection operator that takes vectors from l:t J into the lower dimen-

sional space R J/2. (Solving the coarse grid equation above exactly is what defines an ideal

two grid strategy. In practice, multigrid is nested. That is, a nested sequence of lower

dimensional multigrid iterations is applied to a nested sequence of coarser grid residual

equations.) The fine grid error is then approximated by
k

where I(Ji2...j) denotes an interpolation operator that takes vectors from ELJ/2 back into

R J. e_8 is called the coarse grid correction. One expects that e_e will agree well with the

true error in the low frequencies. However, it in general will not agree well with the true

error in the high frequency regime. To capture the high frequencies, we may for example

use the artificial time scheme above, e.g., for n = 1, 2,..., v

(2.4) e n = e"-: - p(Dje n-x + rS),

with

(This step of multigrid is often referred to as the smoother. The term smoother is in fact

a misnomer. In actuality, this step is used to capture the high frequency components of

the error.) Finally, since

U'-U s_e s _U k_e _,

we update u s via

uS+I = us + e'.

This defines one cycle of a simple two level multigrid technique. We should remark that

the update step above is equivalent to setting

- k
uS+l S_(u s + ec,, f),

where S_(v,f) denotes v iterations of the basic iteration scheme (2.2) on grid J.
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§2.2 Ideal two grid analysis for the example first order one sided scheme. A

multigrid strategy requires three basic ingredients. They are:

(i) The so-called smoother; see (2.4) above.

(ii) The fine to coarse grid residual injection operator; I(j--,j/2) above.

(iii) The coarse to fine grid error interpolation operator; I(j/2.-.,j) above.

The performance of x multigrid algorithm relies heavily on the choice of these ingredients.

In this subsection, we analyse the convergence rate of the strategy outlined above taking

the artificial time relaxation technique (2.2) as the smoother, and

1

(2.5) (X(j_.ji2)r)j - _(r2j % r_j-1),

as the fine to coarse grid injection operator, and

(2.6) (I(J/2....+J)e)2j= _j

as the coarse to fine grid interpolation operator. In the context of finite volume, these inter-

grid operators seem most natural. A multigrid iteration step above is written symbolical]y

as

(2.7) = x<:/___)s))_(o,x(___/_)r_-)c¢#

k f).uk+1= S)(uk+ %,

Using the fact that u --- S_(u, f), we may write (2.7) in terms of the error ek as

(2.8) = Z(_/__._)S_(o,-x(___/_)D_,_)_cg

-- _ ecg, 0),

J J 0._0.whereag_;nwenorm._e u suchthat_=_(_j - _0)- _=_ _j
Unfortunately, unlike the single grid example above, the two grid multigrid algorithm

(2.8) does not completely decouple into Fourier modes. Following [3], a J-periodic grid

function v can be decomposed into s Fourier series on the odd grid points, and a Fourier

series on the even grid points. The explicit formulae are

(2.9)

I j/_

1 _ _le_-_l(j+;)/_
V/'_ 1=1 " "

Vj --" J/2 "
. :llrl •

if.i = 1,3,...,3- I

if:_ = 2,4,...,J
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In fact, if vj ---- _j _J---1 vle-_-_lJ, a simple calculation will reveal that

(2.10) 2

T (_'+ _,+,/2),

for each l - 1, 2,... ,J/2.

(2.9) and (2.10) allow us to examine the degree to which the coarse grid correction

e_0 approximates the true error ek. Writing

J
1 _ ".

ei _ _ _N-_z'

or equivalently

k
ej --

.v12

JI2

if j-- 1,3,...,J-1

ifj = 2,4,...,J

we compute that

D:_k l = A"=

Therefore, on the coarse grid, with j running from I to J/2, we have

Solving the coarse grid problem exactly leads to

.. J/2

s_,(o,-zc,-.z,>z_,,') = v_ =

and we fred, after applying the coarse to fine grid interpolation (2.6), that the coarse grid

correction is given by

J/2

= (_'_')_= v/2i _ ,=i
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Making use of the formulae in (2.10), we can write the coarse grid correction in terms of

(2.11a)

(2.rib)

(_0_),= (1+ _-_')(_f+ _,+_/2)

(_)_+_/2= _-(z-e-_')(_+_/_+ _)

(Z= 1,2,...,J/2).

Notice that for l_ 1, the coarse grid correction coefficientsgiven in (2.11a) agree well

with the true error coefficientsmodulo a high frequency component. The same conclusion

follows from (2.11b) with l+ J/2 _. J. That is,modulo high frequency pollution, the

coarse grid correction accurately predicts the low frequency components of the error.

Finally,afterapplying v iterationsof the smoother (eh+1 S_(_I' h= -- ec0,O)) , one cycle

of this ideal multigrid iteration yields an error which satisfies the coupled system

(2.12)

where

/ k_+l _ 1/ a_(1- e-_-_ ') --a_(1-{- e-2-_ l) ) (.k_/h"t+J/2_k+x//---- _ _a_+j/2(1 _ e-_l) a_,+3/2(1 + e-t_l) \ (z+:/2)

a_'= ((1- _,)+ o-J-Y')".

We calculate the eigenv_lues of the amplification matrix above:

A1 =0

1(a_,(1_ e_.__)_l)+ a,,,X2= _ ,+.,/_(I+ e-_')).

In the specialcase when u = 1 mad ¢y= 1/2, we have that ga = 0. Therefore, thismultigrid

scheme yieldsthe exact solution u afterat most two cycles regardless of itsinitialguess.

More generally for any t,>_ 1 and any fixed0 < _ < 1,one can show, independently of the

number of grid points 3, that [_2[isstrictlylessthan one. So in the general case, the rate

of convergence of this ideal multigrid scheme does not degrade with grid size.

As mentioned above, the idealscheme isnot practical.One does not wish to solve the

coarse grid problem e_actly. Nevertheless,the analysisabove does indicate that the fully

nested multigrid approach should converge rapidly in a grid sizeindependent manner.
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§3.1 A hybrid of multigrld. Consider for the moment the possibly nonlinear differential

equation

,,)+ I(-) = o,

together with given boundary conditions. Assuming that this equation has a solution,

Newton's method is developed by setting u - u i + ek, where u h is the current guess to the

solution, and expanding g(u k + e_) -- g(u i) + g'(u_)e j' -F'-'. Therefore,

8 8

o= _..¢(.,,)+/(=) _ _(g('") + g,C.,,,.),,k)+/(=),

and we let e_,_ solve the lincarised equation

°(g'(u_)_) + _g(_) + f(=) = o,

to update
k

_kq-1 = _k _[. Enm"

This idea extends equally we]] to finite difference schemes associated to this differentia]

equation. That is, if we seek the solution to the finite difference scheme

Dj(g; u) + f = O,

where Dj(g; u) denotes a finite difference operator consistent to a=g(u), we solve

a=(D_(g;u_)),_ + Dj(g;u_)+ f= o,

where au(Dj(g; ul)) denotes the Jacobian matrix of Dj(g; u) at u = u k, and update
k

U k+l___ U k_enm.

Newton's method has two main drawbacks: (i) Each iteration requires the inversion

of a large linear system. (ii) The Jacobian matrix of Dg(g;u)) may be quite complicated

to compute analytically. In fact, for many modern finite difference schemes, the function

Dj(g; u)) may lack the necessary smoothness to gain the quadratic conversence offered by

Newton's method. We propose the following simplification: Suppose we wish to solve

Dc_'>(g;u) + f = o,

where D(f0(g; u) denotes a (possibly high order) finite difference operator consistent with

a=(g(u)). Let D(J°)(g'(u))e denote a (possibly low order) finite difference operator that is

consistent to a® (g'(u)e). Rather than solving the correct Kuearization of the finite difference

scheme above, we solve (or approximate the solution of)

(,3.1) D_°)(g'(u_))'e_ + D(fO(g; u k) + f= O,
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to update u_+I = u h + ek-._. Certainly there is no reason to expect quadratic convergence
_rtt

from this approach. Therefore, rather than solving (3.1) exactly, we approximate eta-. by
nErt

applying multigrid to (3.1). Specifically, suppose that u _ is known. Then

(3.2)
Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Compute R(u k) = D(h0(g; u k) + f.

Apply 17 _ 1 cycles of mnltigrid with initial guess 0 to approximate

the solution to

(lo) I _ k
D_ (g(_))_ ÷ _u _)= 0,

calling the result e_0.

Update u h+1 -- u k ÷ e_0.

(Optional) Steps 1-3 may not capture the high frequency components

of u well Therefore, applying a few iteration of a smoother consistent

to D(h0(g; u) + f-- O may be advised; (see below).

§3.2 Convergence of the hybrid multlgrid approach for a model problem. Whether

iterates coming from (3.2) converge or not depends in a crucial way on the choice of both

D(J °) end D (hO. We again only perform idea] two grid mnltigrid analysis to the linear

problem g(u) = u. The problem is made somewhat more interesting by taking an upwind

third order scheme for D (s0

(3.3a) (D(f0u)j 1 1= 2-_=(_J+1- _i-1) - 6-_=(_+_ - 3_j + 3_-1 - _-2)

end a first order upwind scheme for D_ °)

1

(3.3b) (D(J°) e)j = -_z (ej - ej_l),

together with periodic boundary conditions. (Note that (3.3a) is third order in the sense
J

of cell averages.) We stil] require that _j=z f(zj) = 0 for solvability.

Before studying (3.1) & (3.3) hybridized with mnltigrid, observe that if eL = u- u i
• j

(where again u is normalized such that _jfx(uj - u °) = 0), then ek.... (see 3.1) satisfies
91_m

(3.4) (e_n-_) ! = _,_,

where the amplification factor _l is siren by

_l- (-isin(Ol)- 1/3(cos(01)- 1)(1 -e'er))
(_ - e")
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The error reduction rate expected from algorithm (3.1) (or equivalently algorithm (3.2)

with Step 2 solving exactly) is on the order of maxl<z<j-1 I1-_1[ _- 0.53 and the maximum

is attained in the mid frequencies. For the high frequencies l _,, J/2 we have that I1 -_z[ ,_

1/3, and for the low frequencies l _ 1 or I _ ,/- 1 we have that [1 - _ll _ 0. So we see

that the low frequency components of the error are captured quite rapidly whereas the

mid to high frequencies decay less rapidly. Step 4 can therefore be utilized to knock down

the mid to high frequency components of the error without affecting the low frequency

convergence.

The results of Section 2 make the analysis of the hybrid mutt/grid algorithm (3.2)

applied to the difference operators in (3.3) an easy matter. Since ek---. - e_me is the error of
n_

Step 2, using (2.12) we find that

(_.._- %),+_/_)

__,+_/_(1- e-_ z) _+_/_(1+e-_q), t
o

So if we denote the 2 x 2 mutt/grid amplification matrix above by _(l _'_'_) , and define

0)tz= _l+J/2 '

then referring back to (3.4) we find that the 2 x 2 matrices

(3.5) A_i : (I-('- _ll"s"'l))i,), (I : 1,2,... ,.7/2),

define the amplification matrix to the full (Steps 1-3) hybrid algorithm (3.2). The spectral

radius of the hybrid amplification factor is plotted as a function of tr in Figure 1. (Recall

that _ is the ratio of the artificial time step size p to the grid size Az in the approximate

linearization muir/grid smoother.) Note that for tr - 0.40 we actually achieve better error

reduction using mutt/grid in Step 2 than if we solved (3.11 exactly.

1.0000 i

0.90000

0.80000'

0.70(X)O,

0.60000

0.5OOOO

0.40000 ' ' ' .000000.0000 020000 0.40000 0.60000 0 1.0000

Figure 1. "l'h, spectral radius of diag(.,41) plotted against o'.

(v = 2, r/= 2.)
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Notice the sensitivity of the error reduction rate to a in Figure 1. This dearly indi-

cates the relationship of multigrid error reduction to linearization wave speeds. Therefore,

for nonlinear problems where the wave speeds are not constant, (especially for nonlinear

systems with multiple wave speeds), we expect a poor convergence rate from the primitive

algorithm outlined above. This problem will be addressed in the next section.

§4. Appllcat|on to the one dimensional Euler equations. The partial differential

equations that govern the flow of a compressible and inviscid gas in a quasi one dimensional

expanding duct are

O(pA) + = o

+ ((p 2+ p)A)- p A = 0

(peA) + -_z ((pe + p)uA) - O,

where p is the fluid's density, u its velocity and • its total energy per unit mass. The given

function A -- A(z) defines the cross sectional area of the duct as a function of position

along its length, p represents the fluid's pressure and is given by the equation of state

P - ('7 - 1)p(e - u2/2). We take 7 --- 1.4 in the results presented below. We seek a

steady state solution to problem on the interval 0 < z < 10, taking a supersonic inflow

boundary condition at z = 0: (p,u,p) -- (0.502,1.299,0.3809); and a subsonic outflow

condition at z - 10: (p,u,p) - (0.776,0.5063,0.7475). The cross sectional area is given

by A(z) - 1.398 + 0.347 tanh(0.8z - 4).

To demonstrate a need for a technique that speeds convergence to steady state, we seek

a steady state to this duct example by applying the third order accurate finite difference

scheme from the introduction together with artificial time relaxation. Specifically, we

iterate k - 1, 2,...

qt = qk-1 _ pR(_0(qh-X),

where the residual R(S0(q) is given by

qj+l/_,qj+l/2) - hs(qJ-1/2; qj-1/2) + s(q/).(RCki)(q))J -- --_z hg(clj+'/2; I " qj-1/2,1 ,

The compression factor in the slope limiting above as well as in all other examples presented

is taken to be 3. We initialize the iteration by a linear interpolation of the boundary data

in the conserved v_ables. The relaxation factor p is taken so that the CFL number (the

ratio of time step size times the fastest wave speed to the space step size) is 0.30 and we
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Fngure 2. _]og(_ Ej_I(R1 (q))j) plotted against itera.
tions for the artificial tune scheme.

use 64 grid points on the interval [0,10]. In Figure 2, we plot the base 10 log of the L2

norm of the (first component of the) residual versus the number of iterations.

To apply the multigrid algorithm (3.2), we need to decide on the approximate lin-

eaxization of the third order scheme used above. We take for DO°)(g'(q))e the following
first order scheme

where

1 (zo) .(Zo),
--(ha.s(_+xl2; cj, ej+l) - na.s(%_i/=; (j--1, (j)),Az

h(lO),
a.,stqJ+I/_; ej, _j+x)

= 2 (aqg(qj+x/2)(ej+l + ej) - laqg(qj+l/=)l(e +l -

As usual, lSqg(q)[ denotes the matrix R(q)lA(q)lL(q). The obvious choice for a smoothing
iteration scheme is

e_+l i. ( 1 (to) Ej+l)

.(Io), t t

-- na.stqj_,/=; ej_x, e_ )) -I- aqS(CL/)e_ 4- (R(hl)(q))j),

where p is fixed according to the largest wave speed of the variable coefficient problem.

However, from our analysis in Section 3, we can expect this approach to yield very poor

convergence rates. We base this conclusion on the following observation: The choice of p

for the smoother above must be based on the largest eigenvalue of 8qg. This is needed for

stability. Since the flow contains a supersonic region, the eigenvalue u + c (c is the local

speed of sound and u > c is assumed) is quite laxge. Therefore, p must be taken quite

small On the other hand, near a sonic region, u - c is quite small. Therefore with this

simple smoother, the hybrid mtdtigrid performance in sonic regions can be predicted by

the restdts in Figure 1 with ¢r near zero. There, the error reduction rate is near unity.
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For this reason, we propose characteristic time stepping. This is accomplished by a simple

modification of the smoothing iteration above:

= (h

+ d +
! (_'O)/ &

- naqst%-l/2; ej-1

where now, p is taken to be p = 0.4Az.

We implement s]gorithm (3.2) to this duct test problem, again using 64 grid points

on the interval [0,10]. Mu]tigrid Step 2 is done using every grid level 2 I, 2 2, 2 s, 2 4, 2 s,
I k

2 s, with u -- 4 and W -- 1. Step 3 is relaxed somewhat, specificnlly qk+1 = qk + _emg '

because of the presence of the supersonic-subsonic shock. Around the shock, the slope

limiting aJgorithm introduces a sins]] amount of numerics] viscosity and this viscosity can

introduce an instability into the approximate Newton iteration; (see equation (3.4)). Step

4 of the hybrid algorithm is s]so utilized with 2 characteristic time stepping iterations

applied to the third order residual.
..
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Figure 3. Log residusl versus hybrid multigrid cycles, again sp-

plied to the duct problem with 64 grid pointa.

Comparing Figure 2 with Figure 3, we see that the multigrid algorithm reduces the residual

of this test problem in 100 times fewer iterations than the artificial time scheme, whereas

each multigrid cycle costs on the order of only 4 times the work. Figure 5 depicts the resid-

us] reduction from the hybrid mnltigrid scheme on 5 grids; from level--4 (16 grid points)

to level-8 (256 grid points). This last figure demonstrates the virtual grid independence

of the hybrid s]gorithm.
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Figure 4. The computed density for the duct test problem using
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Figure 5. The log residual versus hybrid multigrid cycles for the
duct teat problem using 16 to 256 grid points.
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_STI_CT

In order to develop a computer program able to model the

frictional heating of metals in high pressure oxygen or

nitrogen a number of additions have been made to the

frictional heating model originally developed for tests in low

pressure helium. These additions include: 1) a physical

property package for the gases to account for departures from

the ideal gas state, 2) two methods for spatial discretization

(finite differences with quadratic interpolation or orthogonal
collocation on finite elements) which substantially reduce the

computer time required to solve the transient heat balance, 3)

more efficient programs for the integration of the ordinary

differential equations resulting from the discretization of
the partial differential equations and 4) two methods for

determining the best-fit parameters via minimization of the

mean square error (either a direct search multivariable

simplex method or a modified Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm).

The resulting computer program has been shown tobe accurate,

efficient and robust for determining the heat flux or friction

coefficient vs. time at the interface of the stationary and
rotating samples.
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INTRODUCTION

The frictional heating apparatus at WSTF is used to determine

the flammability of various metals undergoing frictional

heating in oxygen-rich environments. A detailed description of

this apparatus has been given elsewhere I as well as a list of

the previous mathematical models for the frictional heating. 2

As a part of the 1991 NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty Fellowship

Program a computer model 2 of the frictional heating apparatus

was developed for frictional heating experiments in low

pressure helium (approximately 75 psia). The model that was

developed was successful in accurately fitting the

experimental data for the helium via a best-fit of the

friction coefficient or heat production at the interface of

the rubbing samples.

The success of the model for the simplest case (i.e., a low

pressure non-reactive gas) led to the hope that similar
results could be achieved in much more difficult situations

(i.e., a high-pressure reactive gas). The goal of this project

was therefore to expand the low pressure model to include high

pressure oxygen and nitrogen systems (at least up to 1,000

psia).

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The model used in this study is the same transient one-

dimensional equation for heat conduction as in the original

model. 2 For each annular sample (i = 1,2) we have the

following energy balance

0- aT @ k aT (1)

where Pi = the density of sample i, _t = the heat capacity of
sample i, T = temperature In the sample, t = time, x = axial

position in the sample, k i = the thermal conductivity of sample

i, Qv = the heat loss per unit rod volume due to convection,

Qc = the heat loss per unit rod volume due to conduction and

Q, = the heat loss per unit rod volume due to radiation.

The initial condition is:

T = T o for -L 2 S x S L, (2)

where L_ = the length of the each sample (i = 1 is the

stationary sample and i = 2 is the rotating sample).
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The boundary conditions are:

Atx= 0:

_k I aT + k2 aT]E = Qp and To. =T O- (3)

where QF is the total energy flux at the interface via

friction and/or reaction.

At x = L_ (i = 1,2):

T = T w = To (4)

Enerqy F_u_ at the Interface:

In a nonreactive environment the energy flux QF is given by

the equation

Qp(t) = P(t)v(t)#(t) in Btu/in 2 sec. (5)

The applied pressure (P) and velocity (v) terms are measured
quantities but the coefficient of friction (#) must be

determined via a best-fit of the experimental data. For cases

where both friction and reaction are important it is possible

to simply use the heat flux Q_ as the parameter to be fit.

Three correlations are possible for fitting # or Q_ vs. time:

I. The first model simply states that the parameter to be

fit, p(t) (e.g., the heat flux Qpor friction coefficient

#), will be held constant over a specified time interval

Ate, i.e.

p(t) = Pi for t_ < t < t_+At t (6)

2. The second model uses an Nth-degree polynomial to

approximate the parameter p(t) via N+I coefficients,
i.e.,

p(t) = ao + a,t + a2t 2 + ...+ art s (7)

3. The third model uses parameters similar to Model 1 but

also uses quadratic interpolation to approximate the

value of the parameter p(t) as a continuous function of

time for all times t_ _ t _ t_+At_. The parameter values

used for interpolation are _ through _+2-
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Gas-Phase Heat Balance:

For the gas phase the following energy balance was used

(assuming the gas phase to be well-mixed):

d%
mgCv'9 dt = 2=R° /-_ hv(T- Tg) dx- A_v(Tg- T w)

(s)

where m z = the mass of gas in the system, Csg = the constant
volume heat capacity of the gas, h v = convectzve heat transfer

coefficient, T = the rod temperature (varies with position),

= the temperature of the gas, T w = the chamber wall

temperature, R o = the outer rod radius and A t = the area for

heat transfer from the gas to the surrounding chamber.

Due to the high pressures (above 1,000 psia) used for the

oxygen and nitrogen systems, the assumption of ideal gas was

inappropriate. This was especially true for physical

properties such as heat capacity, thermal conductivity and

viscosity. It was therefore decided to use the Lee-Kesler

modification of the Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation of state 3 to

approximate the departure from the ideal gas properties. (The

derivation of the departure equations was carried out by a

graduate student (K. Bhattacharrya) under NASA Grant NAGg-557
and will be discussed in more detail in his thesis. It is

important to note that the equations for the departure

function for gas heat capacity given by both reference 3 and

the original paper of Lee and Kesler are incorrect.)

External Heat T_ansfe; From Rods:

The following equations are used for the heat transfer losses

from the rods:

Convection: The heat loss from the rods due to convection can

be described by the equation

O, = - T,) (9)

where S v = the surface area per unit rod volume available

for convective heat transfer (= 2Ro/(R_-R_)) and _ = the

inner radius of the annulus. The convective heat transfer

coefficient is assumed to be given by a Nusselt number

correlation as:

Nu = K (Ta/FI)= Pr _ (1o)
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where K, a and b are constants given by one of three

methods: 1) the correlation of Becket and Kaye 4, 2) the

correlation of Eisenberg et al. 5 or 3) a best-fit of the

data. The modified Taylor number is defined as

_Rmd 3
(Ta/F s) - (ii)

where _ = the angular velocity of the rotating cylinder,

rm = (Rc + Ro)/2 , d = Rc - Ro, R c = the radius of the

chamber, _ = the kinematic viscosity of the gas and Ft =
a shape factor given by Becket and Kaye 4.

For heat conduction from the rods to the gas the Nusselt
number is defined as

NU E 2h_°
k, (12)

where kx = the thermal conductivity of the gas. For heat
conductionfromthe gas to the chamber the Nusselt number
is defined as

Nu m 2h_c
(13)

Conduction: For the heat transfer from the cylinders to the

holders the heat loss due to conduction is approximated

by a "pseudo" heat transfer coefficient h c

(14)

where Sc_ = the surface area per unit volume of rod i
available for conductive heat transfer and Ax = the

distance separating the cylinder and holder.

Radiation: The heat loss due to radiative heat transfer is
calculated via

Qr = SrjaFJ-]( T4 - T:) (15)

where all temperatures are absolute (°R), a = Stefan's

constant, S,_ = the surface area per unit volume of rod

i available for radiative heat transfer and FH = the
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shape factor for radiative heat transfer from body i to

body j.

NUMERICAL SOLUTION

The addition of the physical property package for the gases at

high pressures resulted in a significant increase in the

computation time for the model. It therefore became apparent

that a more efficient method for the spatial discretization as

well as the time integration would be required to keep the

computation times to realistic values.

For the time integration the original subroutine LSODE was

replaced by LSODES (which consists of the same integration

methods but was designed to more efficiently handle the sparse

Jacobian matrices which result from reducing partial

differential equations to a series of ordinary differential

equations via spatial discretization). LSODES was written by

A.C. Hindmarsh and A.H. Sherman. The Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg

program RKF45 of H.A. Watts and L.F. Shampine was also
included in the program because of its increased robustness.

(Both LSODES and RKF45 were obtained through the NETLIB

distribution system.)

For the spatial discretization two different methods were
incorporated. One method is the same finite difference method

as in the original model but, in order to determine the

temperatures at the exact axial thermocouple locations,

quadratic interpolation was used when these positions were

located between grid points. This allowed a significant

reduction in the required number of grid points (from 18 to 5)

to achieve the same accuracy with respect to measured vs.

calculated temperatures.

The second method of spatial discretization was to use
orthogonal collocation on finite elements. 6 This method

consists of replacing the original partial differential
equation with the ordinary differential equation

At X =x.:

j-I
- Q.(T.) - Q,(T,) (16)

where x. = the nth collocation point in the element, h = the

size of the element, _j = the elements of the (N+2) × (N+2)
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matrix approximating the first derivative via orthogonal
collocation s and N = the number of interior collocation points

in each element. Finite elements were used to simplify the
integration of the convective heat transfer contribution in

the gas energy balance (which was accomplished via

quadrature).

Two elements were used in each rod with the boundary of each

element being the point where the sample holders ended. The

solution at the collocation point at the boundary between the

two elements in each sample was handled in the usual way by
setting the axial gradients equal to each other. If we number

the four elements sequentially with element 1 being the

section of the stationary sample in the holder we get the
following equation for the boundary of the elements in the

stationary sample

1 1

where x,_ = the axial position for the location of the boundary

between the elements in the stationary sample, T_ = the

temperature in element j next at the collocation point i in

each element. For the rotating sample we simply replace the

superscript (1) with (4) and (2) with (3) and. x,_ with x,.,, the
axial position for the element boundary in the rotating
sample.

The boundary condition at the interface was handled in a
similar manner

Nm+2 N+2

_ 1

Xe"--, _ AI_T_ = U_

To make the program more robust two parameter fitting
subroutines have been added. One method is a direct search

multivariable simplex method developed by Nelder and Mead. 7
The other subroutine is LMDIF which uses a modification of the

Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm and was writtenbyB.S. Grabow,

K.E. Hillstrom and J.J. More. (LMDIF was obtained through the
NETLIB distribution system.)

Results

The computer program (now called FHP and installed on the

computer system at WSTF) was tested on five high pressure
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systems, all with oxygen at approximately 1,000 psia, and gave
the results shown in Table 1. The error in Table 1 refers to

the root mean square error between the measured and calculated

values for both thermocouples in the stationary sample, 0.05

and 0.20 inches from the interface. Tests 830-198 and 830-199

used AISI 304 stainless steel and tests 830-305 through 830-

307 used AISI-316 stainless steel. Physical properties of

these materials vs. temperature were obtained from Touloukin. 8

TABLE i. RESULTS FOR HIGH-PRESSURE OXYGEN TESTS

Test

830-198 ±26.4

830-199 ±63.6

830-305 ±14.3

830-306 ±18.8

830-307

Average Error

(°F)

±19.4

The temperatures in the samples varied

temperatures of approximately 70 °F to

temperatures of from 1,000 to 1,400 "F.

from initial

final measured

Figure 1 gives an example of the results of using Model 3 to

approximate the energy flux at the interface for test 830-307.

Thermocouple TC-702 is located 0.05 inches from the interface

of the rotating and stationary samples and TC-703 is 0.20

inches away. Also shown is the predicted interface

temperature. For the AISI 304 tests (830-198 and 830-199) the

calculated temperature drop between TC-702 and TC-703 was

significantly smaller than the measured value. This was

probably due to inaccurate data for the physical properties of

the metals.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the heat flux (in Btu/in2sec)

at the interface (via Model 3) vs. time (in seconds) for the

three repeated tests 830-305, 830-306 and 830-307.

Conclusions

The program FHP, developed as a result of the support over the

two past summers by the NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty Fellowship
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Program, is successful in accurately determining the heat flux

and/or friction coefficients necessary to produce the observed

temperatures in the WSTF frictional heating apparatus. The

program has enough alternatives with respect to spatial

discretization, integration and minimization to make it very

robust and sufficiently accurate compared to possible

inaccuracies in the experiments. The weak points in the

program are:

1. The quantitative effects of convection on the heat

loss from the samples. At present a simple
correlation from studies on annuli with the inner

cylinder rotating is used.

2. The physical properties of some of the metals vs.

temperature may be inaccurate.

3. The assumption that the holders are at a constant

temperature throughout the simulation.
4. The one-dimensional nature of the model.

At present, only the last problem is actively being
investigated. As a part of the research under NASA grant NAGg-

557 a computer model is being developed in order to determine

the possibility of significant radial gradients through the

samples for heat fluxes at the interface which vary radially
as well as with time. Once this is known a model can then be

developed to include angular variations in the heat flux to

determine whether there is a significant difference in

temperatures at the same axial position but different angular
positions.
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ABSTRACT

Contributions were made to several projects. Howard

Nguyen was assisted in developing the Space Station RPS (Rack

Power Supply). The RPS is a computer controlled power supply

that helps test equipment used for experiments before the

equipment is installed on Space Station Freedom.

Ron Bennett of General Electric Government Services was

assisted in the design and analysis of the Standard Interface

Rack Controller hardware and software. An analysis was made

of the GPIB (General Purpose Interface Bus), looking for any

potential problems while transmitting data across the bus,
such as the interaction of the bus controller with a data

talker and its listeners. An analysis was made of GPIB bus

communications in general, including any negative impact the

bus may have on transmitting data back to Earth.

A study was made of transmitting digital data back to

Earth over a video channel. A report was written about the

study and a revised version of the report will be submitted

for publication. Work was started on the design of a PC/AT

compatible circuit board that will combine digital data with

a video signal. Another PC/AT compatible circuit board is

being designed to recover the digital data from the video

signal. A proposal was submitted to support the continued

development of the interface boards after the author returns

to Memphis State University in the fall.

A study was also made of storing circuit board design

software and data on the hard disk server of a LAN (Local

Area Network) that connects several IBM style PCs. A report
was written that makes several recommendations.

An preliminary design review was started of the AIVS

(Automatic Interface Verification System). The summer was

over before any significant contribution could be made to

this project.
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INTRODUCTION

Contributions were made to several projects as part of the

NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty Fellowship Program. Most of the

summer was spent on the design of computer interface boards

that will permit digital data to be transmitted over a video

channel. However, contributions were also made to the SSRPS

(Space Station Rack Power System) and the SIRC (Standard

Interface Rack Controller). A study was made of using a LAN

to support design software. A preliminary design review was

started on AIVS (Automatic Interface Verification System).

The projects and contributions are briefly described below.

THE SPACE STATION RPS

The SSRPS (Space Station Rack Power System) is a computer

controlled power supply that simulates power supply

conditions on the Space Station Freedom. The RPS is being

developed by Howard Nguyen of the Science Operations Branch

(SE2) under the direction of Walter Hanby. The power supply

will be used to test equipment that will support experiments

on the space station before the equipment is installed in the

orbiting laboratory.

The design of the Space Station RPS was reviewed with Mr.

Nguyen. The design of the software was reviewed with Sheri

Brackett of General Electric Government Services. Several

suggestions and alternatives were discussed in several

meetings with Mr. Nguyen and one meeting with Ms. Brackett.

The design was also reviewed in a meeting with Ken Caldwell,

Walter Hanby, Rand Nichols, Mr. Nguyen, and Ms. Brackett.

STANDARD INTERFACE RACKCONTROLLER

Versions of the SIRC (Standard Interface Rack Controller)

are currently being used in Spacelab and Spacehab, and a

somewhat modified version is expected to be used in the Space

Station Freedom. The SIRC provides a standard rack interface

to support equipment used for experiments flown on Spacelab,

Spacehab, and Space Station Freedom. Each version of the SIRC

adds some new features, but tries to maintain compatibility

with the earlier versions of the SIRC.

The design of several aspects of the SIRC was reviewed
with Ron Bennett of General Electric Government Services who

is working with Walter Hanby on the project. The hardware

for the SIRC was discussed and several suggestions were made.

The possibility of making the serial interface compatible
with both RS-232C and RS-422 was discussed.

The design of the system and the software was discussed
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with Mr. Bennett, and the software was discussed with David

Altmeyer and Robert Deutschman, both of whom also work for

General Electric Government Services. Several suggestions

were made. The software design was also reviewed at a meeting

attended by Walter Hanby and several employees of GEGS.

The SIRC uses a GPIB (General Purpose Interface Bus) for

control and low data rate transfers. The GPIB is sometimes

referred to by its standard number, IEEE 488. Several issues

involving the GPIB were discussed with both Mr. Bennett and

Mr. Deutschmann, including how to suspend communication

between a talker (data sender in GPIB parlance) and a

listener (data receiver in GPIB terminology).

MULTIPLEXING DATA AND A COMPOSITE VIDEO SIGNAL

Most of the summer's effort was spent developing a

communication system that will transmit digital data over a

composite video signal. The system will be used to increase

the digital data communication channel capacity for some of

the experiments flown on the Orbiter.

A review was conducted of the pertinent literature. A

report was written that describes some of the techniques that

have been successfully implemented or proposed. [I] The

report makes several design recommendations. A modified

version of this report will be submitted to IEEE AES Magazine

for publication.

Work was started on specifications for the data

communications system. [2] A preliminary design was started

on two interface boards for IBM PC/AT or compatible

computers. One board will combine the data with the

composite video signal. [3] The other board will strip the

data from the video signal. [4] A proposal was submitted to

support the work after the author returns to Memphis State

University in the fall. [5]

CIRCUIT BOARD DESIGN LAN

A study was made of storing circuit board design software

and data files on the hard disk server for a LAN that

connects several high performance IBM style PCs (Personal

Computers). The study was made with the assistance of Hasan

Rahman, James Hodges, and Ron Bennett, all of General

Electric Government Services. The results of the study are

reported elsewhere. [6]

AUTOMATIC INTERFACE VERIFICATION SYSTEM

The design of the AIVS (Automatic Interface Verification
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System) was discussed with Ron Bennett of General Electric

Government Services. However, no additional work was

performed on this project.
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ABSTRACT

Model reduction is an important practical problem in the control of flexible spacecraft,
and a considerable amount of work has been carried out on this topic. Two of the best-
known methods developed are modal truncation and internal balancing. Modal
truncation is simple to implement but can give poor results when the structure possesses
clustered natural frequencies, as often occurs in practice. Balancing avoids this problem
but has the disadvantages of high computational cost, possible numerical sensitivity
problems, and no physical interpretation for the resulting balanced _modes".

The purpose of this work is to examine the performance of the subsystem balancing
technique developed by the investigator when tested on a realistic flexible space
structure, in this case a model of the Permanently Manned Configuration (PMC) of Space
Station Freedom. This method retains the desirable properties of standard balancing
while overcoming the three difficulties listed above. It achieves this by In'st
decomposing the structural model into subsystems of highly correlated modes. Each
subsystem is approximately uncorrelated from all others, so balancing them separately
and then combining yields comparable results to balancing the entire structure directly.
The operation count reduction obtained by the new technique is considerable: a factor of
roughly r2 ff the system decomposes into r equal subsystems. Numerical accuracy is also
improved significantly, as the matrices being operated on are of reduced dimension, and
the modes of the reduced-order model now have a clear physical interpretation; they are,
to first order, linear combinations of repeated-frequency modes.
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INTRODUCTION

Model reduction is a very important practical problem related to the control of flexible
space structures (FSS), and a considerable amount of work has been carried out on this
topic. Well-known methods include modal truncation [1], based either on the natural
frequencies of the structure or its modal costs, and balancing [2] of the entire structure
and then truncation to retain a dominant model for it. An advantage of the balancing

approach is that it typically yields a more accurate reduced-order model than does simple
modal truncation. This is particularly true when the structure possesses clustered natural
frequencies, as is often the case for realistic flexible space structures. However, the
disadvantages of balancing are its high computational cost, possible numerical sensitivity
problems resulting from the large matrices being operated on, and the difficulty involved
in providing a physical interpretation for the resulting balanced "modes".

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the practical performance of the alternative
subsystem balancing technique when tested on a realistic flexible space structure. This
method, introduced in [3] [4] and further developed in [5], retains the desirable properties

of standard balancing while overcoming the three difficulties listed above. This is
achieved by first decomposing the structural model into subsystems of highly correlated
modes, based on the modal correlation coefficients derived in [4] from the controllability
and observability Grammian matrices [6] of the structure. Each subsystem is
approximately uncorrelated from all others, so balancing each separately and
concatenating the dominant reduced-order models obtained yields roughly the same result
as balancing the entire structure directly. The computational cost reduction produced by
this block-by-block technique is considerable: an operation count reduction by a factor of

roughly _, ff the system decomposes into r equal subsystems. The numerical accuracy

of the resulting reduced-order model is also improved considerably, as the matrices being
operated on are of reduced dimension; this avoids the numerical conditioning problems
noted in [8][9] for standard balancing. Furthermore, the modes of the reduced model do
now permit a clear physical interpretation. This is a consequence of the fact that each
correlated subsystem must necessarily only include modes with close natural frequencies.
The balanced modes of each subsystem are therefore, to first order, linear combinations of
repeated-frequency modes, and so can themselves be taken as an equally valid set of
physical modes. Balancing the entire structure, on the other hand, combines modes of
widely differing frequencies, making interpretation difficult.

The results obtained using the software described in this report are for the Permanently

Manned Configuration (PMC) of Space Station Freedom. Two different "stick models"
[11] for this vehicle were studied, for two choices of solar array and radiator orientations.
In both cases, the initial 202-mode flexible body models could be reduced to models with
between 20 and 30 modes with very little loss of accuracy.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Consider an n-mode model for the structural dynamics of a modally damped, non-
gyroscopic, non-circulatory FSS with m actuators and p sensors, not necessarily
coUocated. This model can be written in modal form [1] as
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(1)

where lq is the vector of modal coordinates, u that of applied actuator inputs and y that of

sensor outputs, and oJi and _'i are the natural frequency and damping ratio of the ith

mode, respectively. For the typical FSS [7], the {_'_} are quite low (e.g. 0.5 %), and the

{oJj} occur in clusters of repeated, or nearly repeated, frequencies as a result of structural

symmetry.

Def'mingthestatevector• = (//_,oJsr/I,...,//.,oJ.r/.)rforthisstructureyieldsthestate

spacerepresentationi = Ax + Bu, y = C'_,where A = blkdiag(A)_,B = (/_r,...,/_)rand

C =(Q,...,C,),with

A k m, 0 f ' andC i=(©,_ c._/o_,);
(2)

bi istheithrow ofB, and c. and cd arethei_ columnsofC, and Cd,respectively.

The problem studied here is that of obtaining a reduced-order model

i,= +B,u, (3)
y,=¢,x,

forthisstructureforwhich thenormalizedoutputerror

is acceptably small Of course, the size of 8 will depend on the order, nr, chosen for the
reduced modeL A good model reduction procedure should ideally provide information
allowing an intelligent choice for nr to he made so as to achieve a specified 8 value.

Two techniques for model reduction that have been extensively studied are those of
modal truncation and internal balancing. The new method implemented in this report,
subsystem balancing, can be regardedasan intermediatecasebetweenthetwo established
techniques.Model reductionby subsystembalancingproceedsby firstdividingthegiven
structureintosubsystemsofhighlycorrelatedmodes. Each subsystemisthenbalanced
independently,and a reduced-ordermodel foritgeneratedby deletingallbalancedstates
correspondingtoHankei singularvalues[2]below some specifmdthreshold.Note that
thesingularvalueweightingdescribedin[I0]couldhe applied,ifdesired,without
changingtheargumentinany way. Similarly,frequencyweightingoftheHankel
singularvaluescan easilyhe incorporatedtodealwithinputsignalswhich have a known
frequency specmun. This is actually done in the present application, where the inputs are
steps (representing thruster firings) rather than the impulses classically considered in
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model reduction problems. The resulting reduced-order subsystem models so obtained
are then combined to yield a dominant, approximately balanced, reduced-order model for

the full system.

USER INTERFACE

This section describes the user interface to the model reduction package which was

developed as part of this contract. This software consists of a library of Matlab m-
functions, with mnnain calling all the other functions internally. The package is installed
on the Sun SparcStation 2 deimos in the Integrated Analysis Laboratory in Building 16,
and has also been produced in a Macintosh version. The documentation that follows
details the user interface for mmmin; listings of this function, together with the second-

level functions it calls, are given as an appendix. All functions have extensive in-line
documentation, facilitating future use and/or modification.

Input arguments

ont.. The natural frequencies (rad/s) of the structure, input as either a row or column
vector. Any rigid-body modes must precede the flexible modes and be represented by
hard zero frequencies.

phia: The influence matrix, in mass-normalized coordinates, corresponding to the
specifiedactuatorlocations.Ifthe structurehas n modes and m actuators,phia willbe an

(nx m) matrix.

phis: Similar to phia, but for sensor stations or positions of outputs of interest (e.g. solar
arraytips).

User responses

Output the time taken for each step?: The time required for each matrix decomposition,
etc., is output to the screen if requested. This allows the progress of the model reduction
procedure to be monitored, as well as giving an indication of which steps are the most
computationally intensive.

Vector&e? (Faster, but requires more storage): In Matlab, for loops are typically an
order of magnitude slower to excute than the equivalent "vectorized" operation. For
instance, s=O; for i_l:n, s,_x(i); end; runs considerably slower than does s=x'ones(n,1). If
vectorizafion is requested, computation of the system Grammian matrices and correlation
coefficients is put into the form of vector-matrix operations rather than loops; this is
indeed considerably faster, but requires some additional temporary storage arrays.

Structural damping ratio, % (default is 0.5%): The specified damping ratio is applied
uniformly to all flexible modes of the full structural model.

Print frequencies in Hz?: The mean frequency of each subsystem can be output in either
rad/s or Hz, as desired.

Desired controllabilitythreshold?: This threshold value is used to determine which
modes are correlatedina controllabilitysense. The system isthen broken down into
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disjoint sets of modes (subsystems), where modes with a controllability correlation
coefficient greater than the specified threshold are deemed to be correlated. Taking a
threshold value of 0 implies that all modes are considered correlated, i.e. the method

reduces to standard balancing. Conversely, a threshold value of 1 implies that no modes
are taken together:, this is modal truncation. Intermediate values allow the dimensions of
the resulting subsystems to be specified to a large extent; reducing the threshold reduces
the number of subsystems, so increasing their dimension.

Desired overall threshold?: TI_ threshold is used in a similar fashion to the

controllability threshold, but both controllability and observability are now taken into

account. This yields the fnud subsystem distribution output by the program (in modemap)
and used to obtain the reduced-order model.

Compare step responses?: If requested, the step responses of the full and reduced-order
models are computed, plotted, and the relative differences (i.e. reduced-order model error)
output for each input-output channel

Desired truncation measure?: Two types of measure can be used to def'me the number of
modes retained in the reduced-order modeL If a positive integer is input, this is taken to
be precisely the desired reduced-order model. On the other hand, if a real number in the
interval [0, 1) is input, this is taken to be the desired relative error in the reduced-order

model step response, and the model order required to achieve this is computed. (Note
that this later option is only an approximation, and should only be used as such.)

Output arguments

am, bin, cm.. The reduced-order state-space model obtained.

modemap: This matrix specifies which physical modes are grouped into which

subsystems in the decomposition based on overall correlation coefficients. The ith

column of modemap lists the modes making up the ith of these subsystems.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Results will now be provided which illustrate the behavior of the subsystem balancing
technique when applied to a structural model [11] of the Permanently Manned
Configuration (PMC) of Space Station Freedom. This structure possesses light damping
(estimated to be 0.5% of critical), and a large number of closely-spaced vibration modes
(202 flexible modes below 10 Hz). Two configurations of the PMC were investigated: in

the first, the solar arrays are in the station yz-plane (a = ,8 = 0) and the radiators in the

xy-plane (7 = 0); in the second, the arrays are in the xy-plane and the radiators in the xz-

plane (a = _, = 90",/3 = 0). The inputs to these models are the 12 Reaction Control

System (RCS) thrusters, i.e. the port/starboard and upper/lower x, y and z jets. The
measured outputs are the 3 angular rates sensed by the rate gyros on the station avionics
pallet. (The movements at other positions of interest, for instance the solar array tips,
could also be considered if desired; the method remains exactly the same.)

A first point to examine is the efficiency of subsystem balancing as compared with that of
standard balancing. Matlab function obalreal in the Robust Control Toolbox is a reliable
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implementation of Moore's balancingalgorithm;applying thistothe PMC models

consideredrequiresapproximately3 hours on a SparcStation2. By contrast,the

subsystem balancingimplementation provided by mrmain requiresapproximately 3

minutes. Furthermore,the bulk of the operationsinsubsystem balancingare order(n2),

due in part to the use of closed-form Grammians [6], whereas standard balancing is

order(n3). The efficiency advantages of the new approach will therefore become only

more pronounced as larger systems are examined.

The role of the threshold coefficient in determining subsystem dimensions can be seen
from the following table. The first column gives various choices for the controllability
correlation threshold parameter, and columns 2 and 3 show the resulting maximum
subsystem dimensions for the two PMC configurations studied (for input axis port upper
x). It can be seen that these dimensions do indeed decrease as the threshold increases, as
expected. Also, both systems exhibit broadly similar behavior. It can be noted that the
evolution of subsystem dimensions is fairly discontinuous: for instance, large changes
occur for thresholds between 0.10 and 0.15, whereas there are hardly any differences

between 0.30 and 0.45. A consequence of this is that it is not always possible to fred a
threshold value which will yield a particular maximum subsystem order. However, it is
possible to obtain a good working value which gives a totally acceptable subsystem
partition. For the system studied here, a maximum subsystem dimension of about 30
leads to about 36-38 individual subsystems (some of which consist of single modes), a

good balance; threshold values giving this distribution were chosen as nominal. Using
these thresholds, the original 202-mode flexible models were found to be reducible to
models with only 20 to 30 modes without introducing significant errors into the resulting

step responses.

TABLE I.-MAXIMUM SUBSYSTEM DIMENSIONS VERSUS THRESHOLD

Threshold Max dim, o_ - 0" Max dim, o_ -- 90" _-..--90°, _--1%
0.00 202 202 202
0.05 165 165 199
0.10 146 131 165
0.15 76 87 131
0.20 55 51 118
0.25 55 31 118
0.30 30 20 87
0.35 30 20 76
0.40 17 20 31
0.45 17 18 31

The fourth column of the table illustrates the effect of damping on model reduction.
Damping of flexible structures is a very difficult quantity to model, so there is
considerable uncertainty in the damping levels to be chosen for Space Station Freedom.
If a value of 1% of critical is used instead of the previous "nominal" lavel of 0.5%, the
consequent broadening of the peaks of each mode increases the coupling between modes,
so increasing the subsystem dimensions. This does not pose any problem, however;,
increasing the threshold value to 0.4 will again allow the desired dimensions to be
obtained.
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MATLAB PROGRAM LISTINGS

function

[am.tm._a.nmde.m_]=mrm_in(om.phia.phis);
%
% An M-function to perform model reduction based
on
% subsystem bahmcing for a tmiform]y-damped
% flexible structure with rate outputs

% All other functions in this package Ire called
% by this main routine.
%
% Argument,:
%
% In: F-reqee_y vector om (rad/s). with any
% rigid-body modes (ore(i)=0) leading;
% influence mauices phia (at_tton)
% and ph_ (senson_ one row per mode
%

% O_ Reduced-order state-sp_e model {am.bin.an}
% of flexible-body dynmfics,
% the i-th column of modemap lists those modes
% making up the i-th unreduced subsystem
%

% Trevor winlam_. NASA JSC. August 19. 1992
%
n=max(size(om)); % Nmnber of modes con_
%
% SCripoff say rigid-body modes
%
nflex=sum(sign(om)); nrigid_a-nflex;
om=om(nrigid+ 1 :n);
bffiphia(nrigid+1:n.:);
c=pi_m_,id+l:n,:)':
n---nflex,
%
time,out=O;
sfim_--in_t('Outl_t the lime taken for each step? ',
's');

ifstime== "y'timeout=l;e_l;% Tm_e o/pwanmd

ve_,

svec_input('V_? (Faster,butrequiresmore
storage)','s'),
ifsvect== 'y'veer=l;end;% Vectorizafionwanted

Enterspeckeddam_S ratio

ze=input('Sm_cmraldamlingratio,% (defaultis
o.5%) ');
ifisempty(ze)_ IzeffiO_5;end;zeffize/lO0;
%

mdhz=l;
shz=input(?rint frequencies in l-Iz? ','s');
if shz== 'y' radhz=l/(2*pi); end; %Output format
%
% Fire mmpute mntrollabilitymrrelatiouo_fs

%
tO=clock;
_(om,ze,b,vect);
iftimeout -= 0 tl--efime(clock,tO);

s=[' Ro-c completed after ', num2str(tl), ' s_];
disp(' 9; di_s);
end;

% Next, fred observability Grammian for entire sys

t0=clock;
wo=cfgram(mn,ze,¢',- I ,vect),
if timeout -= 0 tl=et/me(¢lock, t0),

s=[' Wo completed after ', num2str(tl), ' s'J,
_p(' '); dip(s);
end;

%
% Inpm desiredcontrollability cormrn threshold
%

disp('Thresholdvalue_rJ_ouldlie between0 and 1;')
dispClower valuesgive fewer (but larger)
subsystems.')
disp(' Eater a negative value when finished.3
%
xdumffil; % Dummy: gives inelegant indefinfle loop
while xdum • 0

mmin_input('I_ired controllability threshold7 ');
ifromin >- 1 rominffil-q_.end;
ifromin >_0

%
%
%

s'J;

Determine subsystems of co.elated modes

tO=clock;

[imrtnsub]=subsys(ro,romin);
iffimeout-ffi-0 tlffietime(clock,tO);

sffi['Internal decompositiontook',num2str(tl),'

9; disp(s);
md;

kmax=max(size(mmb)); % Num of robin/stems
s=[' Y'_lds '. inO_a_aaax). ' subsystems;

maximum size '];
.=[s, _max(mub)), '. minimum '.

in_.,_min(_ub))];
dip(' '); disp(s);

%
else xdum =-I;
end;

%
end,

%
% Set up index to remder Wo (agrees with imrt)
%
iwmrt(2:2:2*n)_2*imrt;
iwmrt(1:2:2*n-l)=2*imrt*one_ 1.n).
%
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% Opa'ste on each subsystem in turn

il=l;
nmaxzmax(nsub); % Greatest subsystem order
wc_,,=[]:
t0-c_k;
for k=l'.lmmx

mubk=mub(k);
i2=il +mmbk-1; ivect=isor_ihi2);
iwvect=iwscrt(2 si 1-h2"i2);

%

Pint find its controllabil/ty Grmnmian
%

wck=cfgrmn(om(ivect).ze, b(ivec_,:),l.vect);

% ... then find its singulm value decomposition
%

[uk.sk, vk]=svd(wck);
wck=uk*sqrt(sk);

'/, Finally. apply to com_ row & col blocks of Wo
%

wo(iwvect,:)=wck_'wo(iwvzct,:);
wo( :,iwvecO_,o(:_wvecO *welt

%
wctm=[wctot [wck; zaos(2*(max-

nsubk),2*mmbk)]];
il=i2+l;
ald,

if timeout -= 0 tl=etime(clock,tO),
s=[' Wbar completed after ', num2m(tl), ' s'],
disp('_:d/spO):
en_

% Find mmix of ovmall cocmlst/on coefficients

eO=ck_c
mwxxndc(wo,vecO;
if timeout -=0 tl=etimz(clock, tO),

s=[' Ro-o completed after ',uum2str(tl), ' s'];
disp¢ _;_pO);
end;

q_

Now try vsriow ovmdl thsr,shoid values

xdum = !; % Dummy vmisble again
while xdum > 0

mmin2=inpu_ ovasll threshold7 ');
ffmmin2 >_ I mmin2zl-eps,end;
ffromin2 >- 0

s']:

new subsystems of coaelated modes

t0=cloc_
[isost2 mub2}=subsys(ro.romin2):
if timeout -4 0 tlmBfime(clock.10);

sin[' Final decomposition took ', num2s_tl).'

disp(' '_disp(s):
md;

kmzx2=max(sizz(mub2)); % Num of subsystems

s=[' Yizlds ', int2st_knutx2), ' subsystems:
max_um size '];

s=[s. int2m(max(nsub2)). ', minimum ',
in_tr(min(nsub2))]:

disp(' '):disp(.):

else xdum = -I;

_d;

% Now that the fins] subsystems are defined,
% need to clef'mecorresponding Wo ordering
q_
iwsort2(2:2:2*n)=2*isort2;
iwsort2(1:2:2"n- 1)=2*isort2-ones( 1.n);

% Find balancing mmsfommtion for each subsystem;
% atom it and the weighted Hanks! _ular values
%
il=l;

nmax=max(nsub2); % Greatest subsystem order
ombm'=zezos( 1,kmaxT.);
modemap=zeros(nmax2mxax2);
hsv2t=n;
trot=I]:
tO=clock;
%
for k=l ".kmax2

nsubk=nsub2Ot);
iT.=il+nsubk- I; ivect.--isort2(il :i7.);
iwvect=iwsort2(2"il- 1:2"i2);
modemap( I:nsubk,k)=ivect%migid *ones( nsubk. I);

% Solve this sym eigen-/sinsular vslue problem

[tk,hsv2k,vk]=svd(wo(iwvect, iwvect));
hsv2k_tisg0uv2k);
ilav2k ibsv]_rt(4ssv2k): bsv2k---hsv2g;
tk_k(:,i_v); _ Sort in descending order
ttot=[tWt [tic;zzsos(2*(mnax-nsubk),2*nsubk)]];

%

Paform sd hoc step response f_quency weighting

ombm(k)..sum(om(ivect))/nsublc
hsv_'=hsv2k/(ombar(k)'ombsrOc));
hsv2t=[hsv2t; bsv_]:

il=i2+l;
md;

bsv2sum=.um(hsv2t);
[bsv2s i/_v]=sort(-hsv2t); hsv2s=-hsv2s;
if timeout --= 0 tl=etime(clock, tO);

s=[' Hsnkel singul_ values took ', num2m(tl), ' s];
disp('_:disp(s):
end;

Computo tl_ bslsnced full-ord_ sysmn

clur wo; % Noed tl_ spsce for mn (2nx2n he_t)
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[am bm cm_(om,ze.b,c);
if timeout --= 0 tl=etime(clock,IO);

s=[' Full modal model took ', num2s_tl), ' s'];
aisp("_; dizp(.);
end;

%
% Now apply We sinfitmity llrzmsfozm_on, by blocks
%
t0=clock;
[am bm c4m]=blkmult(am,bm,cm,wctot,iwmrt,nsub);
if timeout -= 0 tl=etime(clock, t0);

s=[*We _aMlarity took ', num2str(tl), ' s'];
disp(' ");disp(.);
end;

% Then apply T similarity Iranzformation, by blocks
%
lO=clock;
Iron bm ¢m]=blkmMt(mm, bm,cm,ttot, iw_rl2,mub2);
if _ut -= 0 tl=etime(clock,t0);

T _ took ', num2a_tl), ' |'];
disp(' ');d_sp(s);
end;

% Set up for step reslme.se calculations, if wanted
%
disp(' ');
zztep=ioput('Co_ stepruponses? ', 's');
if mm_p== 'y'

t-_l/(ze*min(om)); _ Tune for decay
t=100_ound(t/100); % Round to nearest hundred
db_tl00; t-4dCdCt]; % 100 points

m=siz_); re=m(2); % Num_ of inputs
p=sizc(c); p=p(1); %Numbexofoutlmts

%

% Compute and store step resI_mu of full _smn
y_=f];
tO=cio_
for iu=l:m

yf=[yf momm_om_z.b.c, iu,t)];
md;

%

if tim_ut .-= 0 t l=etim_¢lock,10);
Full step r_pom_ took ', num2m_tl), ' s'];

diJp(' ');disp(s);
end;

end;

Try various diff_t _n meaunm=

dap(' _;
disp(' En_ either the desired number of mod_
(integer • 0)')
disp(' or the acceptable gpl=ox relative output error (<
I);')
disp(' enter a negttive quantity when finished.')
%

xdum = 1; % Dummy variable again
while xdum > 0

mtoff=input('Desired truncation measure? _;

%
%
%

%
%
%

%

if ir_npty(cutoff) _ 1 cutoff=l; end; % Safety
lO=clock;
if cutoff < 0 xdum = -1;
el*e

ff cutoff >= I numm=mm(culoff,n); % # modea
else % Find num modes from desired re.lerr

abmnT2--cumff*cutoff*l_v2sum;
_eaX=_,i=n;
whik test<= abKqT2

te_t=t_t+hzv2a(2 *i)+hsv2s(2 *i- 1);
i=i-1;
end;

reran=i+ 1;
end;

Find number of modes kept _rom each subsys

i_gmln=hsv2a(2*m_m),
mmb_s(1,kmax2);
ioff=0;
for k=l.'_

for i= 1:nsub2(k)
if,bs(hsv2t(2*(ioff+i))) >= I_v2min

nsubr_)_-nsubrOc)-,-1;
end;

end;
ioff--ioff+mmb2(k);

Finally, find _uncation index to give ROM

il=l;

for k=l'.knmx2
i2=il +2*mulz-(k)-l;
isv_-[iavect iwm_'t2(il :i2)];
il=il+2*mub2(k);
md;

%

% Alter cmm _ _ giw zero ste_y-statz exror
%

dekm=O*cm;
g--_igv_igv_)_m(iavegt,');
x=-_m( :,i_v¢ct)*g/(g'*g);
dcJcm(:_,vm)=x*g';

%
ff timeout -= 0 tl-4gime(clock,tO);

s_=['Model dimenmou found after '.
num2mr(tl), ' sq;

disp('');di_p(s);

%
qt
%

Output subsystem information

%

d_p(' 3;
disp('Subsystem Number Mean freq');
s=' dimcmion _tain_l ';

if shz _ 'y*s=[I, ' (HZ)]; else 8=Is, '(r_d/s)q; end;
di_p(s);
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95
%

qp

n:pom

f_ _l"Amax2

qmt-' ';
if mmb2(k) :-, 10 q:md=' '; end;
If mmb2(k) ::m 100 qztd_'; end;
P.[' ', sped, tnO.m(nsub2(k))];

if mmb_) >- l0 q_i-' '; end;
ff mmtz_k) >= 100 _'; end;
,"4,. ' "_ tnO.m(_))];

sp_ug' '_

prmn_*omtm_k);
iflzombw>- 10 qzgl=' '; etat;
ff prombar >_ 100 tpad=' '; end;
if lzom_ >- 1000 spcgl-'; end;
,,-Is.' ', _ uum_(pmmbar)];
d=p(.);
end;

Compm_ stop responses if requemd

if mep--_'y'
far io=l:m

t0..c]ock;
mp.cun(iav_t_vect);
knp_m0avect.:);

yr_amp.bmp.cmp.iu.t );
ff fimoout .-_ 0 tl-etime(¢lock.t0);

s=[' ROM step response took ', num2slr(tl),

md;

fer io=l.'p
iyf-(iu-l)*p.vio; _t Access cmrect

ptot(t,tyf(:.iy_ y_(:,io)]);
t,4"Step _. nrom = '.

int2s_m_m)];
• .,Is. '; in_ '. int2m0u)];
s-4s,', ouqmt', int2m(io)];
ttt_s): SIU_
z1_CT'm® (s)');
y_('OoWuw'_
pause;

ptot(t,(yf(:,t_-yr(:,to))):
s=('Step rotor, mum = ', int2st_m_om)];
s_s, '; input; int2s_iu)];
s-Is. ', outlast', t,,t2str(io)];
tit_s); oid:
_("r_ (s)');
ylabel(_):
pause;
_(:,tyO-

yr(:Jo))/nom(yf(:.iyO);
p,f 2-mnn relative ouq_ u'ror of'.

nunO_ye_)];
dizt_ '): dip(s);

end;
ezd;

end;
end;

_!;
%
% Finally, sm_rethe chosen zedoced-order model

amqn(iavect_avect);
bm-bm(iavect,:);
cm=_m(:.tavect)+dekan(:.iavect);
#

#
fm_tionro=cgcaic(om,ze,b,vect);
St
%
_t

_t

%

An M-_ toconstruct the contmllabil/ty
cccrektim coefficients of a uniformly-
damped flexible structure

"Ihe flag vect ..8 0 for Matlsb-style vectorized
operafiom: faster, but r_luires extra temp store

% Trevor W'dliams, NASA JSC, August 19, 1992
9t
n_max(size(om)); % Ntm_ber of modes considered

ifvect_ 0
_t

"Standard" loop over matrix locations
_t

ro-ey_n); '_ lniUaliz_on (saves time)
_(u,t); _ " "

9t
% First mmpute mntribution from B
_t

for i=l._
fc_ j=i+t:n

ro(i,j)-b(i.:)*b(j.:y:
end;

beugl(i)._naz(b(i,:)*b(i,:)'.ep,);
end

for i=l:u
for j-i+l.'o

m(i,j)._(ro(i,j) )/_.0,ot_(i)*bmd(j));
end;

end

Now add the frequency effects (Frob-norm vwsion)

fog i=l:n
forj-l+l=

s=omO)/om(iZ
mat_8*ze*ze*g;
num_g-ly_2*(g^2+l);
nunmqrgtemp*((g*temp)+num));

m(ia)=(m_'d_n)*mOa);
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ro(j,i),q_i,j);
end;

ead
else
%

% Calculations in Matlab-style vectodzexl form:

% first compute contribution from B
%

ro=b*b';
ro=abs(ro);

%

% Avoid singularitiescaused by zeroentriesiab,¢

be_ax(diag(ro), eps*ones(n,I));

ro=zo-diag(diag(ro));_0_ alldiagonals

ro=ro-Kl_(betad); % Put back diag, or eps

betad_s_dias(betad));
ro=betads_,bs(ro)/betads;

%

Now add the frequency effects (T_ob-norm version)
%

temp=S*ze*ze;
%

som=size(om);
if sore(I)> 1 _omeate_dasacohunnvector

g=(om.A(-1))*om';
else % om entered as • row vector

S=(om.A(-l))'*cm;
end

num=(($-ones(n)).^2).*((S.^2_n));
num=_(mnp*8).*((temp*(S.^2))+num));
den=(g+ones(n)).*(((g-ones(n)).^2)+(temp*g/2));
ro=(numJden).ero,

end
#

#

functionw--cfoam(om,ze,b_ob_vect);

% An M-function to comput8 the closed-form
% Cmunmisns of • miformly.damped flexible
_L structure with rate n_asm_.ments
9_

% The flagcobs -_ 1 for coutrollabili_,

% -1 for observability.
%

% The flag vect -= 0 for Matlab-style vectodzed
operations: faster, but requires extra temp store

% Trevor Williams, NASA JSC Augmt 19, 1992

n---max(size(ore)); 9_ Nunber ofmodes conadered
w=zeros(2*n); _ laiti_zation (saves time later)

ifvect == 0

%

9_ "Standmd" loop ov_ matrix locations
%

% Compute each (2 x 2) Grammizn block in tam,

% aad stare in correct upper & lower locations in W

for i=l:n

oral=ore(i);
iw=-2*i-l;
for j--i:n

ompom(j);
jw=2*j-l;
tl--ze*(omi+omj);
t2--(omj *omj )-(omi*omi);
t3=2*omi*omj;
_*tl;

dij=2*t3*(tl*tl)+(t2*12);
wij=[t4 cobs*omj*t2; -¢obs*omi*t2 t4];

wij=((b(i,:)*b(j,:)')/dij )*wij;
w(iw:iw+ 1jw:jw+l)=wij;

w(jw:jw+l,iw:iw+l)=wij';
end;

it b(i,:)*b(i,:)' < ep_ % Avoid singularity
w(iw:iw+l,iw:iw+l)_eps*eye(2);
end;

e_l;
else

9_
% Calculations ia Matlab-style vectorized form:

% first compute contribution from B

ii=(1:2:2"n-I);

i2=(2:2:2"n);
%

sam=size(ore);
ffsom(1)> I % om entered as a column vector

t l=ze'(om'ones( l,n)+o_es(n, 1)*om');
t2=(ones(n,l)*(om.^2)'-(om.^2)*ones(l,n));
omj=ones(n,l)*om';
t3=2*om*om';

else % om entered as a row vector

t l=ze*(om'*ones( l,n)+ones(n, I )*ore);
t2=(ones(n,l)'(om.^2)-(om.^2)"ones(l,n));
omj=,ones(n,l)*om;
t3=2*om'*cm;

ead
%

d=2*t3.*(t I.^2)+(t2.^2);
beta=b*b';

9_

Avoid singulm'ities caused by zero entries in b,¢
%

betad=maz(diag(beta), eps*ones(n,l ));

beta=beta-diag(diag(beta)); _ Zero all diagooals
beta=beta+diag(betad); % Put back diag, or eps

w(il,il )=beta.*t3.*tl 3d;

w(il,J2)=cobs*beta.*omj.*t23d;
w(i2,il )_-cobs* beta. *cmj'.*t2 Jd;

w(i2,i2)=beta.*t3.*tl Jd;
end
#

#

function[isort, nsub]=subsys(ro,romin);
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An M-_o todeterminethosemodes whichare

85deemedtobecenelated,basedonagivenmatrix
85ofmodalconelationcoefficientsand •

85specifiedthmshoklvalue
85

85outpt_
85

85 t.,_,rainsmpiredtoIndms ,nbsysu_-.,
85 nsub:dimemiomoftbesubsystems

85TrevorWilliams,NASA JSC,August19,1992
85

n=max(size(ro));85Number ofmodesconsidered
85

85 Performvarionsinitializatiom
85

num-0; 85Totalnumberofmodes grouped
nsub=[]; 85No subsystemdimensiomyet
iscm=[l:];85Modal on/eriq:unchangedm far
k'vect=(n÷l)*onu(l,n);85Makes unsortedmodeslast
ldlag-0;85IforsubsystemI,2forsubsys2,etc.
85

85 Cha-actefi_eachsubsysteminttwn
85

while hum < n
85

85 Iniflslizations for this subsystem
85
nsubk-0;, 85No modes yetfonnd

UlaS,,k:tlas+l; 85Inmn_t flaS
iwsb,_mz_(num+ 1); 85_ tobe_smd Ist
jfest_isor_num+l:n);85Test f_ ¢on"n to i

85

while immqZy(imst) _, 0
8t
85
85

85

%
85
85
85

85
85
85

85
85
85

itest ¢ontains a Nt of mod_ to be rusted

tnew_]; 85 No modes for next pass yet

fur i_tast
fofj=jtut
ifru(i.j)>-romin& kvect0)> n

Mock j is a new mode,ccarelmd
to i: storein thissubsysmn

i_,u(j)._q;
nsubk-mubk+l;
ifj ..-- i inew-[inew j']; e_
eed;

end;
end;

PickupMw ustofmodes (ifany)torest

ead

This s_ is fmisbed: stmu _ data

num,mum+nsubk; 85 Totalnumber ofmodes
usub=[nsubnsubk],85Subsystemdimensions
[kvsortisort]-sort(kvect); 85So_d modes
end

#

#

function _c(w,vec_);
85

85An M-run.iontocomputetheoverall
85correlationcoefficientsof•uniformly-
85damped flexible sln_ane
85
85 'l'ne flag vect ..4, 0 for Matlab-style vectorized
85operations: faster, but requires extra temp store

85Tmvor Williams. NASA JSC, August 19, 1992
85
n=max(size(w))/2; 85 Number of modes mnsidered
85
ifvect m, 0
85

85 "Stmdmd" loop over matrix iocatiom
85

m,_eye(n); 85 Initialization (saves time later)
for i=l:n

iw-2*i-l;
wiH=nonn(w(iw.'iw+l,iw:iw+l),'fro');
forj=i+l:n
jw=2*j-l;
wjjf-mom_w(jw:jw+ 1dw:jw+ l),'fro');
wijfzqmrm(w(iw:iw+ 1jw:jw+ 1),'fro');
ro(Id)-wijUs_wiif*w_O:
roO,i)-ro(i,j);
end;

end
else
85
85 Frobenim nmm calculationin Mstlab vector form
85

n2-2*n;
e-e3_(n2)._he(o_J(n2-Z,1),-D;
e-e(:,l:2:n2-1);

85
85 Calculate F.robeniusnormsof each(27.2)block
85

m-e'*(w.*w)*e;

85
85 Now nomxtltze
85

rodiq_diq(a_dias(m)));
85

end
#

#
fuaction
[amodal,bmodaLcmodal]-asmodal(om,ze,b,c);
85
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% An M-function to construct the modal state

% space model corresponding to a uniformly-
% damped flexible semctme

% Trevor Williams, NASA JSC, August 19, 1992
%

n=max(size(om)); % Number of modes considered
%

amodal=zeros(2*n);
adiag=[-2*ze -1;1 0]; % "Template" for diags of a
%

m:_ize(b);m--m(2);
bmodal--zems(2*njn);
%

cmodal=zems(p_*n);
%

for i--l:n

i2=2"i-I;
amodal(i2:i2+l _2:i2+l)=om(i)*adiag,

Ixnodal(i2,: )=b(i,:);
cmodal(:,i2)-_.(:,i);
end

#

#

fimction
[am, t_m,cm]=blionult(am,bm, cm,wctot,iwmrt.,nsub);
%

% An M-fonction to apply • similarity
% transformation stored as ordered blocks

% to • given state space model

% Trevor Williams, NASA JSC, August 19, 1992
%

kmax=max(size(nsub)); % Number of subsystems
%
iwl=l;
for k=l'.kmax

mubk2=2"nsub(k);
iw2_wl-msubk2-1;

iwvect=iwma(iwl:iw2); % Required state order
%

% Retrieve k4h block of similarity transformation
%

w_t( 1:nsubk2,iw I :iw2);
%

% Premult row blocks of am, Ixn by inverse of wck
9t

am(iwvect,: )=wck_am(iwvect, :);

bm(iwvect,: )=wck_bm(iwvect,:);
%

% Poslmultiply column blocks of am, cm by wr.k
%

_(:,iwvect)._n(:,iwvect)*w_
cm(:,iwvect)-c_:,iwvect)*wck:

%

iwl--iw2+l;
end

#

#

function y=modstep(om,ze,b,c,iu,t);
%

% An M-function to compute the step response
% of • statespace model in"symmetric"
% modal form of • flexiblestzuctth-e

% TrevorWilliams,NASA JSC, August 19, 1992
%

n=max(size(om)); % Number of modes
Imax=max(size(t)), % Length of time vector
p=dze(c); p=p(l); % Number of outputs
di--z_.(p,1);
%
y=zems(tmax,p);
tdiag=[-2*ze -1; 1 0];
%
for i=l:n
%

% Set up required subnutlric_
%

al=em(i)*adiag;

bi=[b(i,iu); 0];
ci=[c(:j_ 0*c(:_)];

%

% Add step reJpon_ of this mode to total
%

y=y+step(al, bi,cLdi,l,t);
end

#

#

function y=blkslep(a,b,c_u,t);
%

% An M-function to compute the step response
% of a state space model of • flexible structure
% with A block diagonal (modulo ordering!)

% Trevor W'flfian_, NASA JSC. August 19, 1992
%

tmax=_ax(size(t)); % Length of time vector
p,_ze(c): p=p(1); % Number of outputs

_,t);
%

y=zerus(entx,p);
%
% Detmnine OVERALL block _rucmre of a, directly
%

[iamrt, namb]=subsys(abs(a)+sbs(a'),eps);
kmtx=max( size(nasub));
%
il=l;
for k=l'.knax

i2----il+nasub(k)- 1;
is=iaso_il :i2);

%

% Add stepresponseof thisblock tototal
%

y=y+step(a(ia,ia),b(ia,iu),c(:,ia),di,t,t);
il=i2+l;

end
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blk_Xb.(_

An important part of NASA's mission involves the secondary application of its
technologies in the public and private sectors. One current application being
developed is the The Adult Literacy Evaluator, a simulation-based diagnostic tool
designed to assess the operant literacy abilities of adults having difficulties in
learning to read and write. Using ICAT system technology in addition to speech
recognition, closed-captioned television (CCTV), live video and other state-of-the
art graphics and storage capabilities, this project attempts to overcome the
negative effects of adult literacy assessment by allowing the client to interact with
a intelligent computer system which simulates real-life literacy activities and
materials and which measures literacy performance in the actual context of its
use. The specific objectives of the project are as follows: (a) To develop a
simulation-based diagnostic tool to assess adults' prior knowledge about reading
and writing processes in actual contexts of application, (b) to provide a profile of
readers' strengths and weaknesses, and (c) to suggest instructional strategies and
materials which can be used as a beginning point for remediation. In the first and
developmental phase of the project, descriptions of literacy events and
environments are being written and functional literacy documents analyzed for
their components. Examples of literacy events and situations being considered
included interactions with environmental print (e.g., billboards, street signs,
commercial marquees, storefront logos, etc.), functional literacy materials (e.g.,
newspapers, magazines, telephone books, bills, receipts, etc.) and employment-
related communication (i.e., job descriptions, application forms, technical
manuals, memorandums, newsletters, etc.). Each of these situations and materials
is being analyzed for its literacy requirements in terms of written display (i.e.,
knowledge of printed forms and conventions), meaning demands (i.e.,
comprehension and word knowledge) and social situation. From these
descriptions, scripts are being generated which define the interaction between the
student, an on-screen guide and the simulated literacy environment. The
proposed outcome of the Evaluator is a diagnostic profile which will present
broad classifications of literacy behaviors across the major areas of metacognitive
abilities, word recognition, vocabulary knowledge, comprehension and writing.
From these classifications, suggestions for materials and strategies for instruction
with which to begin corrective action will be made. The focus of the Literacy
Evaluator will be essentially to provide an expert diagnosis and an interpretation
of that assessment which then can be used by a human tutor to further design and
individualize a remedial program as needed through the use of an authoring
system.
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Adult Literacy Evaluator: An Intelligent Computer-Aided Training
System for Diagnosing Adult Illiterates

I. Introduction

This report describes the current status, milestones achieved and projected
schedule of the Adult Literacy Evaluator (ALE). This spin-off project is

attempting to integrate expert system, speech analysis and virtual reality
technology developed at NASA into the field of adult literacy with the primary
goal of creating a tool for literacy assessment with high ecological validity. The
outcomes of this assessment tool will also include written diagnostic prof'tles and

exemplar lessons in remediation strategies to be used by volunteers and staff at
literacy provider organizations.

The following sections in this report include descriptions of the current

project objectives, past and current developments in theory and the expert system
knowledge base, the conceptual model, an updated project plan and schedule, past
presentations and publications by the project team, external funding efforts and
contractual research in speech analysis and recognition to be incorporated into the
ALE.

Finally, the scope of this report covers the time period of March 1991

through June 1992 and describes the project's development under the current
principal investigator, Dr. David Yaden. Descriptions of the work effort prior to
March 1991 are not included in this document.

II. Current Project Objectives

The project objectives as of 1991 have remained constant and are as
follows:

1. To develop a simulation-based diagnostic tool to assess adults' prior
knowledge about reading and writing processes in the context of their use;

2. To provide interpretive, diagnostic profiles of readers' strengths and
weaknesses; and

3. To provide focused suggestions (i.e., exemplar lessons) for

instructional strategies and materials which can be used by volunteer

tutors as a beginning point for remediation with adults seeking assistance

with literacy providers.
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To date, most of the work has been concentrated on objective #1 and has
included interface prototyping, knowledge-base development, and the creation of
literacy scenarios, i.e., real-life activities in which literacy plays a central role.
Work on objectives #2 & 3 are in the initial stages.

The fact that technology for continuous speech recognition is not yet
available has necessitated that the project move ahead more quickly on other
fronts and develop plans for increasing the scope of the diagnostic capabilities.
This increased scope and its attendant project plan is described fully in the

following section. The separate development of the speech analysis component
for the ALE is described in section IX.

A final caveat to the project objectives is the extent to which the

technologies of virtual reality can be fully integrated into the project. Although
NASA's Software Technology Branch is spearheading research in this area, the
technology is still some years away from being easily incorporated into an
application such as the ALE. Therefore, in order to create a virtual environment

of authentic literacy materials and behavior, the project team is currently
experimenting with a variety of technologies such as live and digitized video
pictures with the capability of the interface to depict natural movement in each
scene.

Ill. ALE: A Model for Authentic Assessment - Project Development

Authentic, contextualized assessment is a complex issue. Yet several

conceptual hurdles have been successfully maneuvered so far by the Project
Team. This section will discuss critical break-throughs made in four major

components of the ALE: (a) Scenario development, (b) literacy element
knowledge base, (c) diagnostic continuums, and (d) comprehensive profile
statements.

A. Scenario Development

1. Multi-leveled assessment. The role of the scenarios was to offer a

situation in which a client could enact real literacy actions embedded in
purposeful print environments. As a diagnostic tool, the ALE must be able to
assess a wide variety of literacy competencies. Unlike other assessment tools
which measure a very restricted range of ability, the ALE assumes that adult
readers' skills and strategies vary a great deal. Thus, the ALE must be a flexible,
responsive system. Also, it is important that the environmental task demands
quickly adjust to the clients without their awareness due to the stigma attached to
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poor literacy performance. The project team tackled this problem by creating
the notion of multi-layered scenarios rather than each having a specific

skill/strategy level. This means two clients working next to each other could both
be in the grocery store scenario, yet one could be interacting with print at a high
level of sophistication such as filling out an application for a grocery card and
another could be working at a much lower level, for example, recognizing
familiar logos on food items. The system will be created so that the clients'
response to each action will determine the rest of the scenario. While preventing
certain scenarios from being labeled as "low," this also means that frustration

levels can be kept to a minimum (which is a critical issue with adults who have
failed academically) and as clients gain new strategies and skills, they will
encounter new print challenges within a previously experienced scenario.

2. After-scenarios. Another obstacle emerged within the scenario

component. While much can be inferred from a client's interactions with print,
there are large arenas of literacy knowledge, critical to traditional analysis, which
could not be tapped in the scenario as originally envisioned since speech analysis
is not yet available. The project team wrestled with ways to assess more realms
of literacy knowledge without speech analysis and recognition. As a solution to
this dilemma, the idea of after-scenarios was developed. Following each series
of contextualized actions, such as renting a movie in a video store, In a separate
simulation, the client will be asked more questions about the print experienced in
that environment. In this clinical-type interview, the ALE might prompt a client
to summarize the blurb on the back of a video or compare three signs in the store
and determine which is the most informative. If clients want to see the document

back in the original context, they just click on a certain place on the screen and
the document reappears as it did in the scenario. The scenario and after-scenario
partnership allows for the authenticity of real-life literacy events and the indepth
probe of a clinical interview. Currently there is no other assessment tool of
which the project team is aware in the education field which combines these two
features.

B. Development of the knowledge-base

1. Grounding theory_ through field study. The field of literacy has yet to
agree upon a definition of literacy let alone upon the range of literacy elements
involved in making literate decisions. So Dr. Yaden thoroughly reviewed the
literature in the field extracting individual literacy elements as they were
described. These were then organized logically under traditional key features
such as comprehension and fluency, to offer a comprehensive pool of literacy

components no where else previously compiled. The next step was to reconnect
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the elements pragmatically, in other words, reorganizing the elements so as to
reflect a model of literacy which not only includes the components of reading
and writing but also the grounded relationships between the components. After
reviewing case studies and other work in the field, Drs. Yaden and Brown
determined that the information they were seeking was not in the literature and
thus it is deemed necessary to undertake a study to further document adult

illiteracy. The current plan is to create a grounded theory, that is, a theory of
adult literacy that is actually based on observations and interactions with disabled

readers in the environment. This grounding will ensure the quality and
marketability of the ALE as a revolutionary diagnostic tool.

2. Client informants. The project team is also proposing an innovative
design for software development by creating a team of client informants to work
as fellow researchers to create the literacy model, scenarios, after-scenarios, and
the interface. Rather than building a system and then testing it, the team has

decided to work with the informants during the development process. This is
critical with a population such as disabled readers who for various circumstances
often lead very different lives than the project team members. Scenarios and
after-scenarios will be created with the disabled readers' input from start to
finish, thus avoiding development of inappropriate tasks. The transition to field
testing will be easier due to participation and advice from disabled readers.
Again, this is another consideration undertaken by the project team that will
impress a business partner.

C. Diagnostic Continuums

1. Ext_anded scooe of literacy assessment. Traditional survey and
diagnostic tests in literacy generally measure students' skills in three areas:
vocabulary, comprehension, and word recognition. Other facets of reading and
writing processes such as metacognition, use of strategies, and literacy concepts
are rarely even acknowledged. Since adult illiterates' strengths are often in these
unassessed domains, the project team faced another hurdle. The few
unconventional tests that do attempt to get at these issues target very young
children or are based on oral reading (as mentioned before a highly sophisticated

speech analysis system would be necessary for this). The project team
approached this problem by utilizing Dr. Brown's previous work which identified
expanded typologies of literacy performance and continuums of behavior as
opposed to discrete skill levels only. In this earlier study, she documented
different dimensions of children's literacy behavior based on observational data
and product analysis. Thus after considering this work, Drs. Yaden and Brown
decided to create a multi-dimensional profile represented by a series of
continuums that will reflect not only traditional skills such as vocabulary and
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comprehension, but also reader strategies and concepts of reading and writing.
The ALE will break new ground in adult literacy diagnoses with a profile that
both details outcome (i.e., performance level) and actions (i.e., strategies and

their accompanying knowledge base). Another unusual facet of the ALE
continuums is that they will be created through field work with disabled readers.

By offering a multi-dimensional profile that reflects critical facets of adult
literacy, the ALE promotes a model of remediation which is based on growth and
assumes the importance of the socio-psycholingnistic aspects of literacy.

D. Comprehensive Profile Statements

1. Summary_ of diaenostic interp_retations and continuums. In addition to
the diagnostic statements haterpreting the client's behavior on each of the
continuums of literacy performance, the project team has developed the notion of
comprehensive profile statements or summaries which will be available to give an
overview of the adult's performance across all dimensions of literate behavior.
Just as the diagnostic continuums summarize across individual literacy elements,
so do the comprehensive statements give a perspective within which all aspects of
the adult readers' performance on the ALE can be evaluated. The comprehensive
summaries will integrate the adult client's behavior across, for example,
performance on textual material, strategies for approaching literate tasks, and
concepts about reading and writing events. Therefore, the exemplar lessons
supplied to volunteer tutors will be based upon a much broader assessment of the
adult's strengths and weaknesses than any current assessment available.

IV. Conceptual Model of the Adult Literacy Evaluator

Figure 1 depicts the current theoretical model of the ALE. The clietu will
go through a series of actions in various literacy scenarios.
Each scenario will involve many natural literacy interactions based on authentic
and common life activities, such as going shopping or renting a video.

Monitoring each action of the client, the system will adjust the following literacy
demands appropriately. Then an after-scenario will utilize the print materials
from that environment to allow for a clinical interview. By presenting specific

questions about reading and writing, this component will reveal domains of
literacy that would otherwise not be assessed during authentic actions.

Each behavior will be analyzed by an inferencing algorithm, possibly

fuzzy logic. Actions will be related to identified literacy elements. Another
inferencing system will distribute the elements to diagnositic continuums. These
continuums will be based on several broad literacy domains such as print
interaction and print-coping strategies. A final inferencing algorithm will

analyze each continuum and connect these to one comprehensive profile statement
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which will, in turn, be tied to a set of exemplar lessons.

V. Project Plan and ALE Roadmap

The current project plan is represented in Figure 2 and described in detail
in the following narrative.

The ALE road map is split into four regions: (a) Field Research refers to

work that the literacy team will do in the field to gather in-depth data about the
processes and conceptions of adult illiterates; (b) Theory and Literacy Model
Development describes the theoretical and conceptual milestones; (c) Software

Development details the programming demands; and (d) Grants and Quest for
Business Partner relays the on-going search for external funding and a business
that will want to market and sell the ALE at the completion of this project.
Academic seasons are marked along the road map. Each season will be described
below.

Summer 1992

Several fronts will move along this summer. The appropriate avenues at
the university will be taken to gain consent for the field work to insure readiness
for the fall. Research will continue on the diagnostic continuums and an after-
scenario will be developed. The project team will work together to explore new
interface possibilities and create a field prototype by summer's end. Writing a R
& D grant for the National Literacy Institute will be a time-demanding task
which will occupy much of July and early August. This proposal is due August
17, 1992. Efforts will continue to work with Joe Agosta, Director of
Development at UH to find external funding.

Fall 92/ Spring 93

During this phase of the project, Drs. Yaden and Brown will conduct a

research study on adult disabled readers. During the month of September fifteen
tutoring sessions will be observed and the tutor and clients in each partnership
will be interviewed. From this broad group, six pairs will be chosen for
intensive study over the next eight months. Through observing tutoring sessions
and spending time with the disabled readers as they go about their day-to-day
activities, a grounded knowledge base will develop. Drs. Yaden and Brown will
also begin tutoring their own clients as to have an inside perspective on the
process of remediation. During the field work, preliminary development on the
scenarios, after-scenarios, exemplar lessons, and infereneing algorithm will
continue.
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Data analysis, occurring throughout the study, will reveal critical issues in
remediation which have not been documented previously. This field work will

insure the marketability of the ALE by allowing for the literacy team to create a

product grounded in the needs and sensitive to the environmental constraints of
adult remediation. Interface testing will enable the refinement of the prototype

so that a Field Prototype 2 can be created as the field work is ensuing. It is
critical to note that software development will be guided and continually refined

by the data from the field. The search for external funding will continue as will

the exploration of possible business parmers.

Summer 93

From the field research, a few disabled readers will be selected to form an

informant group who will work intensely with the research team on several
fronts: (a) completing the data analysis; (b) specifying interrelationships of
literacy elements; (c) assessing and refining the Field Prototype 2; (d) finalizing
the simulation; and (e) finalizing the continuums for the diagnostic prof'de. With
disabled readers as essentially co-researchers immediate feedback will be
available and misfires prevented. Components of the ALE will be finalized with
the clients present; while being time effective, this should also be a selling point

with a business parmer.

Fall 93

During this phase the programmers will utilize the information gathered

during the previous year to implement the simulation. The literacy team will
design detailed scenarios, finalize the simulation to the continuum algorithm and
finalize the diagnostic profiles. Hopefully, at this point a business partner will
have been secured, if not, the search will intensify.

Spring/ Summer 94

While the literacy team is finalizing the inferencing algorithm from the

continuums to the diagnostic profiles, writing exemplar lessons (potentially
sixty), and completing each of the after-scenarios, the programmers will be

implementing the rest of the ALE components.
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Fall 94

This final phase will involve testing in the field, further refinement, and

writing of the documentation. The business parmer will be integral to this phase
as hopefully they would supply monies for field testing. This phase will conclude
with a software program ready to be shrink-wrapped and handed off to a business
to market and produce.

VI. Presentations

A. Justice Department, JSC.

On March 12, 1991, a presentation of the project was given to a group of
Justice Department officials by James V'tllarreal, Bob Way and David Yaden at the
Johnson Space Center. In this presentation, the project's focus as an assessment

and diagnostic tool incorporating the concepts of virtual reality was highlighted
in comparison to an earlier conception of the system as being a tool for assisting
the correct pronunciation of words. At that meeting, the first mock-up
demonstration of the interface was presented which included live video, closed-

caption TV and digitized pictures. A demonstration of the current speech
recognition system being developed by Speech Systems Incorporated was given as
well. The redef'mition of the project as an assessment tool incorporating NASA's
ICAT technology and speech recognition was well-received by those in
attendance, and several justice department members volunteered federal prison
sites for field-testing.

B. AduR Literacy and Technology Conference, Costa Mesa, CA.

On July 17-20, 1991, David Yaden and Bob Way made a presentation at the

Adult Literacy and Technology Conference in Costa Mesa, California. This
presentation included the rationale for and description of the simulation-based
conception of the project as well as technical information about the research and
development platform and the projected final computing requirements. From
observation of other CAI programs on display at the conference, it was observed
that the ALE is unique in its attempt to assess literacy in context and for the

provision of intelligent feedback to both the client and literacy tutor. These
features prompted several inquiries about the project both during and after the
conference.
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C. Representatives from state correctional institutions, JSC.

On November, 1991 at JSC, the project was presented in detail to
representatives of the National Institute of Corrections, the NASA Headquarters
Technology Utilization Office, the Iowa Department of Corrections, Arizona
State Department of Education and Garcz, McGing and Associates. At this
meeting both Iowa and Arizona expressed a high degree of interest in the project
because of its plan to incorporate real-life literacy skills as the focus of the
assessment and for its provision of diagnostic interpretations and suggestions for
remediation. Both states agreed to provide prison field-testing sites.

At this meeting as well, the scope of the ALE was outlined and understood
to be at least three years away from completion or at a point where it could be
handed off to a commercial company for marketing. Primary in this projected

timeline was the fact that speech recognition technology is unable at present to
analyze continuous speech, a feature necessary for the oral reading analysis

component of the ALE. The meeting participants agreed to collaborate on up-
coming grants from the Department of Education (DOE) depending upon the
status of the ALE at the time funding was available.

VII. Publications

Listed below in order of most recent publication date are articles

disseminated by the project team describing ALE. These sources include a
newspaper, conference proceedings, peer-reviewed journal and professional
organization newsletter.

Yaden, D. B., Brown, L. M., Way, R., & Villarreal, J. A. (in press). Authentic
Literacy Assessment: NASA Technology Addressing Adult Illiteracy.
Computers in the Schools.

Yaden, D. B., & Brown, L. M. (1992). The Adult Literacy Evaluator.

NASA's Response to the Literacy Crisis. Mosaic: Research Notes on
Literacy, 2 (2), 1,4.

ViUarreal, J. A., & Yaden, D. B. (1992). A NASA Spin-off: The Adult

Literacy Tutor. Proceedings of the Adult Literacy and Technology
Conference.

Parker, E (1992, March). Education Professor Using Today's Technology to

Help Fight Adult Illiteracy. UHOUSTON, March 6, p. 4.
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VIII. External Funding

To date, 30 federal and private funding agencies have been contacted by
phone or letter describing the ALE and inquiring of their interest in financial

support of the project. From these initial inquiries, 14 proposals have been sent
to agencies interested and five (Kenan, Coca Cola, Coors, Casey & Beatrice) are

still in various stages of review, according to spokespersons from those agencies.
The project team is also working closely with the University of Houston
Development Office and the Research Triangle Institute in following up on
current proposals as well as in exploring new sources of funding not yet
contacted.

Department of Education funding 92-93 for corrections, originally
anticipated, has not been applied for since the ALE will not ready as a

demonstration project by September 30, 1992 when the funds from these grants
will be disbursed. However, federal research and development monies for adult
education and technology from the National Literacy Institute are available now
for competitive applications (due August 14) and a major effort will be expended
by the project team in preparing a proposal.

IX. Speech Recognition Research

In the ALE's original conception, speech analysis and recognition was to be
one of the primary features of the system. To that end, two efforts have been

underway to create an acceptable speech analysis component in order for the
ALE to conduct an oral reading analysis, a fundamental aspect of any reading
diagnosis.

A. Speech Systems Incorporated.

In the Spring of 1991, SSI delivered to JSC a preliminary version of the
demonstration software with peripheral hardware to be run on a Sun platform.

This system using a combination of scoring normalization techniques such as
syntactic error modeling, score normalization and phoneme error modeling,
resulted in a system which had an overall 80 % accuracy rate for target words, an
80% accuracy rate for rejecting non-targets, but less than a 5% percent accuracy
rate for recognizing all of the phonemes in a given word. Higher accuracy rates
for this system are based on the recognition of one-syllable words, for
recognizing all of the phonemes in a multi-syllable word, the system's accuracy is
less that 3%.
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Several aspects of the above system make it difficult to incorporate into the
current project: (a) The cost of the Sun platform and necessary peripherals, Co)
the fact that ALE is being designed on the Macintosh, and (c) the extremely low
accuracy rates for determining all of the phonemes in both one-syllable and
multi-syllable words.

B. DKR Consulting.

Currently, the goal of DKR is to develop a speech recognition and analysis

system which will operate on a Macintosh II series computer with the first
version of the system recognizing the 10 English vowel sounds in single syllable
words. In this system, speech recognition is accomplished by using self-
organizing feature maps (SOFM), learning vector quantization (LVQ), and
hidden Markov models (HMM) operating on digitized, preprocessed speech input.

The only peripheral required in this system is a MacRecorder. The first version
of the system is to be delivered in October 1992.

DKR's system is best suited to the needs of ALE, partly because the
developer worked on an early prototype of the system in the summer of 1991 and
knows the speech analysis requirements of the system. However, the three most
immediate difficulties are (a) the first version will not be delivered until October

1992, thus requiring the first prototype of ALE to be without speech recognition
capabilities, Co) it will recognize vowels only and, (c) the developer cannot work
full-time on the project.
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The Reuse of Logistics Carriers
For the First Lunar Outpost
Alternative Habitat Study

ABSTRACT

The Systems Definition Branch deals with preliminary concepts/designs
of various projects currently in progress at NASA. One of these projects is
called the First Lunar Outpost. The First Lunar Outpost (FLO) is a proposed
permanent lunar base to be located on the moon. In order to better understand
the Lunar Habitat, a detailed analysis of the lunar environment as well as
conceptual studies of the physical living arrangements for the support crew is
necessary.

The habitat will be inhabited for a period of 45 days followed by a six
month dormant period. Requirements for the habitat include radiation
protection, a safe haven for occasional solar flare storms, an airlock module and
consumables to support a crew of 4 with a schedule of 34 extra vehicular
activities. Consumables in order to sustain a crew of four for 45 days ranges
from 430 kg of food to only 15 kg for personal hygiene items. These
consumables must be brought to the moon with every mission. They are
transported on logistics carriers. The logistics carrier must be pressurized in
order to successfully transport the consumables. Refrigeration along with other
types of thermal control and variation in pressure are defined by the list of
necessary consumables.

The objective of the proposed work was to collaborate the Habitat Team
with their study on Logistic Carriers as possible alternatives for additional
habitable volume. Options for possible reuses was also determined. From this
analysis, a recommended design is proposed.
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INTRODUCTION

The logistics operations for the Lunar Base are concerned with the
packaging, scheduling, distribution, and storage of equipment, spares and
consumables to supply the lunar surface operations.

Since the Lunar Base will be developed after the Space Station has
been operational for some years, the maintenance and logistics concepts for
the Lunar Base should be compatible with the Space Station system.
Compatibility issues such as commonality of LRU's (Line Replaceable Unit) and
dimensional standards on storage containers to assure that they can be
handled and secured properly during each phase of the delivery process from
the Earth to the Moon should considered. Commonality of LRU's is critical for
the Lunar Base so that the same LRU will be able to support many different
subsystems and subcomponents. By properly specifying common LRU's, the
number of spares should be reduced and the reliability and production costs of
the LRU improved.

Logistics for the Lunar Base involves three locations in a complex
tracking and mass handling operation. First, the only source supplies during
the first six years of lunar operations is the Earth. At a later date, oxygen
supplies will be supplemented by lunar oxygen production from the pilot and
production plants. The data bases which track the equipment availability,
maintenance schedule, packaging, shipping and life time use will be based on
the Earth and the Moon. The supplies are transported to the Space Station
which serves several functions including:

• temporary holding point to prepare for final shipment to the
Moon.

• minimal repackaging for shipment.

• equipment checkout and minimal refurbishment.

• source of supplies needed immediately when unavailable
from the Earth.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT

The purpose of the Altemative First Lunar Outpost Habitat Study is to
investigate alternative habitat concepts from the base line SSF (Space Station
Freedom) derived habitat. As part of this investigation, pressurized logistics
modules have been identified as a possible solution to expand the habitable
volume of the First Lunar Outpost.

This particular study looks at the use of logistic carders for the purpose of
expanding the pressurized volume of FLO. Included is how these logistic
modules will be utilized and what functions they will support in order to use
them as a habitable volume.

Some basic requirements were defined for the carder. First of all, it is
necessary to carry a resupply of consumables for a crew of four for a 45 day
mission. Secondly, since 76% of the food for long duration missions is
refrigerated or frozen, the carrier needs to provide refrigeration/freezer
capabilities.

ASSUMPTIONS

There are various assumptions that were needed to make in order to
carry out the study. The habitat module is assumed to be on the ground. This
assumption is necessary due to fact that the present Habitat Module is on top of
the lander 50 feet above the ground. In order for the logistics carder to be
connected easily, the logistics carrier also needs to be on ground level. It is
going to be transported from the landing site on a motorized undercarriage and
brought to the habitat module for connection. Also, it was assumed that
radiation shielding would be provided. Further analysis of radiation protection
was not taken into account since it would require its own trade study.

DESIGN PROCESS

The first item that needed to be defined was the size (volume) and weight
(mass) necessary in order to resupply the mission. Data was provided from the
First Lunar Outpost Lunar Habitat Documentation and the Logistics Carrier
Study for FLO done by Lockheed. Consumables consist of food, personal
hygiene items (soap, wipes, tissues, dental care, hair grooming and body care
items), IVA clothing (indoor clothing), EVA body suits, housekeeping items (dry
and wet wipes, trash bags and vacuum cleaner bags), waste management
(filters, fecal bags, and canisters), photography equipment, linens and towels
and off-duty Items (pens, pencils and other personals).
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Consumables Volume (n_3_ % Tot. vol.

Food 439 1.29 28.0 %

Pea'sonal Hygiene 52 0.13 2.8 %
IVA Clothing 190 1.24 26.8 %
EVA Body Suits 25 0.14 3.0 %
Housekeeping 79 0.25 5.4 %

Waste Management 34 0.25 5.4 %
Photography 19 0.10 2.2 %
Linens/Towels 142 1.10 23.8 %

Off-Duty 63 0.12 2.6%

TOTALS: 1043 4.62 100 %

This is a chart of the breakdown of the consumables in order to

determine which consumes the most space. Food is the major component
while IVA Clothing and Linens/Towels rank as the second heighest consumers
of module space. This is due to the fact there is no clothes washer on board
and the crew members will need to use fresh items regularly.
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Analysis of Deslan Reaulrements:

Desian Issues:

When considering the use of the present logistic modules for possible
expansion of the lunar habitat module, certain design issues must be taken into
consideration. Since the habitat does not have fixed dimensions, a fair degree
of flexibility concerning the design of the logistics module is adequate.

Alternate materials such as inflatables could be studied to see which
material provides the optimal results and is the most advantageous. A needs
analysis of pressurized vs. unpressurized requirements should be prepared in
order to further define which equipment and consumables need to be under
which atmospheric condition. Information on air and thermal control extensions
to be connected t the proposed logistic modules could be looked at. Other
minor issues such as how much trash is generated by the habitat module in
order to determine the size of the waste container can add to the determining of
what function will the logistic module/carder serve.

Functions of Habitat Module:

While trying to make use of existing hardware and minimizing new
technology developments, the SSF (Space Station Freedom) was chosen as
the most applicable because of similar design requirements. The basic SSF
module structure provides equipment that is included in the module for the LEO
(lower earth orbit) application. For the lunar outpost application, some
additional equipment (both intemaJ and external to the module) is required to
support the habitat and crew.

These are the different habitat segments and each of its corresponding
functions:

ID Communications and Data Manaaement System (CDMS_"
requires extensive communications equipment capable Of
receiving signals which are transmitted over extremely long
distances as well as the capability of sending back messages;
adequate space must be allotted for the ingress of one or more
crew members at a time. The CDMS is designed to provide
various services such as data acquisition, data processing, data
storage, subsystem control, and communications. The CDMS
must support human interaction while crew is present and must be
capable of operating autonomously for periods when a crew is not
present (Lunar Habitat Documentation, 5/92).

Power Distribution: provides the necessary power lines within the
scarring with possible extensions for adjoining compartments.
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The basic power system of the Lunar Habitat Module consists of
(1) photovoltaic arrays, and (2) regenerative fuel cells. The
concept is to use photovoltaic arrays for daytime energy needs
and fuel cells for power during lunar nights (LHD, 5/92).

ECLSS fEnvironmental Control Life Suooort Svstem_: recovers

materials essential for crew survival, such as water or oxygen,
from crew metabolic wastes such as carbon dioxide, waste
hygiene water, or urine. The option selected for the lunar habitat
ECLSS is the closed water loop design. This includes water
processing hardware used to reclaim potable and hygiene water
from crew waste water and requires only a minimum of resupply of
water (91 kg) per 45 day mission (LHD, 5/92).

Thermal Control System: provides temperature control to the
habitat, inhabitants, and subsystems (intemal and extemal to the
module), this is done by systems which transport heat form the
location in which it is produced to a location it can be rejected to
the environment. The SSF intemal Thermal Control System is
applicable to the lunar habitat with a few minor changes. New
extemal heat rejection system is required (due to the solar array
temperature high of - 380°K during midday): a horizontal radiator
with no heat pump chosen for simplicity and low power
requirement (LHD, 5/92)

one or two independent airlock modules to support
EVA operations, transfer the crew from lander to habitat, store EVA
suits, as well as provide an EVA dust removal system. One of the
airlocks can provide hyperbaric capabilities. Both airlocks will be
able to function as safe haven for the habitat. Each airlock can

accommodate two EVA crew members simultaneously during
normal operations and four during contingency operations (LHD,
5/92).

Structural Suooort: consists of the necessary equipment to
withstand the launch loads as well as being able to hold up the
Lunar Habitat once on the moon. The loads on the Lunar Habitat
that result from random vibration and rotational acceleration

during launching are quite large due to the greater distance of the
module from the center of gravity of the Heavy Uft Launch Vehicle
(HLLV). The external structures needed additionally compared
with the SSF are: solar array masts, radiator supports, an antenna
mast, the habitat support structure, the habitat and lander
interface, and the regenerative fuel cell tank supports (LHD, 5/92).
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"Livina" Volumes of Habitat

m

D

consists of crew gathering, eating, entertainment, and
other community functions. As the focal point of the crew's
environment, it serves the same purpose as a conventional living
and dining room. Seating and table arrangements are flexible in
order to provide possible reconfiguration according to the crew's
needs. Additionally, monitors, displays, controls for both
information and entertainment could be incorporated within the
surrounding equipment (Initial Mars Habitat Study, 1/92).

m

._ a food preparation facility which includes food
heating/cooking equipment, short-term food storage, food
preparation area, dedicated stowage for servicing equipment and
utensils, clean-up facilities, handwashing facilities, drink dispenser
and trash receptacles. Connections to the habitat's fresh and
waste-water supply are necessary. Special task lighting will also
be provided (MHS, 1/92).

Crew QuarteR; consists of private/semi-private accommodations
like sleeping stations, wardrobe area, personal stowage, a shared
entertainment center and work area, with a passageway to the
hygiene compartment. Each sleep station can have an adjustable
bunk which can be reconfigured to allow a sit-up position.
Additional stowage either above or below the sleeping stations is
also a consideration (IHMS, 1/92).

Hvaiene Facili_: includes two habitat facilities integrated into a
common area - personal hygiene and body waste management.
Although both functions are addressed within the same enclosed
volume, each should be independent subsystems which could be
accessed simultaneously in private. The hygiene facility will
include provisions for whole and partial body cleansing,
handwashing, and personal grooming (IMHS, 1/92).

Exercise/Health Facility: dedicated region within the module
which serves both routine crew exercise and health care needs as
well as emergency medical situations. In emergency situations,
certain surrounding portions could be removed in order to provide
easier ingress. When health care treatment is not required,
practically the entire region could accommodate exercise activity.
The equipment and electronics volumes could be located
overhead to maximize volume (IMHS, 1/92).

Trash Manaoement Facility: it incorporates trash collection and
compaction functions while providing an easy transfer of the
compacted trash to a more permanent storage location. Other
receptacles for trash collection may be located in the crew
quarters as well as the hygiene facility for intermediate collection
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until transferred to this facility for compaction. Perhaps some sort
of energy source could be derived from the elimination of this trash
(IMHS, 1/92).

Food/Consumables Stowa0e: adjacent to the galley and food
preparation area are subsystems of palletized food packages
further divided into individual portions of food items in long-term
stowage. Certain food items may be transferred in a short-term
containment facility or refrigerator within the galley for more
convenient access (IMHS, 1/92).

Laundry Facility: cleaning of personal clothing, bedding, and
towels Will be performed here. The needed equipment includes a
washerldryer, intermediate stowage of launderable items,
consumables used in the process, and a suitable surface for
organization and folding of the laundry. Collection points within
the habitat will transfer to this facility for laundering (IMHS, 1/92).

Additional Stowaae: provides extra room for equipment, supplies,
personal items, a_nd/or cleaning utensils. Goods from the logistics
carriers could be temporarily stored here.

From all of these habitable volumes, it is clearer which functions could be
retrofitted for the Logistics Carder. Yet, certain sizing dimensions still need to
be addressed.

SPACE STATION DATA

Boeing Aerospace Company provided Marshall Space Flight Center with
a document which defines the known configuration of the Logistics System
required to support the Space Station program. This report provides both mass
and volume requirements necessary for a resupply to Space Station. From this
data, an analysis of the ratios of its components to the total volume allows the
determination of the total necessary volume needed for FLO.

This is the overall breakdown:

Total Internal Volume: 85 m^3 % of Total

Consumables 43.5 51.2

Access Space 30.5 35.9

Subsystems 11.0 12.9
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CALCULATION OF TOTAL VOLUME

These ratios provided a basis upon which to calculate the volume
necessary for the determined volume of consumables. Each value determines
the approximate volume taken up by each category. This information was
necessary in order to determine the total volume for both resupply and
habitation purposes.

As stated previously, the total consumables required for a crew of four for
a 45 day mission is 4.62 m^3. Adding a factor of 20% for a packaging void, an
additional 0.924 mA3 is added to the current amount in order to allow for
unaccounted space. The total comes out to 5.54 m^3. This total is then
divided by the ratio of consumables for the Space Station module. The volume

for the consumables, 5.54 m^3 divided by 51.2 % (SSF's consumables ratio)
gives a grand total of 10.8 m^3. From the total, the following breakdown was
developed.

Volume Reouirements:

Consumables (+ 20% packaging void)

Subsystems Volume

Access Space

5.54 m^3

1.40 m^3

3.86 m^3

SHAPE STUDY

Of the shapes to be considered in order to decide on the geometry of the
carder, three main shapes were identified: a sphere, a rectangle, and a
cylinder. The sphere did not work well with any rack system since consumables
usually took on some sort of rectangular shape. The rectanglular shape does
not work well with a pressurized environment. A cylinder, either vertical or
horizontal provided the most positive feedback.

In considering the feasible solutions between a horizontal or vertical
cylinder, various items were considered. The volume space of both
configurations differs in usability. The horizontal orientation provides 5.5 mA3
rack space for the consumables. While the vertical orientation only provides 3.4
m^3 of available rack space due to the gaps of unaccessible space. Circulation
space in the horizontal mode works better for reconfiguration than the vertical
mode.
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DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Once the horizontal configuration was chosen to be the determined
shape, a few basic design requirements were needed to be made. The height
was determined based on data from Skylab. Their vehicle was six and a half
feet high in zero gravity. Allowing for some additional space due to the 1/6th g,
a height of seven feet six inches was decided to be adequate. The access
width was defined by physical dimensions of a man in an EVA suit. The
maximum breadth for a 95%ile male is 34 inches. That is the exact width of the
proposed design. Since the carder needs to be pressurized in order carry the
consumables, the shape must be in accordance. Lastly, when the logistics
carder is no longer self-sufficient, it must have the capability to be dependent on
the habitat. For figures of proposed design see appendix.

ADDITIONAL REUSES

Possibilities for reuse were considered only of the functions which would
not cause too much of an additional load on the habitat's present systems.
Crew quarters is a strong possibility due to the fact that little additional power
was needed to reconfigure the carder. Science laboratorias is also an option
since there is refrigeration and freezer capabilities already on board. EVA
storage and maintenance could be applied in the carder and leave that much
more extra space on the habitat module. Last but not least, it could be used as
equipment stowage.

CONCLUSIONS

From this study, certain objectives were attained. Information on the
details of the logistics operations was provided to the Altemative Habitat Team.
The insight on possible reuses helps to determine the real possibilities of the
logistics carders reusability. Since a logistics carder is needed regardless if it is
reused or not, it would be more volume efficient to use its space once its original
functions have been accomplished. Also, added space helps to improve the
psychological and social attitudes between each crew member. The flexible
configurations such as being able to remove the racks enhances the suitability
for each mission. As a long term goal, it opens the door for longer duration
missions with the possibility of permanent residence on the moon.
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